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In Memoriam

In Memoriam
The Town of Hampton and its community deeply appreciates and honors the following
individuals who passed away in 2021.
These individuals served the town in various capacities, whether as a town employee, or a
governmental official, they gave of themselves and had a profound effect on the residents and
the employees of the Town of Hampton. We are grateful for their dedication and service to our
town and the State; they will be fondly and truly missed.
Selectmen
NH State Senator

John J. “Jack” Lessard
Robert F. Preston

Town Manager
NH State Representative

James S. Barrington
E. Elaine Ahern
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In Memoriam
Department of Public Works
Legal Department

Charles D. Butchok III

Police Department

Anne E. Marchand

Tax Collector’s Office

William J. Cronin, Jr.
Mary E. Hopkins

Town Clerk’s Office

John W. “Jack” Donaldson

Fire Rescue Department
Cecile “Sis” King

Richard J. Troffater
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Government and Administration
Government and Administration

Federal Officials
Term Expirations

President of the United States
Joseph Biden

2024

New Hampshire United States Senators
Maggie Hassan
Jeanne Shaheen

2022
2026

United States Congressman - New Hampshire 1st Congressional District
Chris Pappas

2022

State Officials
Governor of New Hampshire
Christopher Sununu

2022

New Hampshire Executive Councilor District 3
Janet Stevens

2022

New Hampshire State Senator District 24
Thomas Sherman

2022

New Hampshire Representatives District 21
Tracy Emerick
Robert Cushing
Michael Edgar
Thomas Loughlin

2022
2022
2022
2022

New Hampshire Representative District 37
Max Abramson

2022

County Officials
Rockingham County Officials
Kate Coyle, Commissioner District 1
Thomas Tombarello, Commissioner District 2
Brian Chirichiello, Commissioner District 3
Patricia Conway, County Attorney
Charles Massahos, High Sheriff
Donna Sytek, Register of Probate
Cathy Ann Stacey, Register of Deeds
Scott Priestley, Treasurer
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Town Officials
Term Expiration

Board of Selectmen
Russell D. Bridle, Chairman
Charles A. Rage, Vice-chairman
Regina M. Barnes
James A. Waddell
Richard E. Sawyer

2023
2023
2022
2024
2024

Town Clerk
Shirley Doheny

2022

Tax Collector
Donna Bennett

2024

Town Moderator
Robert Casassa

2022

Town Treasurer
Ellen Lavin

2023

Hampton Beach Village District
Charles Rage, Chairman
Robert Ladd, Commissioner
Maureen Buckley, Commissioner
Carson Miller, Treasurer
Walter Kivlan, Moderator
Ute Pineo, Clerk
Marylee Twomey, Supervisor of the Checklist
Eileen Daboul, Supervisor of the Checklist
James Higgins, Supervisor of the Checklist
Richard Sawyer, Ex Officio Member
Regina Barnes, Ex Officio Alternate Member

2022
2024
2023
2022
2022
2023
2022
2023
2024
2022
2022

Hampton School Board SAU 90
Les Shepard, Chairman
Ginny Bridle-Russell, Vice-chairman
Frank DeLuca
Wendy Rega
Andrea Shepard
James Workman, Moderator
Shirley Doheny, School District Clerk
Ellen Lavin, School District Treasurer
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Government and Administration
Term Expiration

Lane Memorial Library Trustees
Brian Abasciano, Chairman
Theresa Evans, Secretary
Kimberly Olson, Treasurer
Sheila Ewell
Christopher Hendry
Lynn Cutting, Alternate Trustee
Erica De Vries, Alternate Trustee

2023
2024
2024
2022
2022
2022
2022

Municipal Budget Committee
Katherine Harake, Chairman
Joyce Skaperdas, Vice-chairman
Michael Plouffe
Larry Quinn
Matthew Saunders
Brian Warburton
Steven Henderson, (Resigned)
Stephen LaBranche (Resigned)
Robert Ladd, Hampton Beach Village District Member
Ginny Bridle-Russell, Hampton School Board SAU 90 Member
Richard Sawyer, Ex Officio Member
James Waddell, Ex Officio Alternate Member

2024
2022
2022
2023
2022
2024
2022
2023
2022
2022
2022
2022

Planning Board
Tracy Emerick, Chairman
Francis McMahon, Vice-chairman
Alex Loiseau, Clerk
Ann Carnaby
Keith Lessard
Anne Bialobrzeski (Resigned)
Brendan McNamara, Sitting Alternate Member
Norman Carpentier, Alternate Member
Steve Chase, Alternate Member
Steve Miller, Alternate Member
Mark Olson, Alternate Member
James Waddell, Ex Officio Member
Richard Sawyer, Ex Officio Alternate Member

2024
2022
2023
2023
2022
2024
2023
2024
2024
2023
2024
2022
2022

Supervisors of the Checklist
Arleen Andreozzi (Resigned)
Nancy Stiles
Jeannine St. Germain
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Government and Administration
Term Expiration

Trustees of the Trust Funds
Warren Mackensen, Chairman
James Dearden
Chris Koutalidis
Chris Nevins
Joyce Skaperdas

2022
2023
2024
2023
2024

Winnacunnet Cooperative School Board SAU 21
Henry Marsh, Chairman
Leslie Russell Lafond, Vice-chairman
Nicole Cico
Tony Delano
Patricia O’Keefe
Robert Cushing, Moderator
Shirley Doheny, School District Clerk
John Lannan, School District Treasurer

2022
2024
2024
2023
2024
2023
2023
2023

Zoning Board of Adjustment
William O’Brien, Chairman
Bryan Provencal
Anne Bialobrzeski
Erica De Vries
Thomas McGuirk
Norma Collins, Alternate Member
Greg Grady, Alternate Member
Kenneth Lessard, Alternate Member
Edmund St. Pierre, Alternate Member (Resigned)
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Appointed Officials
Town Manager’s Office
James Sullivan, Town Manager
Frederick Welch, Deputy Town Manager (Resigned May)

Building Department
James Marchese, Building Inspector (Resigned December)

Department of Public Works
Jennifer Hale, Director
Joseph Lynch, Deputy Director
Chris Jacobs, Director (Resigned May)

Emergency Management Director
Michael F. McMahon, Fire Chief

Finance Department
Kristi Pulliam, Finance Director

Fire Rescue Department
Michael F. McMahon, Chief
William Paine, Deputy Chief
Jameson Ayotte, Chief (Resigned May)
Michael Brillard, Acting Deputy Chief (Resigned September)

Forest Fire Wardens
Chief Michael McMahon, Warden
Deputy Chief William Paine, Deputy Warden
Fire Prevention Officer Matthew Newton, Deputy Warden
Captain Michael Brillard, Deputy Warden
Captain Nathan Denio, Deputy Warden
Captain Sean Gannon, Deputy Warden
Captain Brian Wiser, Deputy Warden
Captain Matthew Cray, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Buck Frost, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Sean Murray, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Jason Newman, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant James Squires, Deputy Warden

Human Resources/Administrative Services
Julie Glover, Director
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Government and Administration
Lane Memorial Library
Amanda Reynolds Cooper, Director

Parks and Recreation Department
Rene Boudreau, Director

Planning Department
Jason Bachand, Town Planner

Police Department
David Hobbs, Chief
Alex Reno, Deputy Chief

Town Attorney
Mark Gearreald, Town Attorney (Retired December)

Welfare Department
Mary Blackwell, Welfare Administrator
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Appointed Boards, Commissions, Committees, and Councils
Term Expiration

Cable Renewal Committee
James Waddell, Chairman
Ann Carnaby
Frank Deluca
John Judson
Brian McCain
Nathan Page

2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023

Cable TV Advisory Board
Brian McCain
William Lowney
Paul Paquette
Peter Reed
James Waddell, Ex Officio Member
Regina Barnes, Ex Officio Alternate Member

2022
2024
2023
2023
2022
2022

Capital Improvement Program Committee
Tracy Emerick, Chairman
Regina Barnes, Ex Officio Representative
Steven Henderson, Budget Committee Representative (Resigned)
Larry Quinn, Alternate Budget Committee Representative
Les Shepard, SAU 90 Representative
Leslie Russell Lafond, Winnacunnet SAU 21 Representative
Matt Ferreire, Business Administrator, Winnacunnet SAU 21 Representative
Jason Bachand, Town Planner
Amanda Reynolds Cooper, Lane Memorial Librarian
Kristi Pulliam, Finance Director
James Sullivan, Town Manager

Conservation Commission
Deborah Wrobel, Chairman
Jay Diener, Vice-chairman
Robert Fox
Sharon Raymond
Patricia Swank
Peter Tilton
Anthony Curro, Alternate Member
Diane Shaw, Alternate Member
Nathan Page, Alternate Member
Rayann Dionne, Alternate Member
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Government and Administration
Term Expiration

Hampton Beach Area Commission
Nancy Stiles, Chairman, Town Representative
Dean Merrill, Vice-chairman, At-large Representative
Patricia Bushway, Town Representative
Charles Rage, Hampton Beach Village District Representative
Robert Ladd, Hampton Beach Village District Representative
Robert Preston, Hampton Area Chamber of Commerce Representative
Barbara Kravitz, Rockingham Planning Commission Representative
Jason Bachand, Town Planner
Michael Houseman, Treasurer, DNCR State Parks Representative
William Watson, NH DOT Representative

2024
2022
2023
2023
2024
2023
2022

Heritage Commission
James Metcalf, Chairman
Christine Bushway, Vice-chairman
Ann Carnaby
John Wrobel
Erica De Vries, Alternate Member
Regina Barnes, Ex Officio Member
Charles Rage, Ex Officio Alternate Member

2024
2023
2022
2022
2022
2022
2022

Leased Land Real Estate Commission
Jeannine St. Germain
Cynthia Perrault
Christine Baker
Todd Loiseau
Ken Lambert

2022
2023
2024
2025
2026

Mosquito Control Commission
Timothy O’Connor, Chairman (Resigned)
Richard Reniere
Russell Bernstein

2024
2022
2023

Municipal Records Committee
Paul Paquette, Town Systems Engineer
Ellen Lavin, Town Treasurer
Donna Bennett, Tax Collector
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Government and Administration
Term Expiration

Parks and Recreation Advisory Council
Sandy Mace, Chairman
Michelle Kulberg, Vice-chairman
Tim Hamlen
Eric Kulberg
Dan Griffin
Skip Webb
J. D. Seale, Alternate Member
Bonnie Serowik, Alternate Member
James Waddell, Ex Officio Member
Regina Barnes, Ex Officio Alternate Member

2023
2022
2022
2022
2022
2022
2024
2023
2022
2022

Rockingham Planning Commission
Barbara Kravitz
Mark Olson
Ann Carnaby, Alternate Member

2023
2023
2023

Solid Waste Committee
Skip Sullivan, Chairman
David Hartnett
Frank Healey
Mark Longstaffe
Tom McGuirk
Paul Morin
David Morrison
Ute Pineo
Norm Silberdick
Jerry Znoj

2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023

USS Virginia Committee
Mike Edgar, Chairman
Michelle Zaino, Vice-chairman
Tracey McGrail, Secretary
Mark Chooljian
Warren Mackensen
Dyana Martin
Richard Reniere
Rene Boudreau, Parks and Recreation Director
Regina Barnes, Ex Officio Member
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USS Virginia Committee
Bruce Aquizap, Alternate Member
Daniel “Desi” Lanio, Alternate Member
Jaqueline McCallum, Alternate Member
LT Lollita Heholt, MMACM(SS) US Navy
Kyle Smith, ENS US Navy
Jessy White, COB US Navy

2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023

Volunteer Boards Commissions, Committees, and Trustees
Hampton Historical Society Board of Trustees
Lori Cotter, President
Pat Bushway, Vice-president
Nicole Duggan, Secretary
Ed Baechtold, Treasurer
Mike Compos
Gary Grashow
Amy Hansen
Rich Hureau
Mark McFarlin
Linda Metcalf
Ben Moore
Betty Moore
Joe O’Brien
Molly St. Jeanne
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Report of the Board of Selectmen
On behalf of the Board of Selectmen, I would like to thank each and every one of our town
employees for their dedication to the citizens of the Town of Hampton during this very
challenging past year. You have risen to the challenge and provided the citizens and our guests
with the service and quality of life that they have come to have here in the Town of Hampton.
In March, James Waddell was elected to a 3rd term, and Richard Sawyer was elected to his 1st
term as Selectman. We thank Mary-Louise Woolsey for her years of service to the town.
Town Manager, Jamie Sullivan continues to lead this community during this pandemic and
all of the challenges associated with it. He has worked with the State to secure grant funding
and continues to lead our Union negotiating team.
We have had many changes in many of our departments; we welcome Julie Glover as our
new Human Resource/Administrative Services Director. Julie brings many years of
administrative experience as a Town Manager with her to the position and we look forward to
her in her new position. Deputy Town Manager Fred Welch resigned after 14-years with the
town, he spent 12-years as the Town Manager, and two years as Deputy Town Manager; his vast
knowledge of NH RSA’s and town administration will be sorely missed. Town Attorney Mark
Gearreald retired after 19-years of service to the town, his wisdom and knowledge will also be
sorely missed.
In the Police Department, Chief Richard Sawyer retired in January, after 25-years of service.
Deputy Chief David Hobbs was promoted to Chief, and Lieutenant Alex Reno was promoted
to Deputy Chief. They and the men and women under their command have done an
outstanding job, working to maintain order during a very busy year, not only the summer season,
but year-round.
In the Fire Rescue Department, we saw the retirement of Deputy Chief Justin Cutting in
January, after 25-years of service to the town, we wish the best for Justin and his family in the
future. Chief Jamie Ayotte submitted his resignation in May, after nine years of service, we thank
him for his service to the town. Captain Michael McMahon was promoted to Acting Deputy,
then Chief in July. Chief McMahon has worked his way up thru the ranks starting as a
Firefighter in 1996. In October of this year FPO William Paine was promoted to the rank of
Deputy Chief. These men will lead us as we address the study of the Fire Department that was
done this past spring.
In the Department of Public Works, Director Chris Jacobs submitted his resignation after
11-years of service, thank you, Chris, for your leadership. Jennifer Hale, the Deputy Director
was appointed as the Director. Joseph Lynch was named as the Deputy Director, together they
continue to lead the department in the day-to-day operations; collecting solid waste, maintaining
the roads, dealing with drainage issues, wastewater, and so much more like Phase 1 and 2 of the
upgrades to the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
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In the Finance Department, Director Kristi Pulliam and her staff do an excellent job keeping
an eye on the town finances and our future monetary obligations. She continues to work with
the town’s auditors, making sure we are following all appropriate state and federal regulations.
The Planning Department continues to develop and update the town’s Master Plan, which
should be completed by the end of year in 2022.
The Parks and Recreation Department continues to run the many programs it offers, and is
developing new programs for all ages, all the while maintaining all of our parks on a very limited
budget. Thank you for your dedication to our citizens of all ages here in town.
In the Town Clerk’s Office, the office staff continues to serve the citizens with the best
possible service.
We would like to commend all of the above departments, their staff and the following
departments and their staff for their service to the Town: the Building Department, the
Cemetery Department, the Legal Department, the Assessing Department, the Welfare
Department, Administrative Assistant Kristina Ostman, and the Tax Collector’s Office.
Last year the voters approved an Operating Budget of $129,125,194; the towns portion of
the tax rate is $5.92 per $1,000 dollars of valuation; the total tax rate is $15.93 per $1,000 dollars
of valuation. While maintaining a stable tax rate is one of this Board’s main goals, it is
foreseeable that the tax rate may rise.
The Town’s budget is extremely tight and only addresses maintaining what we have with no
increase in additional services. For years we have strived to do more with less, but there comes
a time where we will be doing less and less with less.
This year we have a number of warrant articles dealing with additional manpower in the
DPW, the Fire Department, the Police Department, and full-time positions in the Parks and
Recreation Department, and the Conservation Office, if we want to continue with the excellent
services this town provides, we need to support these requests for additional manpower.
It again has been a year like no other, so I say a grateful thank you to all of the men and
women who work tirelessly to keep this town running and safe for all of our citizens and visitors
alike and thank you to the taxpayers of this town for your support.
Respectfully submitted,
Russell D. (Rusty) Bridle
Chairman
Charles A. Rage, Vice-chairman
Regina M. Barnes
James A. Waddell
Richard E. Sawyer
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Board of Selectmen

Seated left to right: Chairman Russell D. Bridle, Vice-chairman Charles A. Rage
Standing left to right: Richard E. Sawyer, Regina M. Barnes, James A. Waddell
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Report of the Town Manager
To the Honorable Members of the Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of Hampton
It is my privilege to submit my Annual Report as your Town Manager for the year 2021.
This year we again faced numerous challenges; the COVID-19 global pandemic continued
throughout the year, staffing shortages plagued the town as well as the business community, and
supply chain delays impacted numerous projects as we all navigated the ups and downs of
returning “back to normal.” We became aware of the COVID-19 variants Delta and Omicron
and were forced to adapt to the impacts of these variants in our daily routines.
The 2021 budget process led to the deliberative session, and then to the annual Town
Meeting in March. The voters approved all but one of the 22 articles on the warrant this year.
Collective bargaining agreements with our Public Works employees, the Fire Rescue Department
employees, and Teamsters were all approved by the voters. The article to reconstruct both High
Street and Winnacunnet Road received majority support but failed to gain the 60% approval
needed to move forward.
During the year we had several changes in our senior staff leadership roles. Chief of Police
Richard Sawyer retired from his position in January and was elected to the Board of Selectmen
in March. In January, Chief David Hobbs took command of the Police Department. In May,
Jen Hale was named as the first female Director of Public Works for the town. Deputy Town
Manager Fred Welch moved on to take a new position in May. In July, we welcomed Michael
McMahon as Chief of the Fire Rescue Department. In August, we welcomed Julie Glover to
our senior staff as Human Resources/Administrative Services Director. At the end of the year,
our Town Attorney, Mark Gearreald entered his well-earned retirement. Please join me in
thanking those who have served the town and are now moving on to new chapters in their lives.
We also congratulate our new leaders as they take on the many challenges of guiding their
departments into the future.
The COVID-19 pandemic remained with us throughout the entire year. Early in the year,
most public meetings were held in a hybrid format, with the public participating by electronic
means. In May, Governor Sununu lifted the remaining pandemic restrictions and emergency
orders, allowing us to return to in-person meetings. On June 11, 2021, the State of Emergency
was ended. By summer, we all began to return to “normal.” Businesses opened without
restrictions, beach traffic had returned to normal patterns, and visitors to our area returned.
Our public safety team did a magnificent job of dealing with the influx of new visitors and the
challenges of managing these crowds, keeping all of us safe.
Our Emergency Management Team and Finance Department were diligent in pursuing all
available funding to reimburse the town for expenses related to our response to COVID-19. The
Town accepted approximately 1.6 million dollars from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA
funds) from the Federal Government, which will be paid in two segments, one in 2021 and again
in 2022. In response to public safety needs, Governor Sununu created a fund which resulted in
the town receiving more than $300,000 to assist the Police Department in responding to a
COVID-19 related influx of visitors to our community. Our Finance Department and other
Department Heads continue to apply for all funding sources available to assist with our response
to COVID-19 and its resulting impacts.
16
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The State Department of Transportation is actively working on two major projects that will
affect the entire community. The replacement of the Hampton Harbor Bridge and the
reconstruction of Route 1A will bring changes to the community and Hampton Beach. The
Town is working closely with the State to make sure our residents have a voice in these projects.
Thank you to the Board of Selectmen for your leadership, guidance, and support that has
allowed me to accomplish the community’s goals. To the Boards, Committees and Commissions
for your daily support, thank you as well. Thank you to our Department Heads for their
leadership in providing efficient and effective services to the residents of the community. Thanks
to the State departments that work cooperatively with us in providing service to all of those who
visit our community.
Thank you to the team here in the Town Office, all of whom work together to provide the
best service to the community we possibly can. A special thanks to our Finance Director Kristi
Pulliam for her commitment and dedication, to Julie Glover our Human
Resources/Administrative Services Director, and Kristina Ostman, Administrative Assistant for
her efforts to support the Board of Selectmen and the Town Manager’s Office.
To all our employees, thank you for an outstanding job this year!
Finally, to our residents and businesses, thank you for allowing me to serve as your Town
Manager.
Respectfully submitted,
James B. Sullivan
Town Manager
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New Employees
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Jo-Ann Turcotte
Assessing

Dennis Howes
Building

Brianna O’Brien
Conservation

Bobbi Hayden
Finance

Julie Glover
Human Resources

Dianne Douville
Town Clerk

Elizabeth Bowen
Town Clerk

Mary Blackwell
Welfare

Michael Bradley
Parks & Recreation

Thomas Sawyer
Parks & Recreation

Kara Campbell
DPW

Joseph Lynch
DPW Deputy Director
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Scott Corriveau
DPW

Shane Fahey
DPW

Tucker Fegan
DPW

Patrick Gillis
DPW

Dillon Plouffe
DPW

Mark Wilbur
DPW

Nicholas Africano
Fire Rescue

Trevor Chappell
Fire Rescue

Brendan Sullivan
Fire Rescue

Samuel Forcino
Police

Noah Graham
Police

Alex Popielski
Police

Elliot Reynolds
Police

Samantha Savini
Police

Nicholas Thamsen
Police
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Employee Wages
**Total Hours Paid includes overtime.
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Schedule of Buildings and Equipment
Name
Academy Avenue Playground
Aeration Basins
Bar Screen Building
Blacksmith Building
Blower Building
Cemetery Office Building
Cemetery Two-Bay Garage
Chlorine Building
Chlorine Contact Chambers
Chlorine Shed
Dock
Eaton Park Maintenance
Building
Fire Station
Fire Station (Beach)
Five Corners Park
Gazebo
Gravity Thickener #1
Gravity Thickener #2
Grist Mill
Grit Building
Kid's Kingdom
Lew Brown Park
Library
Mace Fish House
Marine Pier
Marine Pier Storage Shed
Philbrick Children’s Park
Police Firing Range Shed
Police Station
Police Storage Facility
Primary Clarifier #1
Primary Clarifier #2
Public Works Garage
Public Works Maintenance
Building

32

Street Address
140 Academy Avenue
8 McGrath Court
15 McGrath Court
75 Barbour Road
7 McGrath Court
140 High Street
140 High Street
8 McGrath Court
35 Public Works Way
35 Public Works Way
Glade Path
50 Park Avenue

Building Value
$0.00
$6,679,000.00
$259,400.00
$54,000.00
$238,800.00
$96,300.00
$30,000.00
$30,000.00
$563,000.00
$143,700.00
$6,800.00
$113,100.00

Contents Value
$50,000.00
$278,200.00
$234,100.00
$18,900.00
$253,300.00
$20,600.00
$5,000.00
$75,000.00
$198,600.00
$47,600.00
$0.00
$18,400.00

140 Winnacunnet Road
119 Brown Avenue
Little River Road
452 Lafayette Road
8 McGrath Court
8 McGrath Court
488A High Street
13 McGrath Court
50 Park Avenue
1 Hardardt’s Way
2 Academy Avenue
956 Ocean Boulevard
29 Harbor Road
29 Harbor Road
Reddington Landing
57 Public Works Way
100 Brown Avenue
100 Brown Avenue
8 McGrath Court
8 McGrath Court
45 Public Works Way
45 Public Works Way

$2,955,200.00
$2,857,400.00
$0.00
$110,700.00
$366,500.00
$366,500.00
$18,000.00
$261,700.00
$0.00
$0.00
$2,429,700.00
$15,000.00
$344,200.00
$1,800.00
$0.00
$0.00
$5,990,300.00
$336,300.00
$1,497,400.00
$1,497,400.00
$838,900.00
$349,500.00

$1,919,000.00
$1,869,000.00
$44,000.00
$0.00
$68,100.00
$68,200.00
$0.00
$103,000.00
$117,000.00
$135,000.00
$2,209,400.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$3,000.00
$25,000.00
$5,000.00
$1,256,600.00
$85,100.00
$747,000.00
$747,000.00
$410,100.00
$162,500.00
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Name
Public Works Shed
Public Works Storage Shed
Public Works Shed
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Salt Storage Shed
Scale House
Secondary Clarifier #1
Secondary Clarifier #2
Secondary Clarifier #3
Septage Receiving Station
Sludge Storage Building
Stormwater Pump Station
Stormwater Pump Station
Toddler Park
Town Offices
Town Offices 1-Bay garage
Town Offices 2-Bay Garage
Transfer Station
Tuck Field 2-Bay Garage
Tuck Field 3-Bay Storage
Tuck Field Building
Tuck Field Cave House
Tuck Field Concession Stand
Wet Well Building
WWTP Office Trailer
WWTP Operations Building
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Street Address
49 Public Works Way
45 Public Works Way
45 Public Works Way
50 Church Street
565 Winnacunnet Road
5A Vanderpool Drive
16A Katie Lane
507 High Street East
9A Merrill Industrial Drive
44 Campton Street
39A Falcon Circle
303A High Street West
151 Drakeside Road
19A Bear Path
105 Towle Farm Road
118 Kings Highway
71 Public Works Way
60 Public Works Way
8 McGrath Court
8 McGrath Court
8 McGrath Court
61 Public Works Way
76 Public Works Way
7 Kershaw/Hackett Lane
17B Tuck Road
50 Park Avenue
100 Winnacunnet Road
100 Winnacunnet Road
100 Winnacunnet Road
80 Public Works Way
38 Park Avenue
36 Park Avenue
36 Park Avenue
36 Park Avenue
38 Park Avenue
9 McGrath Court
8 McGrath Court
8 McGrath Court
Total

Building Value
$153,000.00
$900.00
$3,500.00
$2,245,000.00
$544,300.00
$257,200.00
$228,600.00
$231,400.00
$70,000.00
$220,000.00
$154,300.00
$160,700.00
$357,200.00
$137,200.00
$171,400.00
$134,700.00
$112,100.00
$15,000.00
$1,625,000.00
$1,625,000.00
$1,625,000.00
$210,600.00
$652,400.00
$46,000.00
$2,500.00
$0.00
$2,949,000.00
$49,000.00
$6,400.00
$286,300.00
$37,000.00
$57,000.00
$273,300.00
$272,200.00
$67,900.00
$883,100.00
$7,500.00
$1,734,900.00
$46,057,200.00

Contents Value
$32,700.00
$3,300.00
$7,000.00
$2,655,600.00
$240,700.00
$101,800.00
$91,600.00
$91,600.00
$87,000.00
$96,200.00
$94,200.00
$95,200.00
$222,800.00
$90,900.00
$96,200.00
$81,000.00
$0.00
$25,000.00
$325,800.00
$325,800.00
$325,800.00
$9,500.00
$622,300.00
$50,000.00
$20,000.00
$40,000.00
$638,100.00
$60,000.00
$10,000.00
$242,000.00
$100,000.00
$8,800.00
$59,700.00
$115,500.00
$10,100.00
$662,500.00
$0.00
$1,426,600.00
$20,340,000.00
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Schedule of Land
Tax Map/Lot
7-003
17-001
19-001
26-001-A
39-001
41-003-B
59-001
59-002
60-011
66-001
66-003
68-007-3
71-001
75-001
75-004
76-015
87-006-A
87-031
92-001
92-002-2
93-001
96-001-1
96-002-C
96-002-D-11
96-003
98-001
98-007
98-029
99-002
103-000
106-014
108-039
110-003-C
110-004-B
110-004-D
110-004-M
110-004-N

34

Location
Off NH 101
Off NH 101
Off NH 101
Ring Woodland
Off NH 101 Expressway
Lot B Stowecroft Drive
Off Barbour Road
Off Barbour Road
Off Barbour Road
Exeter Road
Timber Swamp Road
Langdale Drive, Rear
Post Road Rear
Off Barbour Road
Off Woodland Road
11 Munsey Drive
Langdale Drive
Langdale Drive
Twelve Shares
Off 75 Barbour Road
Off Barbour Road
Woodland Road
Great Meadows
Great Gate Drive
205 Woodland Road
Boulter’s Cove
Ocean Boulevard
Ocean Boulevard
Ocean Boulevard
Batchelder Cemetery
Maplewood Drive
Off Fairfield Drive
Barbour Road
7 Vanderpool Drive
11 Vanderpool Drive
28 Vanderpool Drive
34 Vanderpool Drive

Description
Conservation Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Conservation Land
Marsh Land
Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Conservation Land
Land
Marsh Land
Land
Marsh Land
Land
Conservation Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Cemetery
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

Size
6.22a
16a
25a
4a
3a
0.03a
0.9a
3.7a
15a
6a
6.3a
12a
2a
4a
5a
5.85a
5600sf
5442sf
19a
25.14a
3a
1071sf
4a
5.107a
12.89a
0.50a
4356sf
2.5a
1a
2046sf
5616sf
2a
23a
0.36a
0.36a
0.4a
1.05a

Value

$6,200
$28,800
$10,000
$3,200
$3,000
$300
$1,000
$4,100
$9,600
$26,000
$229,600
$30,000
$4,400
$4,400
$5,800
$29,800
$3,000
$3,000
$171,000
$496,900
$3,300
$11,500
$2,000
$5,800
$186,700
$8,900
$1,900
$2,500
$2,419,500
$0
$28,600
$3,000
$2,400
$1,700
$1,700
$88,300
$87,400
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Tax Map/Lot
116-057
134-041
139-026
145-012
150-001-A
150-026
150-052
150-060
151-006-A
151-007
151-011
151-016
160-005
161-015
164-031-A
165-002
165-012
168-003
168-006
175-013-2
176-012
176-013
176-014
177-009-A
180-001-6A
181-030
181-031
183-057
187-000
187-002
187-004
187-006
190-001
190-007
190-010
191-011
191-036
191-039
194-001-33A

Location
Ancient Highway
48 Beach Plum Way
190 Towle Farm Road
140 High Street
507 High Street
Rear Glen Road
488A High Street
501 High Street
Ocean Blvd
956 Ocean Boulevard
954 Ocean Boulevard
High Street
452 Lafayette Road
High Street
Little River Road
338R High Street
393A High Street
High Street
Gentian Road
Lafayette Road
100 Winnacunnet Road
2 Academy Avenue
140 Winnacunnet Road
Moulton Road
Alexander Drive
Birch Road Rear
Birch Road
118 Kings Highway
151 Drakeside Road
Drakeside Road
Drakeside Road
170 Drakeside Road
34 Park Avenue
50 Park Avenue
Park Avenue
Winnacunnet Road
Off Park Avenue
Park Avenue
Laurence Court
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Description
Joe Billie Brown Park
Leased Land
Land
High Street Cemetery
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Ruth Stimson Park
Bicentennial Park
Conservation Land
Marelli Square
Parking Lot
Five Corners Park
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Conservation Land
Tuck Field
Eaton Park
Land
Pine Grove Cemetery
Land
Ring Swamp Cemetery
Land

Size
1.05a
5134sf
12.4af
27a
0.32a
0.29a
1a
0.25a
0.86a
0.8a
1.4a
4.68a
6207sf
4.68a
0.76a
6a
4791sf
0.5a
2.4a
0.07a
1.32a
0.4a
3.36a
0.1a
0.5a
2a
20a
0.23a
3000sf
6.5a
6a
1.4a
10.05a
4.9a
800sf
1.5a
1550sf
1.14af
29.8a

Value
$2,156,800
$954,700
$386,600
$575,600
$129,700
$2,800
$184,300
$1,500
$0
$2,801,600
$3,240,700
$100
$67,600
$710,000
$166,700
$30,000
$21,500
$561,400
$400
$21,000
$416,600
$178,400
$1,060,400
$1,100
$700
$200
$2,000
$287,100
$15,000
$700
$600
$68,400
$1,332,900
$241,700
$1,100
$236,900
$3,500
$200,600
$6,900
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Tax Map/Lot
195-004
195-005
197-032
200-001
200-002
200-003
201-001
201-002
201-003
201-004
204-001
205-017-A
206-028
216-001
216-001A
217-001
217-002
218-009
222-026-1
223-166
223-022
226-001
226-001A
226-001B
229-002-6
230-001
232-001
234-003
235-002
235-022-C
237-001
240-002
241-014
245-004
247-001
248-001
250-001
251-001
265-004

36

Location
The Oaks
The Oaks
4 Ninth Street
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Rear Drakeside Road
Rear Drakeside Road
Salt Meadow
Salt Marsh
Park Avenue
Off Winnacunnet Road
Locke Road
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Landing Road
Landing Road
1 Hardardt’s Way
Emerald Avenue
Winnacunnet Road
2 Third Street
Lafayette Road
Lafayette Road
Lafayette Road
Landing Road
Landing Road
11 Hardardt’s Way
Off Winnacunnet Road
565 Winnacunnet Road
593 Ocean Boulevard Rear
Off Lafayette Road
Salt Marsh
Tide Mill Road
575 Ocean Boulevard
Salt Marsh
Lafayette Road
Off NH 101 Rear
Off NH 101 Rear
Spring Marsh

Description
Land
Land
Leased Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Land
Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Land
Land
Park
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Landfill
Land
Land
Leased Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Land
Marsh Land
Land
Conservation Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land

Size
1a
0.5a
5000sf
6a
2a
6a
4.5a
3a
3a
4a
1a
7712sf
1a
0.7a
2a
4a
6.1a
40.26a
1600sf
2.4a
5624sf
3.8a
0.50a
5.3a
11.31a
0.5a
31.4a
8a
0.46a
0.09a
0.5a
12a
0.6a
0.02a
6a
7a
4a
15a
0.59a

Value

$300
$100
$472,000
$600
$200
$600
$500
$300
$300
$400
$10,000
$70,300
$209,900
$100
$200
$400
$600
$1,397,700
$29,100
$4,900
$289,000
$400
$5,000
$500
$1,100
$1,000
$1,705,300
$800
$223,500
$900
$100
$1,200
$100
$200
$600
$700
$400
$1,500
$100
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Tax Map/Lot
273-016
273-022
273-026
273-028
273-030
274-001
274-007
274-048
280-001
280-002
280-003
280-004
280-006
280-008
280-010
280-013
280-018
280-027
281-001
281-011
281-032
281-047
281-048
281-049
281-073
281-074
281-076
282-007
282-076
282-138
282-140
282-207
286-002
286-003
286-006
286-007
287-018A
287-030
287-031

Location
Glade Path
Elkins Street
23 Glade Path
Church Street
Church Street
Glade Marsh
50 Church Street
Rear Brown Avenue
Alice Avenue
Ina Avenue
Alice Avenue
Alice Avenue
Alice Avenue
Alice Avenue
Alice Avenue
Cora Avenue
Cora Avenue
Ballard Street
Island Path
Garland Street
Island Path
Island Path
Island Path
Island Path
Battcock Avenue
Battcock Avenue
Battcock Avenue
Island Path
35 Island Path
9 A Street
7 A Street
23 B Street
Battcock Avenue
Battcock Avenue
Island Path Marsh
Island Path Marsh
Rear 48 Ashworth Avenue
Brown Avenue
119 Brown Avenue
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Description
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Land
Conservation Land
Conservation Land
Marsh Land
Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Parking Lot
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Leased Land
Land
Land

Size
16a
1.5a
4060sf
0.16a
0.57a
1.5a
1.74a
5.8a
0.11a
0.08a
0.01a
0.11a
0.09a
0.09a
0.09a
0.07a
0.05a
0.08a
5.75a
0.08a
0.08a
2a
5a
6.5a
0.15a
0.26a
0.28a
0.03a
4.34a
5000sf
0.23a
6643sf
0.48a
0.22a
2a
2a
864sf
5500sf
4.21a

Value

$1,600
$200
$1,300
$100
$100
$200
$486,400
$200
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$274,500
$100
$100
$200
$500
$700
$100
$100
$200
$300
$1,144,100
$236,400
$485,200
$339,800
$100
$100
$200
$300
$13,800
$346,500
$407,700
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Tax Map/Lot
287-035
287-037
287-050
289-023
289-030
289-050
289-052
290-001-D
290-017
290-050
290-078
290-079
290-080
290-142
290-162
290-163
292-001
292-002
293-055
293-083
293-141
293-151
295-001A
295-067
296-005
296-037
296-042
296-045
296-059
296-060
296-077
296-082
296-085
296-088
296-100
296-101
296-102
296-120
296-136

38

Location
21 F Street
15-17 F Street
100 Brown Avenue
Manchester Street
Manchester Street
Perkins Avenue
Perkins Avenue
14 G Street
11 G Street
95 Ashworth Avenue
16 I Street
14 I Street
10 I Street
9 J Street
28-30 K Street
24-26 K Street
Off Perkins Avenue
Perkins Avenue Extension
19 L Street
4 M Street
44 Ocean Boulevard
14 O Street
Fellows Avenue
29 Harbor Road
16 P Street
6 Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue
12 Q Street
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic Avenue
12 River Avenue
Boston Avenue
17 Ocean Boulevard
Boston Avenue
Boston Avenue
Boston Avenue
Concord Avenue
26 River Avenue

Description
Leased Land
Leased Land
Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Marsh Land
Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Land
Leased Land
Land
Land
Land
Leased Land
Land
Leased Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Leased Land

Size
5015sf
5000sf
9.17a
0.59a
0.59a
2a
0.46a
5000sf
5000sf
0.33a
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5165sf
6867sf
5000sf
0.22a
0.22a
5000sf
4792sf
4007sf
2892sf
0.07a
1387sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
3005sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
2885sf
5000sf
4500sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
3920sf
3414sf

Value
$332,300
$332,200
$3,180,900
$600
$600
$300
$100
$332,200
$314,200
$469,700
$243,400
$332,200
$314,200
$306,200
$261,000
$243,400
$100
$100
$243,400
$239,200
$411,400
$205,500
$200
$341,900
$243,400
$350,300
$623,800
$206,300
$623,800
$623,800
$623,800
$205,400
$623,800
$233,300
$623,800
$623,800
$623,800
$597,300
$213,200
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Tax Map/Lot
296-147
299-001
299-020
304-016
304-025
305-041
998-020
998-049
998-050
998-072
998-073
998-078
998-085
998-101
998-102
998-106
998-126
998-128
998-144
998-145
998-146
998-172
998-176
998-177
998-178
998-179
998-180
998-186
998-187
998-191
998-192
998-193
998-196
998-201
998-220
998-221
998-224
998-226-A
998-239

Location
8 Ocean Boulevard
5 Epping Avenue
22 Epping Avenue
44 Campton Street
Oceanfront Beach
Woodstock Street
Landing Road
Mill Marsh
Spring Marsh
Little Neck Marsh
Hop Ground
Clambake Marsh
Hop Ground
Island Path
Ann’s Meadow
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Cole Creek Marsh
Canal Marsh
Spring Marsh
Locke Marsh
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Oaks Marsh
Spring Marsh
Landing Marsh
Low Marsh
Drake’s Meadow
Mill Road
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Little Neck Meadow
Great Neck Meadow
Low Marsh
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Philbrook Terrace
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Description
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Land
Land
Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land

Size
4660sf
4934sf
4007sf
0.25a
1.3a
2614sf
100sf
3a
11a
100sf
1a
100sf
100sf
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
2a
2a
3a
3a
0.01a
1.5a
3a
1a
7a
3a
4a
3a
3a
5a
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
2a
0.55a
0.01a

Value
$236,500
$242,000
$279,100
$371,700
$3,488,400
$177,200
$100
$300
$1,000
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$200
$200
$300
$300
$100
$200
$300
$100
$700
$300
$400
$300
$300
$500
$100
$100
$100
$200
$100
$100
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Tax Map/Lot
998-240
998-242
998-243
998-251
998-252
998-257
998-259
998-260
998-261
998-276
998-281
998-294
998-301
998-313
998-316
998-317
998-319
998-320

40

Location
Woodland Road
Nudd Avenue
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Meadow
Spring Marsh
Island Path Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
James Marsh
James Marsh

Description
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land
Marsh Land

Size
0.5a
2a
2a
0.01a
0.01a
6a
3a
6a
4.5a
0.01a
16a
4a
4a
144a
5a
24a
3.5a
4a

Value

$100
$400
$200
$100
$100
$600
$300
$600
$400
$100
$1,600
$400
$400
$10,100
$500
$2,400
$400
$400
Total Value $48,132,300
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Finacial Reporting

Report of the Tax Collector
It’s hard to believe we are at the end of 2021. It has been another difficult year with the
continuation of the pandemic, but we are trying to get back to normal or, at least, what is normal
for this period in time.
Collections for last year were extremely good, and this was reflected in the low amount of
the 2021 tax lien placed on the 2020 unpaid taxes. The lien for 2021 was the smallest lien since
I started working in the tax office.
The due date for the December tax bill was very late this year. The due date is determined
after the tax rate is set, when all the paperwork has been approved by the Department of Revenue
Administration (DRA). The DRA normally sets the tax rate in mid-October, our normal due
date is December 1, or shortly thereafter. This year the tax rate was set November 18, 2021,
making the due date December 22, 2021. The collections for this year, however, seem to be on
track with past years, even with this late due date.
As always, a huge “Thank You” goes out to the Deputy Tax Collector, Vivian Considine. I
could not do my job as well as I do without her working by my side. I also want to send a thank
you to all the other departments in the town, as well as the attorneys, closing companies, and
banks that we work with daily. A HUGE thank you to the residents of Hampton who had
enough confidence in me to re-elect me for my 5th term!
Happy New Year, and let’s hope 2022 is a better year for all of us.
Respectfully submitted,
Donna Bennett, CTC
Tax Collector
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Report of the Town Clerk
The Town Clerk’s office has gone through many changes in 2021.
It has taken a number of months, but I am happy to announce that we are once again fully
staffed and ready to face this coming year with excitement and enthusiasm. We are happy to
welcome Dianne Douville, Beth Frongillo and Liz Bowen to our team.
Davina Larivee our bookkeeper retired in March of this year; Davina had served the residents
of the town for close to twenty-four years. We also said good-bye to our Assistant Clerk, Anne
Tirrell, after almost nine years of service to the Town. We thank Davina and Anne for their
hard work, dedication and commitment to the town and wish them the very best in their future
endeavors. Thank you also to Deputy Town Clerk Cheryl Hildreth for being willing to go above
and beyond so that we were able to serve our residents while being short-staffed.
The Office has been working with the town’s IT Department and our software vendor on
updating our system to streamline the process for some in-person transactions. We are also
planning on adding a few more transactions that will be able to be completed online. We will
be announcing these updates in the coming months.
I would like to thank the voters of Hampton for giving me the chance to serve as your Town
Clerk these last three years. I hope I have earned the opportunity to serve for another three
years.
Respectfully submitted,
Shirley Doheny
Town Clerk

Financials of the Town Clerk
Town Clerk Revenue
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2021

Dog - State

$

4,323.50

Vitals - State
Local Title

$
$

10,204.00
8,222.00

MV Permits
Municipal Agent Fee

$4,036,669.59
$ 80,974.70

Dog - Town
UCC

$
$

10,938.50
3,300.00

Vitals-- Town
Miscellaneous

$
$

5,431.00
7,501.74

Resident Decals
Document Holders

$
$

13,490.00
882.00

Fish and Game

$

10,669.50

Grand Total

$4,192,606.53
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Report of the Town Treasurer
Another successful year has come to a close for the Town of Hampton.
This year the Town did not need to open a Line of Credit (TAN), resulting in savings of
about $2,000 in bond counsel fees.
The Town Treasurer is currently holding funds in accounts at Citizens Bank and TD Bank.
The 2021 cash balance began at $28,352,353; receipts totaled $82,784,358; expenditures totaled
$79,875,404; cash balance as of December 31st was $31,261,307.
I look forward to a challenging 2022.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen Lavin, CPA
Town Treasurer

Financials of the Town Treasurer
Treasurer Cash Summary 2021
Beginning Balance
Receipts
Expenditures
Ending Balance

$28,352,353
$82,784,358
$79,875,404
$31,261,307

2021 - 2022 Cash
2021 End of Year Cash Balance
2021 End of Year Taxes Due
January - June 2022 Income

$31,261,307
$ 3,103,324
$ 3,600,046

Cash Avail thru June 2022

$37,964,676

Owe to Schools thru June
January - June 2022 Town Expenses

$16,586,638
$13,749,211

Balance

$ 7,628,827
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Report of the Trustees of Trust Funds
In 2021, the Trustees of Trust Funds met four times in person. The Trustees welcomed two
new members with the election of Christopher Koutalidis and Joyce Skaperdas in March.
Three Bearings Fiduciary Advisors, Inc., an investment advisor in Hampton, managed the
trust funds and capital reserve funds. Accounts were custodied with Fidelity Investments in
Boston.
Real Estate Trust Fund
The largest trust fund is the Real Estate Trust Fund, whose primary purpose is to generate
income that can be used to reduce the local tax rate. The Fund's investment policy has a target
asset allocation of 40% equities (stocks) and 60% fixed income (bonds and cash). The purpose
of this balanced asset allocation is to provide both income and an opportunity for the principal
of the Real Estate Trust Fund to grow to offset the eroding effects of inflation.
Each month, the Trustees distributed income to the town from the Real Estate Trust Fund
to reduce the tax rate. The total income distributed (after investment management fees) was
$752,672, a decrease of 12% from the 2020 income distribution amount of $856,049. The
Fund's current income yield, net of investment management fees, was approximately 3.1% as of
year-end.
The Real Estate Trust Fund remains invested in a broadly diversified portfolio of low-cost
mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, and individual bonds. The book value, i.e., the cost basis,
of the Real Estate Trust Fund's principal and income increased from $20,170,405 to
$20,900,278 during the year, after accounting for net realized capital gains of $673,043. There
were no additional deposits to the fund from the sale of leased land at Hampton Beach during
2021. The market value of the fund increased to $24,321,264 from $22,823,202 during 2021,
representing an increase of 6.6%.
The time-weighted total return (income and capital appreciation, including income accrued
at year-end) net after fees was 9.9% for 2021. Over the past three years, the Fund's total return
has averaged 9.6% annually, and it has distributed more than $2.5 million in income to the
town to offset the property tax rate. Over the past five years, the fund has achieved an average
annual return, net of fees, of 6.8% and distributed more than $4.1 million in income to the
town's general fund.
At year-end, the Real Estate Trust Fund allocation to equities was approximately 39%, which
was within the allowable range of 25% to 45% specified by the Investment Policy. The allocation
to fixed income was 59%, which was within the permissible range of 35% to 70%. The fund's
cash allocation was approximately 2%.
Common Trust Fund
The Trustees manage several smaller trust funds: the Cemetery Maintenance Trust Fund,
the Cemetery Perpetual Care Trust Funds (71 individual trust funds), the Lane Memorial Library
Trust Funds (four trust funds), the Campbell Sports Scholarship Trust Fund, and the Poor Trust
Funds (three individual trust funds).
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The smaller trust funds are invested in a common trust fund account at Fidelity Investments.
Sub-accounting for each of the trust funds was maintained by the investment advisor and
reported to the Trustees at each meeting. The common trust fund's market value at year-end
was $734,272, and the total return, net after management fees, was 7.2%. The fund generated
$16,573 of distributable income (net of fees) during the year, representing an income yield of
2.3%
The Cemetery Maintenance Trust Fund earned an income of $15,329, which is distributed
to the town for cemetery maintenance. The town added $56,400 to this Fund from cemetery
lot sales in 2021. In January 2021, the town withdrew $18,213 from this Fund, representing the
income earned during 2020, to offset cemetery maintenance expenses. The principal and
income balance in the Cemetery Maintenance Trust Fund at the end of 2021 was $586,148.
Half of the income from the Campbell Sports Scholarship Trust Fund ($110) was added to
the principal of the Fund, per the provisions of the trust document. The other half was
distributed to the Parks and Recreation Department. The principal and income balance in the
Campbell Sports Scholarship Trust Fund at the end of 2021 was $7,706.
The four library trusts earned an income of $328.
Common Capital Reserve Fund
The Trustees manage several capital reserve funds and expendable trust funds. These funds
are invested in a common capital reserve fund account at Fidelity Investments. Sub-accounting
for each of the capital reserve funds and expendable trusts was maintained by the investment
advisor and reported to the Trustees at each meeting.
The common capital reserve funds and expendable trust funds are conservatively invested in
US government securities, US government-backed agency bonds, investment-grade bonds, and
up to 20% in high-quality equities.
The market value of the common capital reserve fund at year-end was $3,654,758. The
fund's total return for 2021, net after fees, was 2.9%.
The Hampton School District did not add any funds to the Special Education Expendable
Trust Fund in 2021. There were no withdrawals from the Special Education Trust Fund during
the year. The principal and income balance in the Hampton Special Education Fund at the end
of 2021 was $171,529.
There were no deposits into, or disbursements from, the Management Information Systems
Expendable Trust Fund. This fund's principal and income balance at year-end was $34,089.
The Town’s Road Capital Reserve Fund received a deposit of $300,000. A total of $137,171
was withdrawn from the Fund for road improvements. The ending principal and income
balance was $2,244,000.
A deposit of $79,544 was made to the town's Compensated Leave Trust Fund. The principal
and income balance of this Fund at the end of 2021 was $772,683. There were no disbursements
from this Fund during the year.
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A deposit of $27,500 was added to the Firefighter's Turn Out Gear Expendable Trust Fund
per Town Meeting vote in March. Disbursements of $8,851 were made. The Fund ended the
year with a principal and income balance of $120,628.
Disbursements of $140,561 were made from the Hampton Cemetery Association Trust for
maintenance work. The Trust ended the year with a principal and income balance of $32,891.
Winnacunnet School District Common Capital Reserve Funds (CRFs)
There were no additions to any of the Winnacunnet School District funds.
The Winnacunnet School District Common Capital Reserve Fund account ended the year
with a market value of $912,128. The Fund's total return for 2021, net after fees, was 3.2%.
The ending principal and income balance for the Special Education Expendable Trust Fund
was $404,900.
The ending principal and income balance for the Winnacunnet High School Building
Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund was $199,503. A disbursement of $17,506 was made.
The Technology Expendable Trust Fund ending principal and income balance was $5,333.
The ending principal and income balance for the Health Care Expendable Trust Fund
was $236,955.
Trustees of Trust Funds Website
The Trustees of the Trust Funds website keeps the citizens of Hampton informed about the
trust funds and the capital reserve funds. The website address is www.HamptonTrustFunds.org.
The website features a page for each trust fund and capital reserve fund. The website also lists
the next meeting date and the agenda for the next meeting. Copies of past meeting minutes
may be downloaded from the website. Applicable state laws are listed on the website for easy
reference.
Respectfully submitted,
Warren J. Mackensen
Chairman
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Report of the Finance Department
To the Town of Hampton:
The 2021 unaudited (current year) Income/Expense reports follow the format used when
reporting to the Board of Selectmen each month and opens with a Financial Summary for the
year which covers two important accounts, the Unassigned Fund Balance and Cash.
In private industry, the Unassigned Fund Balance is referred to as “Retained Earnings” and
is adjusted annually by the net income (income minus expenses). Using the same idea,
Hampton’s 2021 Gross Income $31,351,590 minus Gross Expenses $31,237,782 equals excess
income of $113,808 which will increase the Unassigned Fund Balance. Of the other two
possible adjustments, the amount, if any, of additional monies needed for future contingencies
(legal or abatements) is unknown at this time. The final encumbrances (departmental expenses
and warrant articles) were booked with an additional $755,119 being added to the Unassigned
Fund Balance. When combined with the 2020 balance of $10,968,221 (minus 2021 warrant
articles voted from Unassigned Fund Balance), the estimated 2021 Unassigned Fund Balance is
$11,030,840. This is above the DRA 2021 suggested minimum balance level ($3,453,987 or 5%
of gross expenditures of the Town/School/County).
The Town collects the real estate taxes relating to the Town’s portion but also for the School,
County and HBVD Precinct. By law, these other entities must be paid, no matter if the Town
has the funds or not. The 2021-22 Cash analysis shows that we ended with $31,261,307 cash
balance, the best estimate of the first six months of 2022 shows that we may not need to borrow.
If there is a need to cover a cash shortfall, before the first half year tax bills begin to be paid, the
Town may need to issue Tax Anticipation Notes (TANs) with their resulting interest expense.
This level of borrowing is within the $10M limit allowing the TAN’s to be tax exempt with a
resulting lower interest rate.
The next four pages, revenue, show the total amount received totaling $8,873,335 or .18%
of 2021 adjusted budget.
The next pages (20 and 21) list the departmental/capital and warrant article expenditures by
major line item. The column labeled 2021 Available is only 2.98% of the 2021 Budget (this
does not include the warrant articles). The major components of the $608,098 “savings” were:
•

Municipal Insurance - under $144,212.

•

Public Works Department - under by $492,983.

The next eighteen pages list the expenditures by line and sub-line items. Positive and
negative variances occur in every department. This is not unusual when you are dealing with a
budget that was made 18 months in advance of actual spending. On page 17, 18 and 19 (of 21)
is the listing of the Capital Outlays/Warrant Articles. These are the additional projects approved
at last year’s Town Meeting over and above the operating budget discussed above.
The final seven pages cover the major Revolving Funds, the Wastewater System
Development Charge and the account used to track grants. The first fund, Recreation, has an
ending balance of $175,132. The Cable Committee with the Franchise Fees collected has an
ending balance of $541,586. The Private Detail Fund has an ending balance of $139,396. The
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Fund has an ending balance of $403,819. The Recycling
Fund has an ending balance of $126,437. The Wastewater System Development Charge has an
ending balance of $234,175. Lastly, you will find a report showing grants received and
expenditures related to grants.
As was the case in the past year, changes in governmental auditing procedures and
requirements mean that our auditing firm, Plodzik & Sanderson, can no longer complete their
testing and review of the current year within a short enough timeframe to allow inclusion in
Hampton’s Annual Report. To overcome this situation, the complete 2020 Annual Audit (prior
year) is included. Special note should be made of the Management Discussion and Analysis
(starting on page 3) which gives a narrative overview of the information found in the Audit
Report. When the 2021 audit is complete the final report will be made available on the Town’s
website.
The Finance Department and MIS look forward to another successful year in 2022 and
thank all the residents of Hampton for their continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Kristi Pulliam
Finance Director
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Report of the Assessing Department
The Assessing Department is continuing our goal of ensuring fair and equitable assessments
for the Town of Hampton.
The Department offers many helpful tools to our residents as well as to the general public,
which are available in person at our department or online. The Town’s assessing data is available
through the town’s website (www.hamptonnh.gov) or through Vision appraisal at
(www.vgsi.com).
The Town’s tax maps are also available online through
(www.caigisonline.net/HamptonNH/), allowing the public access to an array of town maps,
assessing data and other helpful information. In addition, this site allows us to share this parcel
data enabling homeowners and real estate professionals to query, browse, report, and print maps
from their own computers. This easy-to-use online GIS supports a variety of municipal
functions, provides a platform for police and school collaboration, and creates a connection
between town government, local businesses, and communities.
The Department welcomed a new team member, Assessing Clerk Jo-Ann Turcotte, along
with multiple staff members from Municipal Resources Inc., the department is available to assist
and answer any questions you may have regarding property information, tax maps and any
available credit and exemption programs.
In 2021, the Town saw a continued growth in new development both along Hampton Beach
as well as throughout the town. The Town’s area home prices continued to see a strong growth
due to a strong appreciating real estate market along the seacoast. The Town’s total parcel count
for 2021 was 10,107 consisting of 9,782 taxable parcels and 325 exempt parcels. Of those 9,782
taxable parcels, approximately 93% of those consist of residential type properties and
approximately 6% consist of commercial/industrial properties. There are 344 undeveloped
residential parcels consisting of approximately 609 acres and approximately 29 acres of
undeveloped commercial/industrial land. In addition, the town has approximately 885 acres of
land currently enrolled in current use and/or conservation easements.
On the following pages you will find information including an illustration of the tax rate
comparisons from 2021 and 2020, followed by a breakdown of the town’s 2021 total valuation
including an itemized list of all properties relative to their respective land use codes. Finally, we
have also included a side-by-side comparison of the 2021 and 2020 tax rates, as well as valuations,
appropriations, revenues, exemptions, and credits.
In closing, I would like to thank the Town Manager and the Board of Selectmen for their
continued support as we continue our goal of improving the operations of the department so
we may better serve the citizens of Hampton in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward Tinker, CNHA
Contract Assessor, Municipal Resources Inc.
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Where Do Your Property Tax Dollars Go?
As you know, the State of New Hampshire and its municipalities fund local government and
public education, in large part, through the property tax system. The “Property Tax System” is
based on the development of an opinion of fair market value for all properties. Fair market
value is the price by which a willing buyer and seller, both knowledgeable about real estate and
under no duress, agree to transfer real estate from one to the other.
It should also be noted that the budget allows the town to operate on a day-to-day basis as
well as fund improvements like infrastructure and road maintenance which provide a better
quality of life for its residents. It also allows us to maintain high quality Police, Fire and
Emergency Response Services that are available to residents on a 24/7 basis.
As a taxpayer you should also be aware that the determined tax rate applied to your property
is based on a rate relative to every $1,000 of assessed value or $15.84 per $1,000 of assessed
value. For example, a $400,000 home would result in a tax bill of $6,340.00 calculated as
follows: ($400,000 x 0.01584 = $6,340.00) or (400 x $15.84 = $6,340.00)
Below are two charts showing the comparison of tax rates similar to prior years, the town has
made every effort to minimize the 2021 expenditures in a continuing effort to ease the local tax
burden on its residents.
Illustration of Tax Disbursements

2021 Tax Rate

2020 Tax Rate

State Education

State Education

County

County
2021 Tax Rate

School (local)
Town

Town
0

5

10

2021 Tax Rate Breakdown
State Education
County
School (Local)
Town
2021 Tax Rate
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2020 Tax Rate

School (local)

0

5

10

2020 Tax Rate Breakdown
1.94
0.89
7.10
5.91
$15.84

State Education
County
School (Local)
Town
2020 Tax Rate

2.00
0.89
7.12
5.92
$15.93
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The following chart shows a breakdown of all 2021 tax rates
2021 Town of Hampton Tax Rates

Town
Tax
1000
Town
County
School (Local)
School (State)
Precinct
Precinct Exempt
Total Tax Burden

$5.91
$0.89
$7.10
$1.94
X
X
$15.84

Precinct
Tax
2000
$5.91
$0.89
$7.10
$1.94
$0.72
$0.07
$16.63

Partial
Precinct
3000
$5.91
$0.89
$7.10
$1.94
X
$0.07
$15.91

Utility
Tax
4000

Utility
Precinct
5000

$5.91
$0.89
$7.10
X
X
X
$13.90

$5.91
$0.89
$7.10
X
$0.72
$0.07
$14.69

2021 Breakdown of Property Valuations
Property Description

Count

Assessed Valuation

Total Valuation
Exempt Properties
Total Taxable Properties

10,107
325
9782

$4,123,518,900
$242,428,700
$3,881,094,800

Less Exemptions (Elderly, Blind,
Disabled, Etc.)

$29,282,900

Total Taxable Valuation

Property Description

$3,851,811,900
Count

Assessed Valuation

% of Total Valuation
100.00%
5.93%
94.12%

0.71%
93.41%
% of Total Valuation

Single Family Homes
Mobile Homes
Residential Apartments
Residential Condos
Residential Vacant
Conservation Lands

5147
445
95
3076
344
8

$ 2,280,741,680.00
$ 21,759,500.00
$ 86,415,300.00
$ 874,432,100.00
$ 29,330,600.00
$
50,400.00

Current Use Lands
Total Residential Properties

26
9141

$
45,600.00
$ 3,293,159,880.00

582
36
8
626

$ 410,902,320.00
$ 38,785,700.00
$
4,674,100.00
$ 454,362,120.00

10.98%

15

$ 133,957,500.00

3.25%

9782

$ 3,881,094,800.00

94.12%

Commercial
Industrial
Commercial/Industrial Vacant
Total Commercial Properties
Utilities
Total Taxable Properties
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55.31%
0.53%
2.10%
21.20%
0.71%
0.00%
0.00%
79.85%
9.97%
1.00%
0.01%
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2-Year Tax Rate Comparison
2021

Median Assessment Ratio
Gross Taxable Valuation:
Less Exemptions:
Net Assessed Valuation:
Net Precinct Valuation:
Total Town Appropriations:
Less Revenue & Credits:
Local Education Appropriations:
State Education Appropriations:
County Tax Appropriations:
Total Appropriations:
War Service Credits:
Overlay:
Less Shared Revenues:
Property Taxes to be Raised:
Less War Service Credits:
Precinct Taxes to be raised:
Gross Property Taxes:
Municipal Rate:
Schools: Town Rate:
Schools: State Rate:
County Rate:
Town Tax Rate:
Precinct Tax Rate:
Partial Precinct Tax Rate:
Utility Tax Rate:
Utility Precinct Tax Rate:
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2020

0.78% Est.

0.89%

$ 3,881,094,800.00
$ 29,282,900.00

$ 3,819,952,623.00
$ 29,437,200.00

$ 3,851,811,900.00
$ 918,732,600.00
$ 31,087,620.00
$ (9,549,538.00)
$ 27,364,048.00
$
7,202,600.00
$
3,425,465.00
$ 59,530,195.00
$
736,350.00
$
486,278.00
0
$ 60,752,823.00
$
(736,350.00)
$
624,977.00
$ 60,641,450.00
$
5.91
$
7.10
$
1.94
$
0.89
$
15.84
$
16.63
$
15.91
$
13.90
$
14.69

$ 3,790,515,423.00
$ 883,571,200.00
$ 32,636,733.00
$ (10,873,519.00)
$ 26,991,737.00
$
7,370,725.00
$
3,389,414.00
$ 58,915,090.00
$
774,100.00
$
465,217.00
0
$ 60,154,407.00
$
(774,100.00)
$
363,528.00
$ 59,743,835.00
$
5.92
$
7.12
$
2.00
$
0.89
$
15.93
$
16.43
$
15.97
$
13.93
$
14.43
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Report of the Building Department/Code Enforcement
2021 saw a year of new hires within the department, the Rental Housing Inspector, and the
Assistant Building Inspector, and in January of 2022 the Building Inspector position will be
filled. The year was once again another very busy year both in construction and catching up
with the inspections for the Rental Housing Program that had been put on hold due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic. As one can imagine, the number of inspections required for all this is
astounding, but thanks to a dedicated staff these inspections are getting done.
We are expecting that 2022 will be another busy year, as there are many large projects already
under construction and several new ones in the pipeline. These projects include two 5-story 30unit condominium buildings; the Ocean Edge, the Riviera; Dana’s Towing, and a new
neighborhood on the west side of town consisting of 46 new single-family homes.
The Building Department/Code Enforcement office continues to be a resource for residents,
business owners, architects, builders, developers, and engineers. In addition to permitting,
inspections, and consulting, we coordinate the administration of the Zoning Board of
Adjustment and address health related issues.
In 2022 we will be rolling out a new online permitting system. We are very excited for the
new system as it will streamline the permitting and scheduling process.
I would like to thank the staff, current and past for their outstanding work which has helped
to keep this department running as smooth as can be during the transition to a new online
permitting software platform that will be available to the public in 2022.
In closing, I would like to thank the citizens, builders, contractors, and fellow town
department employees for their continuing support.
Respectfully submitted,
Dennis M. Howes
Assistant Building Inspector
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Report of the Cemetery Department
The Town’s cemeteries are supervised and controlled by the Office of the Town Manager
with day-to-day operations and oversight performed by the town’s two Cemetery
Superintendents James Hunt and Stacy Noyes.
The Town has one operating cemetery, located on High Street, and comprised of 26 acres.
The Town also supervises and performs maintenance as required on ten additional cemeteries
within the boundaries of Hampton. All work is subject to appropriation by Town Meeting or
by use of reserve funds.
Through the year 1901, all the cemetery records for the town have been published and are
readily available at the Lane Memorial Library and on the library’s website. Records of the High
Street Cemetery are available in the Cemetery Superintendents’ office.
Ring Swamp Cemetery
The Ring Swamp Cemetery contains the burial sites of 27 Revolutionary War Soldiers and
one War of 1812 soldier. Some of the sites are either unmarked or have monuments that are
unreadable. A military stone was placed for Joshua Towle, a Revolutionary War soldier who was
the first to be buried here.
Most of the individual monuments, some of which are 220 years old, are in very poor
condition; with most in unreadable condition. There are also many missing monuments in need
of replacement on individual burial sites. A new black aluminum fence was installed.
Grub and lawn treatments are ongoing.
Drakeside Road Cemetery
Clean up work began on this small cemetery last year; before that it had not been maintained
in many years. The monuments were removed sometime in the past and their whereabouts are
unknown. We know who is interred within the cemetery and suitable monuments will need to
be obtained.
Batchelder Cemetery
This cemetery is located off Mary Batchelder Road within a new subdivision. The developer
agreed to bring this very old cemetery up to standards. A black aluminum estate fence was
erected 25 feet outside of the cemetery to ensure that no damage will come to the refurbished
cemetery.
The developer will convey a deed to the town for all the cemetery grounds together with the
necessary easements for vehicle and visitor access. All the work is being accomplished at no cost
to the town.
High Street Cemetery
Sixteen large white pine trees and their stumps were ground. New roads were constructed
and paved to accommodate approximately 400 new grave lots. Many monument bases must be
replaced due to age and damage.
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Thank you to our employees for the outstanding work that they perform in maintaining our
cemeteries and the equipment that the community has provided for them to perform their
duties. We will continue working on a 5- and 10-year plan for the maintenance and
beautification of the cemeteries.
Thank you to our citizens and taxpayers for their continuing support.
Respectfully submitted,
Julie Glover
HR/Administrative Services Director
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Report of the Department of Public Works
Public Works Makes It Happen! The Department of Public Works (DPW) is pleased to
submit our annual report for the year 2021. As we reflect on the happenings of the department
over the last year, we realize how fortunate we are to have such a strong and dedicated team of
employees that are committed to do their best. This would not be possible without the support
of our Town Manager, town departments, boards, and residents. We are here to work for the
Town of Hampton and look forward to continuing the services our residents have come to expect
while also improving those services, our infrastructure, and roadways along the way.
As we all wanted to jump into 2021 (and not go through the 2020 Pandemic again), we
began to see restrictions starting to ease. At the office, we still spent much of our time on Zoom
Calls – or in Team Meetings. However, the crews were out doing what they had been since the
Pandemic began. We continued to collect trash and recycling; we operated the Wastewater
Treatment Plan every single day – 24 hours per day; we staffed the transfer station 7 days a week;
we patched roadways; we maintained and repaired our sewer and drain systems; we replaced and
installed signs and we assisted other town departments as they requested. We had a summer
beach crew making sure that the beach litter was picked up and that the town was ready each
day (7 days a week) for our residents and visitors to enjoy the beautiful Seacoast that we get to
be part of. We released bids for roadway paving and crack sealing, herbicide application, landfill
monitoring, uniform rentals, on-call pump station assistance and snow plowing. We were able
to start looking at future work and working with contractors again. It was very clear with effort,
planning and good communications we would finally be getting back to normal. This normal,
however, came with many changes.
One of the most significant changes we went through included the departure of our former
Director, Chris Jacobs. For most, dedication to the job and an atmosphere of camaraderie is a
valued asset that is important to a work environment. We believe how this atmosphere is created
is equally important. On behalf of the Department of Public Works we want to take this
opportunity to acknowledge and thank the former Director Chris Jacobs for Making This
Happen! His passion for Public Works, respect and treatment of the employees, openness, and
fairness to all created this amazing team. While Chris left the town for other wonderful
opportunities in May of 2021, after 11 years with the town, his efforts, hard work and
accomplishments remain noticed and appreciated! As the new Director, I only hope that I can
lead by the same positivity, compassion, and good judgment the town deserves.
In summary of 2021, we offer the following:
Phase 1- Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrades
The crucial improvements continue at the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP). With
construction of the Phase I improvements expected to be completed in 2022, Penta Corporation
is through 69% of the contract time and 75% of the contract price. They are currently ahead of
schedule.
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The Department has already begun planning for the
next phase of the WWTP Upgrades. In doing so, it was
identified that the influent pump station is in critical
need of upgrade. The pump station, consisting of three
pumps between the screen/grit process and the primary
clarifiers moves all the flow through the WWTP. It was
originally included in the Phase I improvements but
removed due to funding concerns. However, the Board
of Selectmen have authorized the Town Manager to allow
for the Influent Pump Station work using the American
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funding that was made available
to the town.
In addition, the Phase II Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrades are on the Warrant for
Town Meeting in 2022. If approved this will allow the department to continue to plan, design
and implement the improvements necessary to keep the plant functioning and maintain permit
compliance.
Park Avenue Emergency Culvert Repair
In May of 2021, our department was called to a sinkhole on Park Avenue near the
intersection of Winnacunnet Road. It was determined that there was substantial failure in the
pipe under the roadway and an additional sinkhole was discovered.
The pipe failure required an emergency
repair which included replacement of
approximate 130 feet of 36” corrugated metal
pipe (CMP) with new 36” HDPE pipe.
JAMCO Excavators was hired to complete
the work. This failure further stressed the
importance for the town to investigate, fund
and replace our aging infrastructure.
Winnacunnet and High Street Investigation
Unfortunately, Town Meeting of 2021 did not approve the Warrant Articles that would have
completed the roadway and infrastructure improvements on the High Street and Winnacunnet
Road corridors. The investigation work that was completed in 2020 with Hoyle Tanner
Associates, Doucet Survey and Eastern Pipe identified that in addition to the roadway surface,
numerous sewer pipes and drain lines need repair. The bonding and funding needed to make
these improvements are again before the voters at the 2022 Town Meeting – this time for High
Street only. A 3/5ths positive vote is needed to make these significant and necessary
infrastructure and roadway improvements.
Roadway Paving/Striping
We were fortunate to have Continental Paving complete this year’s paving projects. This
included topcoats for Locke Road, Elaine Street and Richard Street from the infrastructure
projects in 2020. It also included milling and paving of Mill Road form Ann’s Lane to the North
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Hampton Town Line, Mill Road from High Street to Winnacunnet Road, Park Avenue from
Cuss Lane to Winnacunnet Road, and a small section of Little River Road. Weather, challenges
with the contractor’s staffing and paint availability created delays in roadway line work only
allowing about ¾ of the work to be completed. We look forward to a fresh spring start in 2022.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection
With funding approved and included in the town budget, there
were two Hazardous Waste Collection events in 2021. The events
were held on May 22nd and September 18th. Both events ran
smoothly and were very well attended with over 460 vehicles properly
disposing of their waste.
NDPES MS4 Permit
In accordance with permit requirements, the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) MS4 permit, the third permit year annual report was submitted to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in September. This report included updates to the
asset inventory, asset mapping and asset maintenance which the town accomplished and
submitted as required. These reports are provided to show compliance with the Permit that was
issued by the EPA that covers the town’s storm water discharge. The focus of our efforts in the
last quarter of 2021, which will extend into the 1st half of 2022, is to closely categorize all of the
MS4 outfalls. By better classification, we can minimize the number of costly sampling and
analysis that need to be done in 2022 and the future. The Town continues to be an active
member of the Seacoast Storm Water Coalition (SWCW), which has been instrumental in
collaborating on projects and permit requirements and ensures cost effective permit compliance
for each of participating community.
Asset Management
The Department utilizes an asset management system for permit tracking and a work order
system. Permit tracking includes excavation, driveway, sewer connection and sewer
disconnection permits. The work order system is used to record, track and complete service
requests and work orders. In 2021, DPW issued 43 Excavation Permits, 82 Sewer Connection
Permits, 19 Sewer Disconnection Permits and 96 Driveway Permits. The Department also
answered calls and emails related to 449 Service Requests and 547 Work Orders. This work
includes but is not limited to investigating drainage and sewer concerns, pump repairs, sign
replacements or needs, light repairs, trash and recycling collections, building needs, pothole or
pavement repairs, and tree removal.
Highway Operations
Our Highway Division is tasked with reviewing the conditions of our roadways, making sure
they are safe and clear for travel. As the largest division within the department, they often fill in
when needed for trash and recycling collection and truly are the “do it all” when asked to help
other divisions and town departments. They lead the snow removal activities (or any cleanup
mother nature throws our way), maintain sidewalks, replace, and install signs as well as trim
shrubbery and remove overhanging branches. In 2021, the Board of Selectmen approved the
addition of “Resident Only Parking” in the beach area. The Highway division managed the
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installation (with the assistance of a contractor) of over 160 signs. In addition, this past year
there have been numerous requests to review overhanging trees and large branches removed or
the tree itself that are within our right of ways (or on town-owned land). Many of trees are too
large for our staff to handle or too tall to reach due to our equipment limitations. With our
oversight and coordination, we have had to contract most of this work out using our budget
which limits the amount of work we can complete in one year. As we plan for future years, we
will continue to address these larger trees and branches for the safety of those passing or nearby.
Sewer and Drain Operations
Each year the Sewer and Drainage division works to keep things “flowing” in the town. They
are responsible for the sewer mains that bring the wastewater from homes, schools, businesses,
and our beaches to the WWTP. They are also responsible for the drains that remove the rain
and snow melt from the streets. They are responsible for using some of the department’s largest
equipment to maintain the town’s infrastructure. They inspect infrastructure for structural
integrity, help clear easements for future maintenance, assist with snow removal and provide
underground utility locations whenever anyone proposes to “dig” within our public ways. In
2021, over 930 underground utility locations were completed.
The Sewer and Drain Division completed 90 sewer construction inspection, cleaned 36,229
LF of sewer line, responded to 2 sewer back-ups, permitted 23 new sewer connections, replaced
147 LF of sewer main and completed 328 sewer manhole inspections. In addition, they cleaned
272 catch basins, cleaned 1,186 LF of drain line, repaired 5 drainage structures, and replaced
170 LF of old/broken piping.
Wastewater Operations
The National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit issued by the EPA
for the WWTP went into effect in March of 2021. We have continued to work with the EPA
and NHDES to discuss some of the challenges with the new permit including the levels of copper
in our wastewater system. The conversations have been encouraging. We are all working
together to come to an agreement and hope to have an Administrative Order issued to the town
that will allow the different limitations then are currently required in the Permit.
Overall, the amount of wastewater processed
this year was 934 million gallons compared to 935
million gallons in 2020. The amount of wet sludge
transported to the WM Rochester landfill was down
slightly by 8 tons. In 2021, there were 2,672 tons
transported. In 2020: 2680 tons transported and in
2019: 2,998 tons transported. The amount of
septage received at the plant was down by 266,100
gallons. In 2021, there was a total of 1,667,500
gallons. In 2020: 1,933,600 gallons and in 2019:
1,901,600 gallons.
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Solid waste and Recycling
In 2021, the town disposed of 8,356 tons of solid waste and 1,786
tons of recycling materials. Last year we disposed of 7,669 of solid waste
and 1,983 tons of recycling.
In 2021, we had 95,401 trips over the scale at the entrance to the
Transfer Station. This is about a 10% decrease from 2020, which had a
count of 106,647 trips. The busiest day of the year was November 21st
with 855 vehicles over the scale.
This year we conducted a Trash and Recycling Audit to better understand the breakdown of
trash and recycling collection from residential and non-residential areas. Over a seven-day period
in the middle of August, there were 14,961 carts collected totaling approximately 208 tons.
Residential waste comprised of 66% of the collection stream with the remaining 34% considered
non-residential. The full presentation of the Audit can be found on the town’s website at
https://hamptonnh.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4606/Part-1-Update_10-14-21
We are continuing to look at ways to reduce the overall costs for trash and recycling disposal.
The Department continues to look at ways to provide better education to increase proper
recycling and divert waste from landfills. As a reminder to all, please check the town’s website
or call the department if you are not sure if something can be recycled. Keep in Simple:
Aluminum cans, plastic bottles, glass, dry paper, and cardboard – these are recyclable items.
Plastic bags, chest waders, strings of Christmas lights and wet cardboard are not recyclable or to
be put in the recycle carts. The Department wants to remind residents to please remember that
the recycling needs to be LOOSE, and your lids closed. Food waste can be brought to the
Transfer Station to be composted by Mr. Fox and textiles, books and clothing can all be donated.
The less that we produce - is the less waste and recycling we need to dispose of.
New Equipment
The Department has been waiting patiently for the two new
Trash/Recycling trucks that were approved at the 2021 Town
Meeting. Manufacturing and customs delays caused by the
Pandemic appear to be the major reason for the delay. In the
meantime, the department was fortunate to have the ability to
obtain two new ¾ ton trucks with plows which have been delivered
and are in service.
Employees
You may have heard us say it before, but we will say it again, Public Works Makes It Happen!
This happens because of the wealth of knowledge and years of service our staff contributes to
the job. Al Jones, a 34-year employee left behind big shoes to fill when he retired in February of
2021 as the Highway Working Foreman. His skill, attention to detail and commitment to doing
the job safely and correctly serves as a reminder for all of us. Thank you, Al! Steve Aslin retired
in October of 2021, a 24-year employee as the WWTP Systems Technician/Grease Inspector.
Steve’s working knowledge of our WWTP and the skills to inspect, repair and operate our pump
stations are so unique that we still not have been able to internally fill his position. His value
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and dedication to this type of work is hard to replace. Thank you, Steve! Joseph Gallagher
retired in December of 2021 a 5-year employee as the Vehicle Maintenance Foreman. Joe loved
to tell stories and see a smile. More importantly his knowledge of our vehicle fleet and ability to
work on our largest equipment will be missed. Thank you, Joe!
With everyone struggling to find good help this past year, wow have we been lucky! Although
we still have open positions, we were extremely fortunate to have brought on many new
employees in 2021. We welcomed Dillon Plouffe, Scott Corriveau, Mark Wilbur, Pat Gillis,
Tucker Fegan, Kara Campbell and Shane Fahey to our DPW family. In addition, in July of 2021
we were thrilled to hire Joe Lynch to fill the Deputy Director Position. Deputy Director Lynch
is extremely intelligent, well-spoken and a dedicated DPW employee (having previously worked
in Public Works for many years). It is not often you find someone that actually is the job
description you were looking for. He has proven to be an asset to the department, and we look
forward to working together with him in years to come.
As we reflect on the last year, we are reminded that our Department of Public Works, like
many across the state, are on call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We are the first line of defense
to respond to trees down, flooding events and the after-effects of Mother Nature - any time of
year. We respond to all types of emergencies and natural disasters. We are responsible to assure
our wastewater treatment systems are operating every single day, our infrastructure is maintained,
and that our services are at a level which is expected and desired. All of this is essential for
creating an environment that protects people’s health, our natural resources, and our beautiful
Seacoast. Our job is to continue to provide these services for the town and our guests whenever
there is a need. Public Works Makes It Happen!
Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer Hale, PE
Director
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Report of the Fire Rescue Department
The Fire Rescue Department provides a broad range of services to the community, including
fire suppression, emergency medical care, marine rescue, fire prevention, fire investigation,
public education, and hazardous materials response. Our forty-six members protect the lives of
nearly 16,000 residents, tens of thousands of visitors, and over $4.06 billion worth of property.
In addition, 2021, saw the addition of a new role through our participation in numerous
COVID-19 related vaccine clinics.
Personnel
2021 was a year of great change for the department, we saw the departure of three members,
the promotion of six, and the hiring of three.
Deputy Fire Chief Justin Cutting retired on January 16, he joined us in September 1996
serving as a Firefighter, Paramedic, Lieutenant, and Captain before becoming Deputy Chief in
2019. We thank Justin for his over 25 years of service to the town and wish him well in his new
role as Director of the New Hampshire’s Division of Fire Standards and Training and Emergency
Medical Services. Captain Michael McMahon was appointed Acting Deputy Chief on February
12, to fill this vacancy.
Firefighter Brendan Sullivan was hired and assigned to Group 2. Brendan comes to us from
the Rye Fire Department, where he served as a call firefighter. Firefighter Trevor Chappell was
hired and assigned to Group 2. Trevor comes to us from the Milton Fire Department.
Chief Jameson Ayotte resigned his position in May to pursue other opportunities. He goes
with our well wishes and thanks for his nine years of service. Acting Deputy Chief McMahon
was appointed Acting Chief to fill this vacancy, becoming permanent Chief of Department on
July 21. Captain Brillard was appointed Acting Deputy Chief on July 21.
Lieutenant Denio was promoted to Captain and assigned as the shift commander of Group
1. Captain Denio has served the town for 21 years including nearly five as EMS Officer and a
year and a half as lieutenant.
Firefighter Newman was promoted to Lieutenant. Lt. Newman served as a firefighter/AEMT
for 15 years prior to his promotion. He has been assigned to Group 2.
Nicholas Africano was hired and assigned to Group 1. Nick, a Hampton native, comes to
us having spent 14 years as a lifeguard at Hampton Beach, including several years as a lieutenant.
He also spent nine years as a firefighter with the Hampton Falls Fire Department.
Fire Prevention Officer William Paine, Jr, was promoted to Deputy Fire Chief. Deputy Chief
Paine served six years as FPO; he has served 20 years with the department. Acting Deputy Chief
Brillard returned to his role as Captain on Group 4. Firefighter Newton was promoted to Fire
Prevention Officer. FPO Newton has 27 years of experience, 22 with the department.
Fire Alarm Operator Perreault resigned her position to pursue other opportunities. She
leaves with our thanks and well wishes for her nearly 14 years of service.
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Training and Education
Training is an ongoing effort at the department. Members logged over 4,100 hours in 2021.
This includes AEMT and Paramedic refresher training for members who renewed their EMS
licenses in 2021. Shifts cover fundamentals of fire fighting in an ongoing basis. Search and
rescue, SCBA and air management, ladders, hose, and streams, driving, hydraulics and pumping,
ventilation, response operations, self-rescue, and safety are just a few of the subject areas covered.
All shifts conducted refresher ice rescue training.
The Department conducted two days of combined operations training at the NH Fire
Academy’s burn building. This involved 18 of our members, including 6 of 7-line officers and
all probationary firefighters. We were also able to have our WHS intern, Frank Chase,
participate in this training. Chief McMahon attended the third of four courses in the National
Fire Academy’s Executive Fire Officer Program.
Firefighters Vanasse and Holmes graduated from the New England EMS Institute’s
paramedic program after completing a nearly 18-month program. Both have since completed
the testing process and have been licensed by the State of New Hampshire as Paramedics. FPO
Newton completed the NH Fire Academy’s 80-hour fire investigator course. Deputy Chief Paine
attended the National Fire Academy’s 6-day course, New Executive Chief Officer.
Fire Response
The Department responded to 3,562 calls for service in 2021. This is an increase of 368
calls or 11.5% from 2020. We received mutual aid 70 times and provided mutual aid to our
neighbors 74 times in 2021.
The Department responded to 2,718 calls for medical aid. Additionally, we responded to
36 fires, including 12 building fires in town and 14 in other communities. Incidents of note are
shown below.
On January 29, E1 and C1 responded mutual aid to Exeter for a house fire.
On February 4, E1, E3, L1, C1, U1, and K1 responded to 191 Mill Road for a report of a
fire on the second floor. A fire was found in a second-floor closet. A first alarm was transmitted,
bringing North Hampton, Exeter, Seabrook, Hampton Falls, Amesbury, and Rye to the scene
and to station coverage.
On February 11, L1 and C1 responded mutual aid to Salisbury for a structure fire.
On February 26, E1 and C1 responded mutual aid to a 2nd alarm fire in Seabrook.
On March 2, E1, E4, L1, C2, C1, EMS1, K1 responded to Four Seasons Trailer Park, #4 for
a building fire. Heavy fire was encountered on arrival; a 1st alarm was transmitted. Mutual aid
from Amesbury, East Kingston, Exeter, Greenland, Hampton Falls, Kensington, Newfields,
North Hampton, Portsmouth, and Seabrook responded to the scene and to station coverage.
The home was a total loss; two adults were displaced.
On April 23, E4, E1, L1, C1, and C2 responded to 960 Ocean Blvd. for a fire in the building.
A fire in the garage, under the living area, was found. North Hampton E3 and Seabrook Tower
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1 responded to assist at the scene; Amesbury, Greenland, Kingston, Portsmouth, and Rye
provided station coverage.
On April 27, E4, E2, L1, C1, C2, A3, and Rye A1 responded to 10 Epping Ave. for a fire in
the building. A fire was located in the bathroom. The lone occupant was rescued from the fire
room to the back yard where advanced life support was started. The victim was transported to
Portsmouth Hospital by Rye A1. Due to the serious nature of the resident’s injuries, the NH
State Fire Marshall’s Office responded and investigated this fire. The following members were
issued an EMS Unit Citation for their lifesaving work at this fire:
Capt. Michael Brillard
FF Adam Mills
FF Kevin Lavigne
FF Craig Magner

Lt. Matthew Cray
Prob. FF Joshua Thibeault
FF Seth Butler
FF Alex Holmes

On May 10, E1 and C1 responded mutual aid to Stratham for a structure fire.
On May 13, Exeter E2*, E4, A3, C1, C2, EMS1, and K1 responded to 110 Mill Road for a
fire in the building. Companies found and extinguished a fire in the basement. *Exeter E2 was
staffed by Hampton personnel. It was on loan due to our lack of serviceable apparatus.
On May 18, E1, E4, L1, C1, and C2 responded to 340 Lafayette Road, Old Hampton Village
Apartments, for a fire in the building. Companies found a sprinkler-controlled fire in a firstfloor bedroom. The lone occupant had been removed from the fire apartment by a neighbor.
She was transported to the hospital by Rye’s ambulance.
On May 20, E4, E1, L1, C2, C1, and K1 responded to 196 Island Path for a fire on a thirdfloor deck with extension to the roof and walls. A first alarm was transmitted for station
coverage. Hampton Falls, North Hampton, and Rye responded.
On May 25, E1, E4, L1, C1, K1, and EMS1 responded to 84 Presidential Circle to multiple
calls reporting a house on fire. Heavy fire was discovered in the rear of the structure. A first
alarm was transmitted bringing Exeter, North Hampton, Hampton Falls, Seabrook, Rye, and
Brentwood to the scene and to station coverage. There was significant damage to the home;
three people were displaced.
On June 20, E1, E4, L1, C1, and a North Hampton Engine responded to 11 Walnut Ave.
for a report of an explosion. While enroute, calls were received reporting a building fire at the
location. Arriving companies encountered a large fire at the rear of the single-family home.
There was extensive damage to the home; two adults were displaced.
On June 30, E4, L1, A3, C1, K1, and a North Hampton Engine responded to 368 High
Street for a report of a basement fire. The fire was contained to the basement.
On June 22, E1 and C1 responded mutual aid to North Hampton for a fire in a house.
On August 4, E1, A3, and C1 responded to a structure fire in North Hampton. One man
died in this fire.
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On August 26, E1, E4, EMS1 and C2 responded to 17 Barbour Road for a fire in a building,
Seabrook Tower 1, and Exeter E4 responded to the scene; Hampton Falls provided station
coverage.
On September 27, E1 and C1 responded mutual aid to Seabrook for a building fire.
On September 30, E1 and C1 responded mutual aid to Seabrook for a building fire.
Emergency Medical Services: Operations
The Department continues to provide excellent pre-hospital medical care to our residents
and visitors. In July we took delivery of a new ambulance, Ambulance 2. This ambulance
replaces on older unit that was to have been replaced in 2020; that project was delayed due to
COVID-19.
EMS calls are our most frequent, making up over 65% of our call volume. In 2021 we had
2,718 EMS calls for service and 2,289 patient contacts. The Department transported 1,739
patients to the following facilities:
Exeter Hospital
Seabrook Emergency Room
Portsmouth Hospital
Anna Jacques Hospital
Wentworth Douglas Hospital

797
415
505
21
1

Our 2,696 EMS calls consisted of:
Advanced Life Support (ALS)
Basic Life Support (BLS)
Public Assist
No Transport
No contact/cancelled/transported by another unit

1,019
489
119
645
424

Emergency Medical Services: Public Health and Education
2021 provided unique challenges and opportunities for the health care system based on the
continued presence of COVID-19. The Department members were pressed into service at
vaccine and booster clinics statewide. In six of twelve months, our members worked as
vaccinators, managers, and scribes at clinics in Hampton, Exeter, Dover, Newington, Stratham,
Loudon, Concord, and Hooksett. In April and May, we hosted clinics at Winnacunnet High
School for SAU 90, SAU 21, and Sacred Heart Schools along with town employees. In
November and December, we provided vaccines to 5- to 11-year-olds who attend school in
Hampton. This work involved 38 of our members who collectively spent over, 4,000 hours on
this most important public health initiative.
2020 saw the suspension of our CPR and First Aid programs. We are pleased to report that
both have resumed in 2021. Our CPR instructors certified 325 teachers, DPW employees, and
police officers in CPR this year. Today we have ten members who are First Aid/CPR instructors
with three more completing their certification in January 2022.
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The EMS Office was able to have 5 members trained as Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) and Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS) instructors. This will allow us to train all
EMS providers to these standards with in-house instructors.
Fire Prevention Bureau
The Fire Prevention Bureau saw the promotion of long time Fire Prevention Officer Paine
to Deputy Chief. Firefighter Newton was promoted to FPO in early November. Deputy Paine
and FPO Newton, along with Fire Prevention Secretary Stephanie Welsh, are continuing to work
to ensure safe conditions for town residents and visitors.
The Fire Prevention Bureau works daily to keep our community safe through effective code
enforcement. In new construction, this process starts early in the planning process for new
buildings and ongoing consultation with the Building Department, Planning Department, and
builders. Building plans are reviewed with an eye toward code compliance, fire alarm systems,
and sprinklers. The Fire Prevention Officer works with owners of existing buildings on fire
safety improvements, fire alarm upgrades, and sprinkler system changes and improvements.
Fire Prevention was involved with several building projects in 2021. Silvergrass
Development made significant progress in 2021. The FPO was on site 17 times for blasting in
the early stages of construction. Ocean’s Edge Condominiums at 537 Ocean Blvd., is nearly
complete as is Dana’s Towing’s new building at 349 Lafayette Road. Progress continues at 431435 Ocean Blvd., the Riviera Condominiums.
Fire Prevention conducted 438 inspections and issued 158 permits. Among the 438
inspections were, 85 assembly, 62 plans reviews, 61 life safety inspections, and 51 hotel/motel
inspections. Of the 158 permits issued were 89 for places of assembly, 22 for above ground LPG
tanks, 16 oil burner, 11 fire alarm (4 new), and 10 sprinkler permits (7 new). The Fire Prevention
Bureau collected $19,435 in fees from permit issuance.
Along with the Fire Chief, Fire Prevention is responsible for investigating the cause and
origin of fires in Hampton; five such investigations were conducted in 2021. Fire Prevention
was able to resume the hosting of Hampton’s school kids during October for grade appropriate
fire and life safety education. This October we were able to reach 711 children with our safety
message. We were also able to resume our annual open house in 2021 which took place on
October 17.
Fireworks returned to Hampton Beach in 2021 after a COVID-19 related hiatus. There
were 14 fireworks shows this year after a brief interruption to allow the piping plovers to hatch
and move off the main beach.
Communications
Hampton Fire Alarm is responsible for all incoming phone and radio communications.
Hampton Fire Alarm dispatches fire and EMS for both Hampton and Hampton Falls. In
addition, we provide back-up dispatch to North Hampton Fire. Fire Alarm Operators (FAO)
answered 19,522 phone calls and 44,987 radio calls in 2021. This includes:
Emergency phone (Hampton)
3,420
Emergency phone (Hampton Falls)
533
Business phone
15,559
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The men and women who staff Fire Alarm are responsible for receiving and deciphering
emergency calls, often made by people in their worst and most frightened moment. The FAO
determines what resources to assign to a call, often working independently. Theirs is an oftenoverlooked position of great import to the organization and the community.
Administration
The Town received a consultant’s report on the state of the department. It included over 50
recommendations to improve the organization. Some of these recommendations have been
implemented; others are works in progress. All have been, and will continue to be, used as part
of our planning process as we endeavor to improve the excellent service we provide to the town’s
residents and visitors.
I would like to thank the men and women of the department for their support during a
transitional year. We are all proud to serve this community as we move into 2022.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael F. McMahon
Fire Chief
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Report of the Legal Department
2021 marks the nineteenth and final year of the operation of the Town’s Legal Department
with an in-house attorney.
Town Attorney Mark Gearreald retired as of January 1, 2022, after having served as Town
Attorney for more than 19 years. Beginning in this role while in private practice in April 2002,
he started the in-house Legal Department with Wanda Robertson in January 2003. The office
began with two empty rooms and boxes of files, with no furniture or supplies. The Department’s
operation has grown considerably since then, dealing with a whole variety of legal issues facing
the town, both in litigation and non-litigation, and saving the town from legal liability through
preventative counsel. The Town Manager who hired Mark to create the department promised
that this in-house practice would never be dull, and it never has been. Mark’s service as interim
Town Manager for six months from 2006 to 2007 deepened his commitment to the town.
Mark wishes to thank the very experienced Town Managers and Department Heads with
whom he has worked over the years, without whom the success of town operations would not
be possible, and especially the patient and very capable assistants with whom he has been blessed
to serve in the Legal Department, including Wanda Robertson, Anne Marchand, and currently,
Ruth Sullivan, who has coordinated the Legal Department’s operations during the COVID-19
era and dealt expertly with the demands of electronic docketing now required in all New
Hampshire Courts.
Lastly, Mark thanks the townspeople for their support in continuing and funding the work
of the Legal Department through these last 19 years.
2021 brought interesting challenges; the matters worked on in 2021 included the following:
•

Aquarion Water (PUC) general rate case.

•

Appeal of Town of Hampton (NH Supreme Court Docket 2019-0512) as to Aquarion
overearnings.

•

Multiple complex Planning Board matters, some with associated Superior Court cases.

•

Completion of the remediation, razing and sale of a dilapidated property at Hampton
Beach. The property has been sold for an amount sufficient to cover the costs incurred
by the town to address the public health concerns there.

•

Complex tax abatement matters pending before the Board of Tax and Land Appeals.

Ruth Sullivan will continue in the town’s employ to assist in coordinating outside counsel’s
efforts on unresolved and new matters. It has been an honor and privilege for us to serve the
townspeople of Hampton.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark Gearreald, Town Attorney
Ruth Sullivan, Legal Assistant
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Report of the Parks and Recreation Department
The year 2021 was once again a year full of challenges, creativity, and a very active
community. Below are our department’s highlights for the year in review.
When January 2021 began, we were still in the grasp of the COVID-19 virus. Given the
ongoing impacts of the pandemic, our 2021 programming launched with the continued use of
our COVID-19 safety and programming protocols and structures. We offered modified
afterschool programs, as well as many adult programs like snowshoeing and the ever so popular
Pickleball; weather permitting of course. During this time, the majority of our programs were
taking place outdoors. We adjusted offerings and structures in order to allow for more social
distancing as recommended by the CDC.
Once Spring arrived, we were full steam ahead! A new “Tennis in the Parks” program for
adults and youth began. This program was well received and sold out in actual minutes. Tennis
in the Parks was a joint effort with the United States Tennis Association (USTA). The program
was such a profound success we offered additional sections through summer and into the Fall.
As a result of the programs’ success and widespread appeal in engaging new participants to the
sport, The USTA awarded the Parks and Recreation Department a grant which will afford us
the ability to expand the program further by ensuring we have enough equipment for all, further
increasing registrations.
Another extremely popular Parks and Recreation offering this year was Pickleball. After
having a great response in 2020, we decided to expand programming to meet demand and
converted a tennis court into two pickleball courts. We found out quickly that two courts were
simply not enough to accommodate the ever-increasing numbers of interested players. This year
alone, we were able to support 85 members who signed up for and played our weekly Pickleball
program. We also offered many evening Pickleball classes for those that work during the day yet
still wanted to learn the game and have some fun. As the year went on, we realized this program
has great potential for year-round success! We are, therefore, looking for ways to keep the
momentum going into 2022. Pickleball has been called the fastest growing sport in America and
by the response to our offerings this statement does not surprise us at all.
With the onset of the fall season came an increase in COVID-19 cases and a need to return
to the drawing board. As a department we needed to reconsider how we ran our programs in
order to keep our community safe. We had many meetings and got creative. We brainstormed
how we could follow state and federal guidelines for COVID-19 precautions while we still
offered safe park spaces and healthy recreational activities to as many towns’ people as possible.
We re-envisioned how programs might look and repurposed structures for past programs to meet
demands for new ones. We lowered our enrollment numbers, used data from registrations to
pick a variety of offerings that we knew the community could enjoy.
Our annual Senior Turkey Dinner was, for the second year in a row, a “Drive Thru.” We
also have to sadly admit this version is not the usual and beloved by all sit down dinner of years
pre-pandemic. That said, the “Drive Thru,” was a way to keep the program alive and give the
seniors a connection to the department’s staff that they have come to know. Thank you to all
the local people who donated their time and energy again this year.
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We would like to give a special thank you to Shane’s Texas Pit, Good Eats and Sofia on
Lafayette for providing all of the delicious food that made this event possible. Also, a big thank
you to the St. James Lodge and its members who let us use their facility for the event and assisted
in handing out food. This event truly demonstrates how we shine when we come together as a
community.
In total, 2021 witnessed a department that worked hard to respect the need for safety during
a pandemic while simultaneously respecting the need for Parks and Recreation to provide
residents with space and opportunities to find their own wellness. We offered 160 programs
and activities to every group that provided physical and social well-being opportunities in our
amazing town. We worked diligently with the Lane Memorial Library to plan, present and
promote what we hope will be a welcomed addition to the town in the proposal of a
Collaborative Community Center. We resumed our traditional Annual Tree Lighting in the
downtown area to help support the community, elevate some holiday spirit, and connect with
local businesses. With several staffing changes and transitions we were able to maintain full
speed ahead momentum and met all of our departmental goals.
As we reflect on the year, I would like to give special thanks to all of the businesses,
organizations and community members that have donated their personal time, money, and
energy to us over the years; especially during this challenging year. Every member of the
community that believes in our mission and supports our work helps us find joy and
accomplishment in all we do for the town. Hampton is a special town. It is a special town only
because of the people that live here. Residents take such pride in making this town a great place
to live, work and be active and we thank everyone for it!
The Parks and Recreation Department is looking forward to an exciting 2022. We are ready
to build on the innovations we implemented in 2021, to forge a stronger department in 2022
and to maintain our momentum in programming and parks development. We are committed
to stretching outside of our comfort zones and reaching outside the box in our efforts to ensure
we continue to provide the community with what is wanted and needed and to meet our goals
of holistic wellness for all.
Respectfully submitted,
Rene Boudreau
Director
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Report of the Planning Department
The Planning Department, which includes Town Planner Jason Bachand, and Office
Manager Laurie Olivier, had another active and challenging year. Mr. Bachand and Ms. Olivier
successfully managed to keep projects moving forward and office administration fully on track.
The Department handles all administrative functions and operations of the Planning Board.
It receives and reviews all plans and projects filed with the Planning Board and responds to
inquiries by the public and other town departments on planning and zoning-related matters.
Fortunately, the year 2021 brought more flexible COVID-19 masking requirements, testing
and quarantine protocols (in addition to the availability of vaccines). This allowed the Planning
Department to return to its more traditional in-person meetings, with the aid of a plexiglass
window installed at the Planning Department to accommodate those who remain uncomfortable
with direct contact with others. The Planning Department has worked diligently to effectively
serve the public throughout the COVID-19 pandemic and will continue to provide appropriate
accommodations as the world health situation continues to improve.
Mr. Bachand was assertive in pursuing a number of ideas and initiatives for the Planning
Department in 2021. In addition to managing many complex development applications, he
successfully carried out the following:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Prepared Zoning Amendments and brought them through the required process,
including the adoption of all amendments at the March 2021 Town Meeting.
Oversaw the ongoing Town Master Plan Update and continued monthly Master Plan
Sessions with the Planning Board and Master Plan Steering Committee. Members
of the Steering Committee include one member each from the Board of Selectmen,
Zoning Board of Adjustment, Conservation Commission, Budget Committee,
HBAC, and SAU 90, as well as additional resident members.
Oversaw tasks associated with a Piscataqua Region Estuaries Partnership (PREP)
grant project. The Town received a grant from PREP to conduct an audit of its Land
Use Regulations and recommend revisions to said regulations that would help
mitigate the impacts of sea level rise and climate change, protect property owners and
their valuable assets, and preserve the community’s infrastructure.
Continued to manage town-level activities, as required by FEMA, to advance the
pending flood maps and flood study, which took effect on January 29, 2021. Also,
continued to provide staff support regarding the FEMA flood maps/study and the
town’s Floodplain Management Ordinance.
Continued to guide the Planning Board in the RSA 41:14-a recommendation
process, which involves Board of Selectmen authority to modify, or release leased
land deed restrictions.
Participated in monthly Coastal Hazards and Adaptation Team (CHAT) meetings,
with the following four objectives:
1. Improve coordination of flood hazard management and adaptation efforts.
2. Investigate, analyze, and prioritize flood management and adaptation strategies
and present recommendations.
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3. Inform residents about flood hazard management and adaptation options the
town is considering and enable residents to provide input on these options.
4. Provide educational and public outreach opportunities concerning flood hazard
management and adaptation strategies.
•

•
•

Continued to foster a strong working relationship with the Rockingham Planning
Commission through active participation in efforts including, but not limited to the
proposed Hampton Branch of the New Hampshire Seacoast Greenway, FEMA
hazard mitigation initiatives, and collaboration on local projects.
Attended meetings of the Hampton Beach Area Commission and provided staff
support to the Commission upon request.
Attended meetings and provided staff support as needed and required.

Mr. Bachand has many ideas for the Planning Department in 2022, such as:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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Continued work with Resilience Planning and Design on work on Phase II of the
Comprehensive Master Plan Update. Anticipated tasks include but are not limited
to public outreach and engagement, additional community surveys, holding
numerous Steering Committee and public meetings, and developing a document
that effectively covers multiple topics. Completion of the Master Plan update is
anticipated by the end of 2022.
Continued work with Resilience Planning and Design on the Piscataqua Region
Estuaries Partnership (PREP) grant project to conduct an audit of the Land Use
Regulations and recommend revisions to said Regulations.
Perform a comprehensive review of the town’s Aquifer Protection District Ordinance
and prepare amendments for consideration at the 2023 Town Meeting. The
Planning Board has provided a letter of support to the Rockingham Planning
Commission for its recent grant application to the NH Department of
Environmental Services to address minor to moderate amendments to municipal
local groundwater and drinking water protection regulations. These updates will
help to ensure that 1) municipal regulations accurately reference groundwater and
drinking water resource locations as well as applicable state and federal laws, and 2)
procedures and criteria for allowing uses within drinking water resource locations
sufficiently protect drinking water resources.
Review and update the Site Plan Review Regulations and Subdivision Regulations.
An application to the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program if
confirmation of eligibility is received.
Proactively maintain and enhance the town’s working relationship with the
Rockingham Planning Commission through routine contact, continued attendance
at various meetings/events, and assisting with the advancement of studies and
initiatives.
Pursue a variety of grant opportunities which may become available.
Improve internal organization (filing system, scanning plans, application forms, etc.)
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Ms. Olivier kept extremely busy in her role as Office Manager. She assists Mr. Bachand with
many of the above-noted projects and keeps the department afloat in meeting with residents and
attending to their questions/concerns. Ms. Olivier also processes applications; attends PRC
(Plan Review Committee) and Pre-Construction meetings, takes Minutes at same as well as
prepares Minutes at two monthly Planning Board meetings. Ms. Olivier continued to keep track
of project approvals and completions, made Planning Department deposits, paid invoices, kept
Escrows in check; updated the Planning website; and revised the Subdivision and Site Plan
Regulations as necessary. She confidently handles the often-hectic work environment making
sure that all work is completed accurately and timely.
The Planning Department again coordinated the update to the Capital Improvements
Program (CIP) handling the CIP Committee administrative functions, which included assisting
in the production of the updated CIP document. The Planning Department will continue its
coordination of efforts associated with the CIP in 2022.
The Planning Department also welcomed to its team Brianna O’Brien, the town’s new
Conservation Coordinator. Ms. O’Brien has eagerly jumped in by assisting applicants with
Wetland Permits to be considered for recommendation by the Conservation Commission and
heard at Planning Board meetings.
The Planning Department is committed to promoting sound planning practices and
sustainable economic development for the Town. We provide an atmosphere that encourages
collaboration and cooperation between the public and private sectors to reach common goals.
We foster a professional environment where applicants and others seeking guidance can feel at
ease with the planning process and know that we will treat every inquiry with importance and
respect. Honesty and transparency are foundations of the Planning Department, and we strive
to exceed the expectations of the people we serve. The New Year is sure to bring exciting new
opportunities and considerable challenges, and we look forward to working with you.
Respectfully submitted,
Jason Bachand, AICP, CFM
Town Planner
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Report of the Police Department
Mission
It is the mission of the Hampton Police Department to enhance the quality of life for all
persons who live, work, and visit our community by:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Fostering partnerships within our community to promote safe secure neighborhoods;
Maintaining order and peace, while affording dignity and respect to every person;
Safeguarding individual rights, and
Preventing crime while aggressively working to solve those crimes which occur.

We strive to accomplish this mission through the delivery of quality police services, and the
pursuit of excellence and dedication in the performance of those services.
Department Values
All employees of the Hampton Police Department will be guided by the following shared
values:
A. HUMAN LIFE
We value human life and dignity above all else.
Therefore:
We give priority to any situation, which threatens life. We utilize the proper levels of
force and only when necessary. We treat all persons in a dignified and courteous
manner, and exhibit understanding of ethnic and cultural diversity, both in our
professional and personal endeavors. We will remain constantly aware of the need for
compassion, caring, and common sense in dealing with people.
B. INTEGRITY
We believe integrity is the basis for public trust.
Therefore:
We are committed to the highest performance standards, ethical conduct, and
truthfulness in all relationships. We hold ourselves accountable for our actions and take
pride in a professional level of service to all.
C. EXCELLENCE
We strive for personal and professional excellence.
Therefore:
We strive to do our best in all situations and to provide quality service in a courteous,
efficient, and accessible manner. We vigorously enforce local, state, and federal laws;
and are committed to the defense of the Constitutions of the United States and the State
of New Hampshire. We promote community and employee interaction through
problem solving partnerships. We empower our employees at all levels to engage in
problem identification and problem-solving activities. We will strive for professional
performance through continual training, education, and commitment to our duties. We
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will not tolerate misconduct by an employee, and we will treat our fellow employees and
our work environment with dignity and respect.
Vision Statement
We are determined to be recognized as a professional and effective organization that is
respected by the community we serve and guided by the principals of law. We strive to work
with our stakeholders to improve our community.
Sworn Personnel
We experienced several personnel transitions within the department over the year. In
January Chief Richard Sawyer retired after 25 years of service to the town. Chief Sawyer began
his career with the Police Department in 1996 and he worked his way through the ranks as a
Sergeant, Lieutenant, Captain, and Deputy Chief prior to being selected as the 24th Chief of
Police for the town in 2014. We are extremely grateful for his service and leadership he has
provided to this department, and we wish him all the best.
On January 15th I was sworn in as the 25th Chief of Police for the town. I have served as a
member of this department since 1999 and consider myself extremely fortunate to work in and
live in such a great community. I am grateful for the many relationships and partnerships that
exist in this community and look forward to the continued success of this department.
Lieutenant Reno was sworn in as the Deputy Chief. Deputy Chief Reno has served with the
department since 2002. He has held numerous positions within the agency to include; SRO,
Detective, Sergeant, and Lieutenant. His experiences throughout his career have and will serve
him well as he runs the Operations of the agency. He also serves as a Chief Master Sergeant in
the United States Air Force Reserves and is currently pursuing his master’s in organizational
leadership from Southern New Hampshire University.
Officer Crowley was sworn in as a Full-Time Police Officer. Officer Crowley has served with
the department since 2019 initially as a Part-Time Dispatcher and in 2020 as a Part-Time Police
Officer. He recently graduated from Nichols College with a degree in Business Administration.
Officer Crowley resigned from his full-time position in September, however he remains with us
as a part-time Officer.
Lieutenant Gudaitis retired from the department after 31 years of service. Lt. Gudaitis can
best be described as a true professional. He served as member of the Command Staff for 9 years
and has been instrumental in the development of our training program, recruitment and hiring
program, building operations, and our succession planning processes. We thank him for his
dedication and years of service to the department and community and we wish him all the best.
Detective Azarian was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant. Lt. Azarian is currently serving
as our Support Lieutenant and oversees our Criminal Investigation Division, Prosecution
Division, Department Training, and he is responsible for the recruitment and hiring to name a
few of his responsibilities.
Corporal Keyser was promoted to Sergeant. Sgt. Keyser has been with the department since
2014. He serves as a member of our Training Unit as well as a member of the Seacoast
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Emergency Response Team. Sgt. Keyser is currently assigned as the Shift Supervisor on the
midnight shift and will be transitioning to the Sergeant of the Criminal Investigation Division.
Detective DeMarco was selected to serve as a Tactical Operator on the Seacoast Emergency
Response Team on April 19th. This followed a competitive selection process against several other
candidates.
Detective DeMarco and Detective Buczek were selected as Summer Corporals for the
Summer of 2021. They both served commendably in what is arguably one of the most
challenging positions within the department overseeing the summer operations for the
department. They experienced significant staffing shortages as well as provided supervision for
officers from other communities that assisted us this summer.
A selection process was conducted for 2 School Resource Officer positions to replace both
Detective DeMarco and Detective Buczek who had served in the schools for the past 3 years.
Officer Terenzoni was selected to serve as the SRO at Hampton Academy and Officer Felch was
selected to serve at the Centre School. They were assigned to the schools at the end of the school
year to work on this transition and they attended the SRO school at the Police Academy. We
would like to thank both Detective DeMarco and Detective Buczek for their commitment to the
schools during their time as SRO’s.
In May we assigned one of our Detectives to the Rockingham County Drug Task Force. This
is a part time assignment, so he is still able to work his case load and assist with Drug
Investigations as available. This Task Force serves as an additional resource for the Agency in
targeting the drug problems we face in town and throughout Rockingham County.
Officer Noble resigned from her position as a full-time Officer. Officer Noble had served
with the department since 2020. We wish her the best of luck in her future career path.
Samuel Forcino was hired as a full-time officer. Officer Forcino graduated from the parttime Police Academy in May of this year and recently graduated from the full-time Police
Academy on December 17th. Samantha Savini was hired as a full-time officer. Officer Savini
graduated from the part-time Police Academy in May of this year, and she is scheduled to attend
the full-time Police Academy in January. Alex Poplieski was hired as a full-time officer. Officer
Poplieski also completed the part-time Police Academy in May of this year and is scheduled to
attend the full-time Police Academy in January.
Detective Whitehead was selected as our K9 Officer. He continues to work on the
implementation of this program through training, policy development, and coordinating
resources for the program with support from the community.
Officer Shriber resigned from his position as a full-time Officer. Officer Shriber had worked
as a full-time officer for 2 years. We are thankful for his service to our community and wish him
well.
We offer our appreciation and support to Officer Zigler and Officer DeLotto who have both
been on deployment with the Armed Forces at one time or another in 2021. We thank them
for their service to the community and to our country.
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The following part-time Officers have left their positions with the department in 2021: John
Tuttle, Jamie Costa, Adam Ivancic, Michael Richardson, Robert Sparkes, Franklin Knowles,
Jarrod MacDonald, and Andrew Marsden. Officers Alex Popielski, Samuel Forcino, Samantha
Savini resigned to accept full time position with the department.
We wish them all the best and thank them for their service to our community. A special
thank you to Officer Knowles who served 45 years and Officer Sparkes who served 41 years
commendably. Both Officers have been a great representation of this agency and we are truly
grateful.
We had four candidates complete the part-time Police Academy, they are: Patrick Vetter,
Jacob Watkins, Brady McMillion, and Donald Bolduc. These officers still need to complete the
additional 150+ hours of training at the department prior to starting their patrol duties. Jacob
Watkins has since resigned for another agency, and we wish him well.
Sergeant Jowett and Officer LeDuc were recognized for their life saving efforts from February
4 involving a female in distress along Route 101. These officers were awarded New Hampshire
Congressional Awards for their actions. Sgt. Jowett received the “Above and Beyond the Call of
Duty” award and Officer LeDuc received the “Officer Richard W. Bateman Dedication and
Professionalism Award”.
th

Officer Robinson was recognized by the Office of NH Highway Safety for his outstanding
efforts in enforcing highway safety initiatives with his aggressive enforcement of DWI laws.
Officer Robinson was recognized for making 44 DWI arrests as well as conducted 473 traffic
stops and issued 292 traffic citations.
Civilian Personnel
Patrick Vetter resigned from his full-time position as a Communications Specialist in order
to pursue his goal as a part-time Officer with the department. Additionally, Cathy Lisi resigned
from her position as a Communication Specialist to pursue other avenues. We are grateful for
their service to our community and wish them all the best.
Nick Thamsen was hired as a full-time Communications Specialist. Mr. Thamsen comes to
us from New York with prior experience in the first responder field. Noah Graham was hired
as a full-time Communications Specialist. He had served with the department as a part-time
Communications Specialist prior to being hired full-time. Additionally, we hired Elliot
Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds comes to us with prior experience as a Communication Specialist with
another local agency.
Communications Specialist Rhonda Stevens resigned from her position after 23 plus years
of service to the town. Mrs. Stevens had worked as a supervisor for several years as well as a
Tactical Dispatcher for the Seacoast Emergency Response Team. She has also served as our
primary trainer in Communications for years. We are grateful for her service to the community
and wish her well in her future endeavors.
Department Operations
Despite our continued staffing issues, the department’s activity levels increased from
previous years in several areas. The Department responded to 21,514 calls for service. We
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conducted 4,750 motor vehicle stops and responded to 409 motor vehicle accidents. The agency
made 1,146 arrests to include 309 arrests for DWI which represents a 53% increase in DWI
arrests from 2020 and 42% increase from 2019. This drastic increase in DWI arrests is due to
a department wide effort of aggressively looking for and identifying impaired drivers. These
increased efforts have undoubtably made our community a safer place.
Police Activity 2020 compared to 2021
CATEGORY
Calls for Service
Motor Vehicle Stops
Arrests
DWI
Drug Offenses
Incidents Reported
Offences
Felonies
Parking Tickets
Accidents
Overdoses (Total)
Fatal Overdoses

% CHANGE
-1%
62%
4%
53%
-15%
-5%
4%
18%
-44%
22%
-17%
0%

2020
21754
2932
1102
202
80
1095
2478
149
3723
336
30
6

2021
21514
4750
1146
309
68
1039
2588
176
2099
409
25
6

During our summer season we experienced an increase in visitors due to the relaxed COVID19 restrictions. As the warm weather came upon us, we dealt with a number of social media
driven “events” at the beach. Officers responded quickly to these events and with a large police
presence we were able to aggressively enforce the laws of the State and avoid any property damage
or personal injuries. We would like to thank the agencies that assisted us with these events as
well as through the summer season:
New Hampshire State Police, Rockingham County Sheriff’s Department, Seabrook
Police Department, Epping Police Department, Portsmouth Police Department, UNH
Police Department, Exeter Police Department, Hampton Fire/Rescue Department,
Hampton Department of Public Works, Seacoast Fire Chiefs, New Hampshire State Parks,
the Seacoast Emergency Response Team, and New Hampshire Fish and Game
The Department pursued funding for the implementation of a K9 program through the
Stanton Foundation. The Department was approved by the Board of Directors from the Stanton
Foundation, and we are currently preparing for the implementation of the program in 2022.
Officer Whitehead will be attending the K9 Academy of Boston in March of 2022. We are
looking forward to this resource being immediately available to help prevent crime and help
keep our community safe.
The Department was notified in October of being the recipient of ARPA (American Rescue
Plan Act) funding through the NH DOJ. This funding will help to offset costs associated with
bringing in officers from other communities to assist us with our summer operations as well as
provide funding to add an additional Sergeant’s position to increase the level of supervision on
the street. We also received additional funding through the CESF (Coronavirus Emergency
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Supplementing Funding) grant to offset personnel costs associated with dealing with the
increased crowds we were experiencing in the pre-season.
Authorized Department Personnel
Full-time Law Enforcement Officers
from grant funding)
Part-time Law Enforcement Officers
Civilian Personnel

– 36 (anticipating one additional position
– 70 (currently 19 positions filled)
– 10

On behalf of the employees of the department, I would like to thank the members of our
community for their partnership in ensuring the town remains a great place to live, work, and
visit. I would also like to thank the members of the department and their families for their
continued efforts and sacrifices they all make in support of our Mission.
Respectfully Submitted,
David K. Hobbs Jr.
Chief of Police
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Report of the Welfare Department
The Welfare Department was able to help many families in their time of need in 2021.
Services ranged from assistance to prevent homelessness to locating resources to help our citizens
with their individual needs.
There are many charitable organizations in town and throughout Rockingham County who
work collaboratively with the Welfare Department to assist those in our community. These
organizations are funded by various sources including federal and state funds, tax dollars
provided through warrant articles and private donations. We are grateful to all these
organizations for their kindness and willingness to help the residents of our town.
We look forward to a healthy 2022 for all and are here to serve our community. Additional
non-profit charities and resources can be found on the town’s website on the Welfare
Department page.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Blackwell
Welfare Administrator
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Report of the Cable Advisory Board
This year at Channel 22 we were able to return to a state of normalcy. The most notable
change due to COVID-19 was our conversion to hybrid meetings (Hybrid meaning some people
were in the meeting room and some were on the phone.). Now, for the most part, everyone is
once again meeting in person. Board members have the option to call in still, so the hybrid
model isn’t entirely gone, it’s just much less prevalent. We’re happy to return to normal in that
regard, since the hybrid model created so many challenges, most noticeably with the meeting’s
audio.
Since we’re on the subject of slowly returning to normal, we’re happy to once again film
town events. The two major ones we did in 2021 were the Hampton Beach Talent Competition
and the Experience Hampton Christmas Parade. If you want to see either of those programs,
you can find them under “Specials” on our website.
One of our major goals for the past few years has been to diversify our content. Town
meetings are always going to be our main focus, but we’ve wanted to have content we can play
in between those programs. We’ve steadily increased that content and have continued to do so
this year. It’s simply a way to make the channel a bit more unique.
Now for the future, we have some exciting renovations coming to the channel. If you’ve
watched any meetings for the past couple months, you may have noticed that the walls in the
Selectmen’s Meeting Room are a new color. This is the beginning of the renovations to our
studio and the meeting room. The specific shade we chose makes people stand out more clearly
on TV. It’s a quality-of-life improvement. We’re also going to have several new tracks for
lighting installed on the ceiling of the meeting room. This will help to improve the picture
quality for meetings. In our studio itself, we’re having new walls and a new ceiling installed to
create a more professional looking room.
Another exciting improvement coming to the channel is closed captioning. We’re still
working out a few things to make that a reality, but you can expect it in the near future. Probably
the most exciting and most significant improvement coming soon is the total renovation of our
Channel 22 van. We’re working to make it so we can go live anywhere with the van. When
that’s a possibility, things like the talent competition and Christmas parade will be able to be
viewed live as they’re happening.
We have an exciting year ahead of us. If you have any questions or ideas for the channel,
please feel free to reach out to us. And as always, thank you for watching Channel 22.
Respectfully submitted,
Brian McCain
Chairman
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Report of the Capital Improvements Plan Committee
The Capital Improvements Plan Committee (CIP) continued with the process established
several years ago with the objective of changing the CIP from being primarily an administrative
plan to a more informative plan. The Committee includes the following members:
J. Tracy Emerick, Chairman
Regina Barnes, Selectmen’s Representative
Rusty Bridle, Selectmen’s Alternate Representative
Steven D. Henderson, Budget Committee Representative
Larry Quinn, Alternate Budget Committee Representative
Leslie (Les) W. Shepard SAU 90 Representative
Leslie Lafond Winnacunnet SAU 21 Representative
Matt Ferreire, Business Administrator SAU 21
Jason Bachand, Town Planner
Amanda Reynolds Cooper, Public Librarian
Kristi A. Pulliam, Finance Director
James B. Sullivan, Town Manager
The CIP information of planned purchases is made up of three, separately governed bodies:
1. Town of Hampton
2. SAU 90 (Hampton Schools)
3. SAU 21 (Winnacunnet High School)
The Committee continued to utilize the previously established guidelines in order to have
as much consistent information as possible. The guidelines are:
1. All projects over $75,000 contemplated for the next six years should be included in
the CIP even if the project does not have complete information and/or a budget.
2. All projects will be scored using a classification system (see below).
3. Projects that do not affect taxes will be included in the report without funds included
in the totals.
4. The subsequent year, in this case 2023 will be the only year considered meaningful
for funding actions.
5. Each body will provide information in a similar format.
6. All projects are posted on the town’s website in the Planning section.
7. The CIP is a flexible plan due to changing conditions for each governing body, and
as such, the plan will be periodically updated and posted online.
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Hampton CIP Project Classification
1. Project Classification #1-- URGENT/FAILURE PROBABLE – Cannot be delayed,
needed immediately for health and safety
2. Project Classification #2--NECESSARY – Needed to maintain basic level and quality
of community service
3. Project Classification #3--DESIRABLE – Needed to improve quality or level of
service
4. Project Classification #4--TO BE DETERMINED – Needs more research, specifics,
and coordination
For coordination purposes, all projects are sequentially numbered on each section starting
with the following number sequence:
Town of Hampton
SAU 90
SAU 21

- 1000
- 4000
- 7000

Projects that are related are identified with the initial project number, with subsequent
executable sections added as a decimal:
Comprehensive Plan
Execution Section One
Execution Section Two

- #1050
- #1050.1
- #1050.2

Following this report is the CIP for the Town of Hampton, Hampton School SAU 90, and
Winnacunnet School SAU 21.
The CIP report and associated project information has been posted online at
https://www.hamptonnh.gov/245/Capital-Improvement-Plan-CIP.
Respectfully submitted,
Tracy Emerick, PhD
Chairman
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Financials of the Capital Improvements Plan
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Report of the Conservation Commission
In March 2021, Deborah Wrobel was elected Chairwoman, Jay Diener was elected Vicechairman and Diane Shaw was re-elected as Clerk. Jay Diener and Sharon Raymond renewed
their terms for three years, Bob Fox became a full-time member. Former Conservation
Coordinator, Rayann Dionne, became an alternate. In July 2021, Brianna O’Brien was hired as
the part-time Conservation Coordinator.
The Commission returned to in person meetings in May 2021 following more than a year
of COVID-19 caused virtual meetings.
The Commission met with property owners or their representatives regarding 19 town and
10 NH Department of Environmental Services Wetland Permit applications. The Commission
visited the majority of the permit application properties to better understand the proposed
project and site conditions. The Conservation Coordinator and the Commission also reviewed
and signed off on driveway permits, demolition permits and Certificates of Occupancy.
Beginning in July, the Conservation Department was open four days a week and Ms. O’Brien
was available to assist residents and/or their representatives with both town and state wetland
permits, as well as to field any other conservation questions or concerns.
The Conservation Coordinator continues to represent the Commission on the Coastal
Hazards Adaptation Team (CHAT), which is a group of municipal representatives and residents
that is working to identify appropriate flooding adaptation strategies for the areas in town that
are most vulnerable to frequent tidal and storm-surge flooding. CHAT has met monthly since
January 2019, and the meetings will continue into 2022. In collaboration with the SeacoastHamptons Estuary Alliance (SHEA), CHAT is currently working to increase its outreach to
bolster public awareness and engagement related to enhancing the town’s flood resiliency.
The Commission is also represented on the steering committee that is working with the
Town Planner and Planning Board to update the town’s Master Plan.
The 2021 Warrant Articles that were supported in the March Town Meeting include the
$20,000 contribution to the Conservation Fund for the acquisition of land for conservation
purposes, or the establishment of conservation easements, as well as the maintenance of those
parcels and easement; and adding a definition of “porch” to our Conservation Zoning
Ordinance, to help add clarity regarding what is permitted within the 12 ft. building setback for
construction adjacent to the town’s wetland buffers. The Commission is very grateful for the
support for its warrant articles by the town’s voters and will continue to work hard to keep
earning that support.
The Commission looks forward to the return of the annual rain barrel auction in Spring
2022. With cancelations and delays because of COVID-19, things are finally in place for the
auction to take place this coming spring. The Commission would like to thank Hampton
Academy and the Hampton Garden Club for their past support of this project; Aquarion Water
Company for providing the rain barrels; Wicked Awesome Paint & Wallpaper for the paint; and
to Wayne’s Auto Body for adding a protective clear coat to the painted rain barrels.
The Town has approximately 150 parcels that are either owned outright by the town or have
town owned conservation easements. Typically, the Commission hires an intern to do the
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monitoring for these parcels, but because of COVID-19 and related hardships, the Commission
was unable to hire an intern and the parcels were not monitored in 2021. The Commission
anticipates hiring an intern again in 2022 in order to resume this monitoring practice.
The Commission is excited to announce two projects that were developed this year and will
be launched at the beginning of 2022. The first is a quarterly newsletter, Conservation Talk.
This newsletter will be used to address frequently asked questions or concerns, educate, and
increase public awareness of the work of the Commission, and bring attention to local
conservation issues and news. The newsletter will be available on the Commission’s website and
hard copies will be available at the Town Office and the Library.
The second project is an annual Environmental Stewardship Award. The Commission will
award three categories of recipients: individual (a Hampton resident), academic (a Hampton
teacher, class, or school group), and an organization (a Hampton business or group), annually,
based on their outstanding commitment to environmental stewardship, conservation, and
sustainability through creative incentives. These awards are intended to enhance knowledge and
awareness of effective conservation and environmental practices that contribute to the
preservation and protection of our town and local ecosystem. The award application will be
available on the Commission’s website in January 2022 and the winners will be selected annually
in the Spring.
This year, the Commission graciously accepted donations from Felix Taracena, the Eagle
Scout who built a bog bridge in the Town Forest in 2020, for $700 to the Town Forest Fund, as
well as from Mr. Roger Quandt for $400 towards the purchase of the Barkley Property. The
Commission is in the process of fundraising to purchase the Barkley Property for the purposes
of conservation. This proposal was announced at the August Commission meeting and was met
with overwhelming support by the public. This property contains 22 acres of forested upland,
wetlands and wetland buffers, streams, and a pond that will be protected from development in
perpetuity and maintained as open space and be used for passive recreation.
The full property is a significant regional wildlife corridor, as identified by The Nature
Conservancy through the Connect the Coast project. In Hampton, only 17% of the identified
wildlife corridors and prioritized habitat blocks are conserved. The New Hampshire Fish and
Game’s Wildlife Action Plan, updated in 2020, identified portions of the Property as a Highest
Ranked Habitat in the Biological Region and includes some Supporting Landscapes.
The Commission oversees the Hampton Victory Garden. This past year, Ellen Conklin, the
Victory Garden Coordinator, stepped down due to her relocation and Kathy Brock was assigned
the role. The Victory Garden is a 50-plot community garden on Barbour Road open to town
residents. Members pay a small fee and have access to their own plot to grow flowers and
vegetables of their choosing. This past season, all of the plots were used by returning gardeners.
The weather was good for growing and the gardeners had considerable harvests. Excess produce
was donated to St. Vincent De Paul Food Pantry. There is an extensive waitlist, and seven new
gardeners will be accommodated next year. If you are interested in learning more about the
Victory Garden or adding your name to the waitlist for a plot, please email
hamptonvictorygarden@gmail.com
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We would like to remind town residents that there are several parcels of town-owned
conservation lands and properties with conservation easements that are open for a variety of
passive recreation activities. The most notable properties include the Hampton Town Forest,
Hurd Farm, Batchelder Farm, and Ice Pond on which residents can enjoy hiking, birding,
fishing, trail running, human-powered biking, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, and pond
skating.
The Commission is grateful for the continued support we receive from the residents of the
Town. Our Commissioners (your neighbors) work hard to balance landowners’ ability to
improve their properties with protecting some of Hampton’s most valuable and fragile resources.
With the town’s support, we’ve acquired conservation easements on some of our historic and
valuable properties, ensuring they will be protected in perpetuity. We remain committed to
working on your behalf to protect Hampton’s water resources, open spaces, wildlife, and aquatic
habitats. And we encourage anyone interested in joining the Commission to contact the
Conservation Coordinator at 603-929-5808.
Respectfully submitted,
Deborah Wrobel
Chairman
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Report of the Hampton Beach Area Commission
During 2021 the Commissioners have been very busy. Part of their charge is to maintain a
Master Plan. We completed the Transportation component in 2018 and have since been seeking
funds/grants to move forward with the environmental components.
In addition to following and supporting replacement of the Neil Underwood Bridge that
crosses the Hampton River we have spent much time working to move forward the
reconstruction of Route 1A. Both are inclusive in NHDOT 10-year Plan, and both scheduled
for construction in 2024.
In February of 2021 HBAC hosted a virtual Symposium that brought together the various
groups that have been studying coastal hazards at the seacoast. In partnership with NHDES
Coastal Program we brought together thirteen local, state, and national presenters to report on
their studies and how they complimented one another. In addition, we identified eleven experts
to sit as a Panel of Advisors to synthesize the data and assist HBAC in determining issues that
should be considered as we moved forward updating HBAC’s Master Plan components. That
full report can be found on the town’s website.
HBAC initiated by the New Hampshire Legislature in 2003 has no sustainable funding
source identified so we spent the next few months applying for grants to assist us in updating
the Master Plan as required by RSA 216-J:3 II. Many grants were either too small or too large to
meet our needs, but we were finally successful in receiving $24,000 federal dollars matched by
$20,000 state and $2,000 local to initiate the two-year process of updating.
The RFP for the consultant was posted in early January. We will be working for the next
eighteen months in partnership with the town’s master plan, the state, municipal, district, and
residential/businesses to identify coastal resiliency to protect the businesses, property owners,
natural and cultural resources to continue a thriving economic environment.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Stiles
Chairman
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Report of the Hampton Beach Village District
This year proved to be a transitional one after the events of 2020. Our annual meeting was
held in April, and the budget was voted on by the members of the Precinct, this enabled us to
go forth with our usual events; if COVID-19 restrictions permitted. We were, however, limited
in bringing in guest speakers this year.
The bands were back on the Seashell Stage beginning in June and continuing until Labor
Day; 7-days a week. Fireworks resumed every Wednesday, and the playground was opened and
maintained. The Annual Sandsculpture Event was held June 10th to June 19th and was a huge
success. The Country Music Fest took place from July 6th to July 9th with two headliners, Rodney
Atkins, and William Michael Morgan. Once again, this event included line dancing which was
very popular. Movies on the beach began July 12th and ended on August 30th. This event had
huge attendance every Monday. July’s events ended with the Hampton Beach pageants on July
24th and 25th.
Live auditions for the Hampton Talent Competition were held on August 1st and we chose
many signers for the competition which took place August 27th to August 29th. The Hampton
Beach Village District was again the major sponsor for Children’s week from August 16th to the
20th. The Hampton Area Chamber of Commerce provided a week of great events, and the
costume parade was held on Friday to end the week.
Cirque du Hampton Beach was held on September 4th and was attended by an enthusiastic
crowd. On September 25th the Fire Show took place, and the rain subsided so those who
attended enjoyed a fabulous show.
We continue to support the Blue Ocean Society and their commitment to preserve the
oceans and educate the public. The Hampton Beach Beautification Committee enjoyed another
rewarding summer maintaining the 12 flower beds, and after a water tanker was purchased, their
work was made a little easier. Their efforts to grow milkweed and nectar were also successful as
an estimated 3000 Monarch butterflies came through the beach in September.
The Commissioners would like to express their gratitude to the employees and volunteers
who make our events so successful, and we thank the businesses and residents for their ongoing
support.
Respectfully submitted,
Maureen Buckley
Commissioner
Charles Rage, Commissioner
Robert Ladd, Commissioner
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Report of the Hampton Historical Society Board of Trustees
As we approached the opening of our museum doors in June of 2021, we waited with
anticipation for our visitors to join us. Email requests were coming in, and regular genealogical
appointments were being made to give us solid proof that we were back! Volunteers were slowly
returning, and plans were being made for much needed programs for our town. Hopes were
high that our museum would return to normal. With doors open to group visits in July, we saw
many who came to see Tuck Museum in search of their ancestors, and those with family reunions
opted to spend an extra day or two looking over our research library, as well as visit the local
cemeteries. We held two guided tours of Pine Grove cemetery for about 20 to 25 people each
tour and recognized the need for people to search out the great stories of the descendants of
Hampton families.
The Hampton Historical Society has been also working behind the scenes to protect our
heritage. Our 19th century one room schoolhouse needed renovations and spearheaded by Gary
Grashow and his Building and Grounds Committee; completion should be by this spring. Our
electrical systems needed to be updated with new wires running to the schoolhouse and cabin,
the museum’s chimney fixed, and our phone/alarm system completed. The quality of the
museum helps us to be ready for public viewing and to protect our collections and exhibits. One
of our decisions this year was to forego the Annual Pig Roast to give our restaurants donors a
break (and our volunteers!) as we opted for a Fall Festival in October. This event was very
successful, the perfect fall day, and filled with young families that came to the museum grounds
for the first time. We gained many a new membership on that day, and hope that we can
continue this tradition next year.
Unfortunately, numbers started to rise again with COVID-19 cases, and we chose to hold
our Annual meeting on Zoom this year; where we all enjoyed a delightful program from Betty
Moore about Joseph Dow, our published town historian of the 19th century, and the acquisition
of his trunk full of Hampton memorabilia that aided his research. Moving forward, we hope to
present programs of historical interest such as a Viking encampment, colonial life, Woodland
Life Saving Station, early schools in Hampton, women of Hampton, and General Jonathan
Moulton for our 2022 year. For updates and information, please see our website at
www.hamptonhistory.org, as dates and times may change, as we all well know! We continue to
do very well financially with donations and memberships within our community, and some from
afar. We thank everyone for their continued donations, as it helps to keep our Historical Society
alive, continue the mission, and open our doors to the many that are researching and learning
about our Hampton history.
As the newly elected Board President, I look forward to many rewarding years of sharing the
knowledge this historical society has to give and thank all of the hardy volunteers for continued
support. We could not do this without you, our membership, and the Town of Hampton.
Respectfully submitted,
Lori White
President
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Report of the Heritage Commission
In March 2021, the Heritage Commission completed its second year since being reestablished in 2019. COVID-19 has continued to be a factor in our ability to function, and it
was not until August 2021 that our meetings were once again held face-to-face as opposed to
remote.
An important effort over the past year has been our interaction with the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation (NHDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
with respect to the rehabilitation/replacement of the red-listed 70-year-old Neil Underwood
bridge over the entrance to the Hampton Harbor. The re-establishing of the Heritage
Commission in 2019 came too late for the Commission to materially affect the
NHDOT/FHWA rehabilitation vs. replacement decision (the project Environmental
Assessment (EA) was issued in March 2021 with “Replacement with Fixed Bridge” already
identified as the “Preferred Alternative”), but the Commission did comment on the EA
document with respect to mitigation of the project’s adverse effects. (Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) requires Federal agencies to consider the effects of
their undertakings on historic properties such as the Underwood Bridge). Given the loss of the
Underwood Bridge (and a similar decision for replacement of the Rye-New Castle Little Harbor
bridge on Route 1B), there will be no more bascule bridges located in the State of New
Hampshire once the replacement project is complete. Thus, proper historic documentation of
this unique bridge type is important.
The Heritage Commission is also working on the placement of historic markers and
interpretive signage around the town. The placement of historic markers on Hampton homes
has made some good progress with a number of new markers being placed this year.
Unfortunately, the craftsman responsible for the making the markers has recently passed away,
and the Commission will be seeking an alternative vendor for the markers. We’d like to keep
the marker design the same as it has been if such arrangements can be made.
A second marker effort has to do with interpretive signs/kiosks being pursued by the
Hampton Historical Society for the Tuck Museum of Hampton History grounds. It appears that
the first of these kiosks will be placed on the grounds this coming spring. The Heritage
Commission has been tracking this effort with an eye towards establishing a common
interpretive signage template or standard for the town. Such signage could be used at town
owned historic properties such as the Grist Mill on High Street and the Blacksmith Shop on
Barbour Road. The NHDOT has offered to employ such a template for the Underwood Bridge
interpretive signage (placed on NH State property consistent with the NHPA) if it can be defined
and provided to them by June 2022.
As of October 9, 2021, RSA 41: 14-a was amended to add the Heritage Commission as
another municipal board whose recommendations need to be sought and received by the Board
of Selectmen before they can proceed with public hearings and votes on whether to grant relief
from a town owned deed restriction. Thus, from now on, whenever the Selectmen are asked to
modify a town owned deed restriction, the Heritage Commission will be asked to consider and
take a vote (in a public meeting) regarding the granting of that relief.
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Finally, the Heritage Commission continues its interest in the structural integrity of the
Blacksmith Shop. We are planning a warrant article for the 2023 Town Warrant to supersede
Article 30 of the 2018 Town Warrant which covered emergent repairs to the structure. The
approved funding from the 2018 Article 30 expired because the work was not completed by
March 1, 2020.
At the close of last year’s report, the Commission stated its anticipation for the end of the
COVID-19 pandemic and a return to normalcy in 2021. For us, the impact of COVID-19
continues to persist, but so does the anticipation of normalcy.
Respectfully submitted,
James Metcalf
Chairman
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Report of the Lane Memorial Library Trustees
By the numbers
The full collection of the library at the end of 2021 totaled 74,215 titles. Over the course of
the year 4,113 titles were added and 3,613 titles were removed. We had 10,964 registered
patrons in 2021.
Circulated materials
Visits
Computer uses
Reference questions
Events
Event attendees

113,449
38,114
1,363 in 6 months
6,672
189
9,755

(89,748 in 2020)
(26,521 in 2020)
(2,481 in 2 months in 2020)
(2,027 in 2 months in 2020)
(269 in 2020)
(8,797 in 2020)

Building
The year 2021, a second year like no other, perhaps proves the ancient Greek aphorism that,
“the only constant is change.” It was certainly never truer for the library as we slowly unfurled
from the COVID-19 restrictions begun in 2020. It was not a straight line from one to the other,
but we began 2021 with no public browsing hours and ended the year with 40 browsing hours
and 45 pickup hours. Items that had been removed from the library floor, like DVDs and public
computer workstations, made return debuts and spaces isolated from the public such as the
Dearborn Redden and Wheaton J. Lane rooms reopened. It was with much anticipation and
joy that the library also began hosting in-person events again in 2021.
Staff

Wayne Moulton (front left) and partner Kali
Moulton (back right) of Sages Entertainment
leads patrons in a public art event

Libby Smith, Public Services Assistant, left our
library after 1 year for the private publishing world
and Chris Singleton, Public Services Assistant, retired
after 6 years to focus on family. Their knowledge and
skills are missed at the service desks. Darrell Eifert,
Head of Public Services, also retired after 17 years of
creative and dedicated service. With his departure the
time was right to review and reorganize the library
staff structure. If we have done it correctly residents
should not notice the change but internally, we are no
longer organized by patron groups, e.g., adult, teen,
and children, and are focusing on the actions we take
to serve Hampton, e.g., acquiring, cataloging, and
managing materials, delivering service to patrons,
community outreach, event hosting, and marketing.

As we learn to view our work from the perspective of action, we welcome back Joan Maloney
to the service desks after a yearlong absence and greet Carol Menard and Jenne Demac as our
newest Patron Services Assistants.
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Events
As mentioned above we began hosting in-person events again in 2021, first in our amazing
summer pavilion, generously funded by bequest from Phillip Wasylean, and Tobey and Merrill,
and later in the year back indoors in the library. We also continued to host a variety of online
events which allowed for larger gatherings such as “African Americans in post-Revolutionary
War NH” with Exeter Historical Society curator Barbara Rimkunas and “The Wit and Wisdom
of NH”, a New Hampshire Humanities Council program.
On several occasions we also got
creative using town and library spaces in
different ways.
Marston School
generously hosted our Story Walk for the
second year in a row on the Marston
School Pathway combining town
resources, fresh air, and literature into one
joint venture.
Since those features
combine so well, they are blended again in
our outdoor Storytimes, often with the
collaboration of our peers in the Parks and
Patrons of all ages enjoy outdoor Storytime in the Lane
Recreation Department using the amazing Library Pavilion
playgrounds throughout town.
Several programs were hosted everywhere in the library at once, our Dinovember scavenger
hunt and Tiny Art Show spread patrons out and encouraged them to explore the entire library.
For events such as the Great Backyard Bird Count the event took place at residents’ windows,
and the hundreds of crafts we shared were created right at their kitchen tables. We even created
events in a box, sending home “Brit Boxes” to immerse patrons in all things British and
“Mischief Makers Boxes” to create some good April Fool’s Day fun. Some of our takeaway
programs were generously provided thanks to our relationship with the Children’s Museum of
NH who awarded us a grant to send home STEM kits throughout the winter and spring for
families to explore.
Planning
We learned, along with much of the nation in 2021 that a global pandemic could not hold
us back from setting and reaching for goals. The Library and the Parks and Recreation
Department have long been partners providing support and cooperation in service to the town.
Over the course of the last few years, each department has separately been able to demonstrate
that even as we share resources, we each have significant demands for growth. Both departments
struggle to meet the needs of town residents for indoor events and recreation. Sharing these
individual revelations, we have envisioned a collaborative solution, “The Hampton Hub”; a
community center for all ages within the town campus on Winnacunnet Road. Our vision is
only the beginning, this building can only serve residents if they take part in shaping its growth.
To learn more and add your voice visit www.hubofhampton.org.
Respectfully submitted,
Amanda L. Reynolds Cooper M.S. L.I.S,
Library Director
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Report of the Leased Land Real Estate Commission
The Leased Land Real Estate Commission was enacted by the New Hampshire Legislation
in 1983, Chapter 3, 314:1-a. Under Chapter 314:1-a, II, the Commission is charged with the
following:
“The Hampton Leased Land Real Estate Commission shall hear all appeals from any
decision of a town official or town appraiser relating to leased lands, including appeals with
respect to the determination of a fair market value for leased land, boundary disputes, the
duration of tenancy, or any other appropriate matter.
The commission may affirm, deny, or modify any decision upon appeal. The
commission shall not be bound by the rules of evidence and may consider all materials
presented orally or in writing by either party prior to making its determination.
The commission shall also have the duty of monitoring and implementing the sale of
leased lands and paying over the proceeds of said sales to the trustees of the trust funds in
accordance with 1975, 314:1.”
The Town though its Board of Selectmen leases 31 parcels of land; these parcels generated
$193,778.00 in land rent.
The Commission meets as necessary, and the agendas and minutes of the Commission are
available on the town’s website.
Leased Land Real Estate Commissioners
Christine Baker
Todd Loiseau
Cynthia Perrault
Ute Pineo
Jeannine St. Germain
Respectfully submitted,
Kristina G. Ostman
Administrative Assistant
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Report of the Mosquito Control Commission
The mosquito season began with drought conditions in the spring but that ended when
tropical storms and record setting rain dominated the rest of the summer. Freshwater wetlands
and man-made containers repeatedly filled with water allowing many species of mosquitoes to
rebound from last year’s drought. Salt marshes were also flooded by rain events over and above
normal flood tides producing a steady supply of mosquitoes.
Fieldwork begins in April when mosquito larvae are found in salt marshes, red maple
swamps, cedar swamps, woodland pools, ditches, and other stagnant wet areas. Dragon crews
checked habitats for larval mosquito activity. When needed, wetlands were treated using a
naturally occurring biological product called Bti to control mosquito larvae. Bti will not harm
people, pets and other animals, aquatic life, or other insects. In addition, catch basins were
treated to fight disease carrying mosquitoes. Dragon uses Natular, an organic biological product,
to control mosquitoes in catch basins. Town wide spraying along roadways at night was done to
combat adult mosquitoes. Crews set greenhead fly traps on the salt marshes in June to mitigate
the greenhead flies. Traps were removed from the marshes in August when the greenhead fly
season had ended.
Adult mosquitoes were monitored at four locations throughout town. Mosquitoes were
collected in traps, identified to species, and select species were sent to the State Lab in Concord
where they were tested for diseases. No disease was detected in mosquitoes collected in
Hampton in 2021. Trapping adult mosquitoes begins in July and ends in mid-October when
the State stops testing mosquitoes for diseases.
This season, mosquitoes collected from Stratham, East Kingston, Portsmouth, Salem, and
Manchester tested positive for West Nile Virus. No mosquitoes tested positive for Eastern
Equine Encephalitis. The NH Department of Health and Human Services tested mosquitoes
for Jamestown Canyon Virus (JCV) for the first time in 2021. Mosquitoes were trapped in areas
where human cases of JCV had previously been detected. Fourteen Jamestown Canyon Virus
mosquito batches were identified in New Hampshire. Four adults from NH tested positive for
JCV including one fatality from Dublin. This was the second time a resident died from
Jamestown Canyon Virus. In 2018, a Derry man was the first person in NH to die from JCV.
Every mosquito season presents different challenges. In 2021, towns in southern New
Hampshire received over a foot of rain in July allowing for a surge of mosquitoes hatching from
a variety of habitats. The precipitation received in the coming months may lead to a strong
population of mosquitoes and more disease activity next season.
Respectfully submitted,
Dragon Mosquito Control, Inc.
www.Dragonmosquito.com
603.734.4144
Tim O’Connor
Chairman, Hampton Mosquito Control Commission (HMCC)
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Report of the Municipal Budget Committee
In 2021 the Municipal Budget Committee reviewed the monthly financials of the 2021
operating budget and prepared the 2022 operating budget for submission to the Selectmen for
inclusion in the Town Warrant for the March 2022 Annual Town Meeting, along with the
Committee’s budget recommendations. The Committee also reviewed and voted on petitioned
money warrant articles to be included in the Town Warrant.
The Committee’s role is to determine if the town and school budget requests are reasonable,
according to the needs of the town and SAU 90 school district and the electorates’ ability to
manage any changes in the tax burden. We can request enough information to make this
determination, review the budget line by line and make changes that affect the bottom line of
the budgets; however, we do not have final control over line-item expenditures or policy.
In 2021 Brian Warburton was re-elected to serve another 3 years, and I was newly elected.
By year end the committee was comprised of myself as Chairman, Vice-chairman Joyce
Skaperdas, Brian Warburton, Larry Quinn, Matt Saunders, Mike Plouffe, Hampton Beach
Village District representative Robert Ladd, Selectmen representative Richard Sawyer, and SAU
90 representative Ginny Bridle Russell, the secretary at year end was Molly McCoy. The Capital
Improvement Committee, Master Plan Committee, and Coastal Hazards Adaptation Team were
followed by members Quinn, Warburton, and me in case any issues were deemed pertinent to
discuss.
Meeting times were held on the 3rd Tuesday of every month, with no meetings in
July/August, and some additional Thursday meetings during final budget review. Meeting times
changed from 7:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. which seemed to work very well. Another change was a
decision to follow the NHMA recommendation that information requests must be decided by a
committee vote.
As the budget review was underway in the second half of 2021 committee members,
participants and viewers made positive comments about the meeting’s tone and temperament.
The use of the unassigned fund balance, year-end department purchases, overtime, staffing,
raises, inflation and increasing operational costs were the topics that got the most attention.
Department Heads and the Town Manager Jamie Sullivan were always available to answer
every question, and provide any information requested by the committee. I was very satisfied
with the cooperation, still, the topic of transparency was frequently brought up during
committee meetings. I cannot say with certainty what can improve perceived transparency and
it’s hard to predict how an improvement would change the budget process.
I made a presentation in June 2021 explaining why Hampton might consider updating their
budget building, reporting and communication process with new tools such as software and
cloud-based platforms. Currently all financial information is presented in PDF form and hard
copies to the committee. New methods could potentially help with decision making,
transparency and build trust in the community. The Committee recommended forwarding the
presentation to the Town Manager and the Selectmen.
We were able to complete our review and vote on SAU 90, the 2022 operating budget, and
warrant articles by December 21st, 2021. The Committee produced a 2022 municipal operating
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budget of $30,206,241. This is a $174,047 increase or ($0.281 per $1,000) more than the
proposed 2022 default budget of $30,194,195. The Committee produced a 2022 SAU 90
operating budget of $25,005,913. This is a $325,210 increase more than the proposed 2022
default budget of $24,680,703.
My hope is for the committee to produce a budget that will get the support of the electorate.
We might want to consider expanding our reach to the public in cooperation with the Town
Manager and the Selectmen, for example with a video, letter to the editor, or social media, to
explain why this budget and the warrant articles are reasonable and necessary. We should also
determine the reasons why, if anything, a warrant article does not pass, as well as evaluate the
effectiveness of budget changes on each of the town’s department’s performances in 2022/2023.
Respectfully submitted,
Katherine Harake
Chairman
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Report of the Planning Board
The Year 2021 was another busy and productive year for the Planning Board. After a
challenging year of conducting its business under stringent COVID-19 protocols for both the
Board and town employees, the Planning Board was eventually able to resume full in-person
meetings in 2021, with residents and applicants in attendance. Town Planner, Jason Bachand,
and Office Manager, Laurie Olivier, successfully managed to keep projects moving forward and
office administration fully on track.
Jason Bachand, Town Planner, had many large, challenging applications and projects to
manage and effectively guided the Board toward rendering well-informed decisions on these
projects. New developments of note that were approved this year were:
•

48-52 High Street: Site Plan and Conditional Use Permit to construct two structures.
The structure adjacent to High Street is to consist of 2 commercial units and 4 residential
units, and the rear structure is to consist of 12 residential units.

•

239 Drakeside Road: Site Plan to convert an existing office building into 4 residential
units with associated driveway and parking.

•

16 L Street: Site Plan to convert an existing residential site into a commercial, mainly
outdoor Mexican-themed restaurant.

•

449 Ocean Boulevard: Site Plan to renovate the existing Sea Spiral Suites hotel into 37
one-bedroom condominiums.

The Planning Board continued work on the town’s Comprehensive Master Plan Update.
Phase I of the project wrapped up in March of 2021 with the drafting of Vision and Coastal
Resilience documents. We then welcomed our selected Phase II consultants, Resilience
Planning and Design, who are working to complete the overall Master Plan update. Efforts in
2021 included, but were not limited to, monthly meetings with the Master Plan Steering
Committee during the second Planning Board meeting of each month. The Town’s first
Community Master Planning Forum was held on September 29, 2021, with an outstanding
turnout of residents sharing their ideas for the future of Hampton. Residents provided feedback
relating to future development, resource protection, and infrastructure investments. The
Planning Board, its Master Plan Steering Committee, Resilience Planning and Design, and other
boards and committees will continue to collaborate with the community members to analyze
issues and opportunities and identify clear actions to complete the Comprehensive Master Plan
Update.
In April of 2021, the town was awarded a grant from the Piscataqua Region Estuaries
Partnership (PREP) to use the NH Coastal Flood Risk Summary, Part 2: Guidance for Using
Scientific Projections to perform an audit of the town’s Land Use Regulations. The audit was
completed in August of 2021 and is now being followed by the drafting of amendments for
consideration by the Planning Board and ultimately (in the case of Zoning) by the town’s voters,
possibly as soon as the March 2023 Town Meeting. If adopted, the amendments will help to
mitigate the impacts of sea level rise and climate change, protect property owners and valuable
assets, and preserve the community’s infrastructure.
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In October of 2021, the Rockingham Planning Commission (RPC) applied for grant funding
through the NH Department of Environmental Services for Local Source Water Protection.
While the Planning Board is optimistic that the RPC will be awarded this funding, the town is
also committed to pursuing a comprehensive update of its Aquifer Protection District Ordinance
in 2022, regardless of the outcome of the grant proposal.
One proposed project is in the Plan Review Committee (PRC) process as of late 2021 and is
anticipated for Public Hearing in 2022:
•

17 & 19 L Street: Site Plan for proposed permanent outdoor seating for restaurant/bar
at 17 & 19. The existing residential use of 19 to be abandoned and become commercial.

At the March Town Meeting, voters re-elected Planning Board member Tracy Emerick to a
new three-year term and Anne (Tocky) Bialobrzeski was elected to her first, three-year term.
Thereafter, the Board elected Tracy Emerick as Chairman, Francis McMahon as Vice-Chairman,
and Anne (Tocky) Bialobrzeski as Clerk. Prior Planning Board member, Mark Olson, was
appointed to serve as a Planning Board Alternate for a three-year term. With the unexpected
resignation of Ms. Bialobrzeski in September of 2021, Brendan McNamara was appointed to fill
the seat vacated by Ms. Bialobrzeski until the next election in March of 2022.
The Board proposed several Zoning Ordinance amendments for 2022, which included:
➢ Amend Article I – General. Section 1.6 Definitions to modify and expand the definition
of “Impervious Surface” to clarify that a deck is only considered pervious if it is not
covered by a roof and is elevated a minimum of 6 feet off the ground, is constructed with
planks not greater than 8 inches in width with a minimum ¼ inch space between each
plank, and the area underneath remains entirely pervious (with no use as a storage area).
Also, to further expand said definition to account for decks elevated a minimum of 3
feet off the ground, while providing further restrictions for decks above 160 square feet
in size depending on whether they are within or outside of the Aquifer Protection
District.
➢ Amend Article II – Districts. Sections 2.3.3 Wetlands Conservation District Permitted
Uses to clarify that replacement or repair of a deck is subject to the Building Inspector
determining that it is elevated a minimum of 6 feet off the ground, is constructed with
planks not greater than 8 inches in width with a minimum ¼ inch space between each
plank, and the area underneath remains entirely pervious (with no use as a storage area).
➢ Amend Article I – General. Section 1.6 Definitions to add a definition for
“Condominium” stating that it means real property as defined in RSA 356-B:3 of the
Condominium Act, and further stating that, for purposes of Planning Board approval,
separate condominiums governed under the umbrella of a Master Condominium
Association or similar arrangement, or which share infrastructure (such as driveways,
utilities, and the like) shall be considered one condominium regardless of whether they
are located on separate lots. Additionally, to amend the definition of “Dwelling Unit,
Multi-Family” to clarify that this includes any condominium consisting of 3 or more
dwelling units irrespective of the number of buildings or lots involved.
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➢ Amend Article VIII – Multi-Family Dwellings. Section 8.1.4 to clarify that said Article
applies to any condominium consisting of 3 or more dwelling units irrespective of the
number of buildings or lots involved, with exemptions for condominium conversions of
pre-existing non-conforming uses or structures.
➢ Amend Article V - Signs. Section 5.4.1.e to delete the existing non-enforceable contentoriented language; to amend 5.4.2 to provide a clearer reference to Table I; to delete
5.4.2.e regarding residential banners; to amend Table I to prohibit banners in the RAA,
RA, RB, and RCS zoning districts and to clarify the existing practice that a majority of
sign types require Building Department approval; and to amend Table II to delete the
existing size requirements for banners where they are prohibited under this Amendment.
➢ Amend Article III - Use Regulations. Add New Section 3.49 to establish regulations for
mobile food service vendors on private property. This use would be expressly limited to
charitable purposes or other special events that have received approval for a specified
date(s) from the Board of Selectmen. This use would also be limited to licensed vehicles
and trailers with mobile kitchens only, no portable carts. The use would be permitted
with Building Department approval in the RAA, RA, RB, B, I, and G zoning districts,
with the exception that it would be prohibited on any RAA, RA and RB zoned lot that
does not meet the respective current minimum lot area requirement in Article IV,
Section 4.1. Inspection and sign-off as to health, safety, and location by the Building
Inspector/Health Officer is required. Cross references to Article II - Districts, Section
2.7 (Professional Office / Residential District), and Sections 2.8 C & 2.8 F (Town Center
District - Historic, North, and South) are also included.
➢ Amend Article III - Use Regulations. Add New Section 3.17a to allow the keeping of
domesticated chickens (with Building Department approval) in the RAA, RA, RB, and
G zoning districts only. A cross-reference to a new Article XX is also included.
During 2021, the Board reviewed 13 Site Plan applications (11 seeking a waiver requests).
The Board also approved 2 Lot Line Adjustments and 5 Condominium Conversion
applications. The Board heard 19 Wetlands Permit applications, most of which were approved.
Also heard in 2021 were 3 Conditional Use Permit applications for Accessory Dwelling Units;
all were granted. The Planning Board also approved 4 Change of Use applications and 3
Driveway Permit Appeals. The Board heard one Preliminary Consultation.
The 2022-2027 Capital Improvements Program (CIP) was also developed. It is included in
this Annual Report as well.
The Planning Board generally meets on the first and third Wednesdays of each month, with
additional evenings when warranted. The Planning Department (the public’s contact point for
the Planning Board) is generally open from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday. We
look forward to working with you in 2022.
Respectfully submitted,
Tracy Emerick, PhD
Chairman
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Report of the Solid Waste Committee
The Solid Waste Committee consists of ten members, appointed by the Board of Selectmen,
and charged with working with the Department of Public Works in matters of the collection and
disposal of trash and recycling and making recommendations to the Board of Selectmen for their
consideration.
The Committee met monthly with the exception of July and August and at almost every
meeting, the subject of commercial trash collection by the town was discussed with no change
to the existing town ordinance as of the end of 2021.
Prior to the March Town Meeting, the Committee voted to support and recommend the
warrant article that provided two new trash/recycling trucks that were sorely needed for the
DPW. This purchase was approved, and delivery is expected sometime in 2022.
Recognizing the need to separate glass and cardboard from the waste stream, several beach
businesses agreed to act if the town would provide a collection point on the beach where this
material could be taken. This program remains in limbo due to logistical problems at the DPW,
however, glass and cardboard containers will be provided at the Transfer Station.
Another product that adds weight to the waste stream, is textiles i.e., clothing, towels, and
bedding. Following a presentation by WasteZero on the curbside collection of textiles, the Board
of Selectmen approved this program and authorized DPW to advertise it on their website. It is
hoped that a large percentage of residents will take advantage of this curbside pickup
The Education Sub-committee has been working with the local schools on educational
PowerPoint presentations regarding food waste and glass plus proper recycling procedures and
has worked with the schools to promote their disposal of food waste.
Being a tourist community for three months of the summer season, there is an obvious
impact on town services not the least of which is the collection and disposal of trash and
recycling. During a one-week period in August, the DPW employees performed an audit of each
and every cart both residential and non-residential as they proceeded through the entire town
on their prescribed routes. A tremendous amount of valuable information was obtained and is
posted on the DPW website. This week-long project will be repeated in February of 2022 so as
to show the “off season” data.
Going forward, the Committee will continue to review policies and procedures as they relate
to municipal trash collection, including the town ordinance which needs to be updated.
We wish to recognize former DPW Director Chris Jacobs and present Director Jen Hale,
their staff and all employees for their cooperation and assistance throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
William H. “Skip” Sullivan
Chairman
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Report of the Supervisors of the Checklist
The Supervisors are Town Officers elected by ballot at Town Elections in accordance with
RSA 41:46a for 6-year terms. Supervisors perform their functions under the direction of the
Secretary of State and in accordance with New Hampshire Election Laws. Supervisors determine
eligibility of an applicant to become a registered voter by requiring proof of identity, citizenship,
age, and domicile. All decisions to add voters to the checklist are made by the majority vote of
the supervisors. Supervisors are required to be present whenever the Voter Checklist is used,
including both town and school district deliberative sessions. Throughout the year supervisors
perform ongoing checklist maintenance activities, including any State system maintenance /
modifications required by the Secretary of State.
While only one municipal and no state / national elections were held in 2021, it was still a
busy year because of the required 10-year Voter Checklist Purge. When a voter has not voted in
the previous four elections their name is removed from the checklist and a letter is sent to them
advising that. That selection is done by the state system. Any of those individuals are able to fill
out a new application to be approved and returned to the Voter Check List if they have moved
back in town. We are not always notified when someone leaves the state unless they register
elsewhere, and that state notifies us. Over the ten-year period several names remained on the
Voter Checklist. There were 3,306 purge letters sent out and those applications were removed
from our files. We ended 2021 with 12,362 voters on the Voter Checklist, 3953 Democrats,
3825 Republicans and 4584 Undeclared voters.
The Supervisors are volunteers, so we are not in the Town Office every day. We would like
to thank the Town Clerk and her staff for their diligence, accuracy, and efficiency in registering
voters on a day-to-day basis for our review.
Long time public servant Arleen Andreozzi left the position of Supervisor of the Checklist
to follow her granddaughter to Indiana where Hannah is training for the Olympics. Arleen left
a BIG hole in this trio as she knew every date and issue and could pretty accurately predict the
needs before they arrived. We really miss her. We are hopeful there will be someone filing to
fill the position on the March ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeannine St. Germain
Nancy Stiles
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Report of the USS Virginia Committee
The USS Virginia (SSN774), the lead ship of the Virginia Class of attack nuclear submarines,
arrived at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for an overhaul in October 2018. Because of the
town's positive track record with the USS Hampton, the United States Navy requested our
assistance hosting the Virginia crew.
The Committee met virtually from January through June and for the remainder of the year
at the Tuck Field Activity Building. Member Warren Mackensen provided the means to hold
virtual meetings.
On June 25th, the Committee, with the Staff of the USS Virginia, presented a certificate of
appreciation to Experience Hampton at the Experience Hampton Walkway, which runs from
the uptown parking lot to Lafayette Road. The certificate and signed picture of the submarine
were presented by Mike Edgar, Chair of the Committee, and the Commanding Officer of the
submarine, Commander Michael Poplawski to Dean Merrill, the President of Experience
Hampton. The recognition was presented to Experience Hampton for providing tickets to
members of the USS Virginia crew for the Hampton Historical Society Pig Roast. Additional
boat members present were Chief of the Boat, Master Chief Jessy White, and Public Affairs
Officer, Ensign Kyle Smith. Other members of the committee present were Warren Mackensen,
Rene Boudreau, and Mark Chooljian, the Committee liaison to Experience Hampton, Dyana
Martin, was away on business, Lisa Stonesifer of Experience Hampton was also present.
Experience Hampton member the Boardwalk Café, and Hotel sponsored two enlisted crew
members for the Experience Hampton Holiday Golf Tournament on August 16th. In addition,
Experience Hampton sponsored twenty crew members on a fishing charter out of Hampton
Harbor. The crew of the USS Virginia and the committee appreciates the tremendous support
Experience Hampton has given the crew.
Jaqueline McCallum initiated and coordinated an effort to send letters of appreciation to
these supporters. In addition, a letter of appreciation was sent to the Pease Greeters for
providing Christmas stockings, stuffed with chocolates and other goodies, and this spring, three
hundred boxes of Girl Scout cookies. The stockings and Girl Scout cookie drop were handled
by Tracey McGrail and was well-received by the crew.
The crew participated in several activities with the town, including helping set up the
Hampton Historical Society Fall Festival. The crew marched in the Experience Hampton
Christmas Parade with a large submarine float and handed out candy. Several crew members
played miniature golf at Captain's Cove and were sponsored by Warren Mackensen.
Once again, Cinnamon Rainbows provided surfing lessons and equipment to crew members.
The USS Virginia held a picnic at the Hampton South Beach State Park pavilion, and several
committee members attended.
Crew members worked on projects for the Parks and Recreation Department that would not
have been done without their help. These projects included Kids Kingdom, Tuck Field, and the
Skate Park.
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We want to thank all organizations and individuals who have helped us support fun events
for the crew, including Experience Hampton, Boardwalk Café and Hotel, Cinnamon Rainbows,
Pease Greeters, and the Parks and Recreation Department.
In November, CDR Michael Poplawski was relieved by CDR Jess Feldon at a Change of
Command ceremony at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. The Committee attended the beautiful
and moving ceremony followed by a reception. The Committee enjoyed working with CDR
Poplawski and wished him well at his next duty station in Groton, Connecticut.
The Chief of the Boat, Jessy White, and Public Affairs Officer, LT Lollita Heholt, were the
submarine's representatives to our committee. Partway through the year, ENS Kyle Smith
replaced LT Heholt. Together, they were instrumental in coordinating our activities, and we
appreciate their efforts. The Committee is grateful for LT Heholt's work and wishes her luck at
her new duty station.
The Committee thanks Kristina Ostman for her support of the USS Virginia Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Mike Edgar
Chairman
Committee Members: Vice-chairman Michelle Zaino, Secretary Tracey McGrail, Rene
Boudreau, Dyana Martin, Warren Mackensen, Richard Reniere, Regina Barnes, BOS
Representative, Mark Chooljian, LT Lollita Heholt, MMACM(SS) Jessy White (COB),
ENS Kyle Smith
Alternates:

Jaqueline McCallum, Bruce Aquizap, Daniel “Desi” Lanio

Former member Warren White (in memoriam – we still miss you)
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Report of the Zoning Board of Adjustment
In March, the Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) welcomed Erica de Vries and Bill O’Brien
who were elected by the town’s voters to serve three-year terms. Thereafter, the Board elected
Bill O’Brien as Chairman, Bryan Provencal as Vice-chairman, and Erica de Vries as Clerk; Tocky
Bialobrzeski and Tom McGuirk comprised the remainder of this five-member Board. The
Boards appointed alternate members serve in the absence of Board members; they are Norma
Collins, Greg Grady, Ken Lessard, and Ed St. Pierre. Ed St. Pierre resigned in September after
serving a dozen years as a member and alternate; his dedication, guidance, and leadership during
his tenure on the Board is sincerely appreciated.
As in prior years, the Board conducted its meetings on the third Thursday of each month.
At those public hearings, the Board evaluated all petitions that sought relief from the specified
terms of the town’s Zoning Ordinance on their individual merits and rendered a decision as
established under RSA 672:1. The Board also adjudicated, at those same meetings, appeals to
decisions previously rendered by the Board as well as appeals of administrative decisions that are
within its power to review as set forth in RSA 674:33 and RSA 676:5.
Three types of petitions seeking relief from the Zoning Ordinance can be brought before the
Board. By far, the most common petitions are requests for Variances to the Zoning Ordinance
which must meet five specific criteria to be granted. The other two types of petitions are requests
for Special Exemption which may be granted under special circumstances and must comply with
seven conditions to be granted; and requests for Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements
which must satisfy four findings to be granted.
In 2021, the Board rendered decisions on 63 petitions and adjudicated no appeals. In recent
years, the total number of petitions evaluated have ranged from a low of 44 to a high of 64, and
appeals adjudicated have ranged from zero to six. The five-year trend regarding petitions
evaluated and appeals adjudicated is shown below:
Board Activity

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Petitions Evaluated

44

57

50

64

63

Appeals Adjudicated

2

1

0

6

0

The disposition of the 63 petitions evaluated in 2021 was: 22 granted as submitted (35%),
20 granted with conditions (32%), 1 not granted (1%), and 20 withdrawn by the applicant (32%).
It should be noted that, in most instances, an applicant will withdraw a petition when in their
judgment [based upon the Board discussion] it appears the application may not be approved.
The five-year trend regarding petition results is shown below:
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Petition Results

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Granted

23

26

20

21

22

Granted with Conditions

10

20

16

23

20

Not Granted

0

2

1

4

1

Withdrawn by Applicant

10

9

13

16

20

Total Petitions

44

57

50

64

63

All appeals pertaining to either Planning Board or Building Inspector decisions are heard by
the Board during the public hearing session of the meeting while all appeals pertaining to Zoning
Board of Adjustment decisions are decided by the Board during the business session without
public input. This year, no Planning Board, Building Inspector, nor Zoning Board appeals were
submitted to the Board; thus, none were adjudicated. The five-year trend regarding appeal
results is shown below:
Appeal Results

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Granted

1

1

0

1

0

Not Granted

1

0

0

5

0

Total Appeals

2

1

0

6

0

Since no decisions were appealed to this Board; none were formally challenged and heard
by the Superior Court. However, one 2020 application was appealed to the Superior Court and,
in June 2021, voluntarily nonsuited with prejudice by the appellants. It should be noted that in
the last decade, all cases appealed to the Superior Court were decided in favor of the Zoning
Board. The five-year trend regarding Superior Court case results is shown below
Court Case Results

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

ZBA Upheld

1

0

0

1

0

Challenger Upheld

0

0

0

0

0

Total Court Cases

1

0

0

1

0

As in the past, the unique expertise and vast experience of each Board member has continued
to ensure that every petition and appeal is adequately vented, and an informed decision is
rendered by the Board that is in conformance with the RSA’s and in the best interests of the
town, its residents, as well as the petitioner.
Respectfully submitted,
William O’Brien
Chairman
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Town of Hampton
State of New Hampshire
2022 Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, and the State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet for the first session of the Annual Town Meeting on Saturday,
February 5, 2022, at 8:30 a.m., in the Gymnasium of the Hampton Academy, Academy Avenue,
for the transaction of all business other than voting by official ballot.
You are also hereby notified to meet for the second session of the Annual Town Meeting on
Tuesday, March 8, 2022, at 7:00 a.m., in the Cafeteria of Winnacunnet High School, Alumni
Drive, to elect town officers by official ballot and to vote on questions required by law to be
inserted on said official ballot. The polls will not close before 8:00 p.m.
Further, you are notified that the Moderator will process the absentee ballots beginning at 9:00
a.m. on Tuesday, March 8, 2022, pursuant to RSA 659:49.
Article 01
To choose by non-partisan ballot:
One (1) member of the Board of Selectmen for a term of three (3) years; One (1) Town Clerk
for a term of three (3) years; One (1) Town Moderator for a term of two (2) years; Two (2)
members of the Municipal Budget Committee for a term of three (3) years; One (1) member of
the Municipal Budget Committee for a term of one (1) year; Two (2) members of the Planning
Board for a term of three (3) years; One (1) member of the Planning Board for a term of two (2)
years; One (1) member of the Zoning Board of Adjustment for a term of three (3) years; One (1)
member of the Library Memorial Trustees for a term of three (3) years; One (1) member of the
Supervisors of the Checklist for a term of six (6) years; One (1) member of the Trustees of the
Trust Funds for a term of three (3) years
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Article 02
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I - General. Section 1.6 Definitions to modify and expand the definition of
“Impervious Surface” to clarify that a deck is only considered pervious if it is not covered by a
roof and is elevated a minimum of 6 feet off the ground, is constructed with planks not greater
than 8 inches in width with a minimum ¼ inch space between each plank, and the area
underneath remains entirely pervious (with no use as a storage area). Also, to further expand
than 8 inches in width with a minimum ¼ inch space between each plank, and the area
underneath remains entirely pervious (with no use as a storage area). Also, to further expand
said definition to account for decks elevated a minimum of 3 feet off the ground, while providing
further restrictions for decks above 160 square feet in size depending on whether they are within
or outside of the Aquifer Protection District.
Amend Article II – Districts. Sections 2.3.3 Wetlands Conservation District Permitted Uses to
clarify that the replacement or repair of an existing deck is subject to the Building Inspector
determining that it is elevated a minimum of 6 feet off the ground, is constructed with planks
not greater than 8 inches in width with a minimum ¼ inch space between each plank, and the
area underneath remains entirely pervious (with no use as a storage area).
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 03
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I - General. Section 1.6 Definitions to add a definition for “Condominium”
stating that it means real property as defined in RSA 356-B:3 of the Condominium Act, and
further stating that, for purposes of Planning Board approval, separate condominiums governed
under the umbrella of a Master Condominium Association or similar arrangement, or which
share infrastructure (such as driveways, utilities, and the like) shall be considered one
condominium regardless of whether they are located on separate lots. Additionally, to amend
the definition of “Dwelling Unit, Multi-Family” to clarify that this includes any condominium
consisting of 3 or more dwelling units irrespective of the number of buildings or lots involved.
Amend Article VIII – Multi-Family Dwellings. Section 8.1.4 to clarify that said Article applies
to any condominium consisting of 3 or more dwelling units irrespective of the number of
buildings or lots involved, with exemptions for condominium conversions of pre-existing nonconforming uses or structures.
Recommended by the Planning Board
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Article 04
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.3 - Wetlands Conservation District. Modify Section 2.3.4
to rename it “Restricted Uses, Prohibited Uses, and Other Standards”, and to reorganize the
language so that it will be easier to follow while remaining substantively consistent with current
practice. Modify Section 2.3.5 - Wetlands Permits to make the existing language easier to follow,
and to clarify that when a variance is granted by the Zoning Board of Adjustment to allow a
prohibited use, the approval of a Wetlands Permit by the Planning Board may also be required.
Add Section 2.3.7.I to clarify that any variance requests must be submitted to the Zoning Board
of Adjustment in accordance with Section 1.4 of the Hampton Zoning Ordinance.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 05
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III - Use Regulations. Add New Section 3.17a to allow the keeping of
domesticated chickens (with Building Department approval) in the RAA, RA, RB, and G zoning
districts only. A cross-reference to a new Article XX is also included.
Add New Article XX - Keeping of Domesticated Chickens to provide a purpose statement and a
detailed set of standards involving permitted locations (minimum 10,000 square foot
residentially used lots in the RAA, RA, RB, and G zoning districts only), the number and type
of chickens permitted (up to eight chickens and no roosters), use limitations (personal use only
by the resident owner of the dwelling), and requirements for henhouses and fenced areas. Also,
re-number existing Article XX (to XXI), existing Article XXI (to XXII), and existing Article XXII
(to XXIII) to accommodate the proper insertion of New Article XX.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 06
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III - Use Regulations. Add New Section 3.49 to establish regulations for mobile
food service vendors on private property. The use would be expressly limited to special events
that have received approval for a specified date(s) from the Board of Selectmen. The use would
also be limited to licensed vehicles and trailers with mobile kitchens and to portable carts. The
use would be permitted in the RAA, RA, RB, B, I, and G zoning districts.
Amend Article II - Districts. Section 2.7 (Professional Office / Residential District), and Sections
2.8 C & 2.8 F (Town Center District - Historic, North, and South) to permit mobile food service
vendors on private property in accordance with Section 3.49. Also, Amend Article XI Construction Provisions, Section 11.5 to provide an exception to the requirement of a
permanent foundation if the provisions of Section 3.49 are met.
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Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 07
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article V - Signs. Section 5.4.1.e to delete the existing non-enforceable content-oriented
language; to amend 5.4.2 to provide a clearer reference to Table I; to amend 5.4.2.e limiting the
display of residential banners to two occasions per calendar year and to no more than 14
consecutive days per occasion; and to clarify the existing practice that a majority of sign types
require Building Department approval.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 08
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Board of Selectmen
for the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend the Zoning Ordinance to add new Article XIX-A, the “Interstate Corridor Overlay
District”, which includes the following sections: 19-A.1 stating the purpose of facilitating
development of real property exclusively accessed from Interstate 95. 19-A.2 citing the boundary
as having frontage upon Interstate 95 south of its intersection with Towle Farm Road, lying
within 1,000 feet of the centerline of said portion of Interstate 95, and having State of New
Hampshire owned and exclusive points of entrance and egress (notwithstanding secondary
emergency access) to and from Interstate 95. 19-A.3 stating that the dimensional requirements
for the Interstate Corridor Overlay District shall be the same as those provided for the underlying
General (G) Zoning District. 19-A.4 citing permitted uses to include retail sales, restaurants,
emergency response roadside vehicle repair, passenger vehicle filling stations, electric vehicle
charging stations, visitor/welcome centers with restroom facilities, outdoor recreation areas for
picnicking and pet exercise, and higher education information kiosks. 19-A.5 requiring Site
Plan Review. 19-A.6 requiring a 50-foot-wide vegetative buffer and/or sound mitigating buffer
to be maintained on site between any building or improvement that is undertaken in this zone
and the property line of any abutting residentially improved lot. 19-A.7 prohibiting the
overnight parking and/or idling of large commercial vehicles. Also, amend Article III – Use
Regulations to add Note (8) cross referencing Section 19-A.4 for the Permitted Uses and
Facilities in the Interstate Corridor Overlay District.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
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Article 09
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,020,000 for the purpose
of reconstructing High Street, to include upgrading and replacing sewage and drainage systems,
and may include replacing sidewalks, curbs, pavement treatments and other necessary
improvements, said costs to include bid documents, the bid process, construction, construction
administration, and other necessary actions. Reconstruction of the roadway may include the
upgrade of the existing signal controls to a camera system at the intersection of High Street and
Mill Road. The application of final new pavement may occur in the year following the
installation of the sewer and drainage upgraded and replaced systems to allow for the proper
settlement of the excavated roadbeds.
$6,520,000 of such sum to be raised by the issuance of bonds or notes for a period not to exceed
thirty (30) years under and in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the withdrawal of $500,000 from the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund;
and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to issue, negotiate, sell, and deliver
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other
terms thereof in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, contract for, obtain, accept, and expend any
Federal, State, or other available aid or funds toward the project in accordance with the terms
and conditions under which they are received and to comply with all laws applicable to said
project and to borrow in anticipation of the receipt of such funds and or the issuance of such
bonds or notes as provided in the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize participation in the State Revolving Fund (SRF) (RSA 486:14) and to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend such monies as they become available from
the Federal and State Governments; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to implement such cost-effective solutions as are presented
in the future that they deem to be in the best interest of the Town that may result in a lesser
amount of expenditure than is authorized by this warrant article; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to take any and all actions or to pass any other vote
necessary to carry out the project in the best interest of the Town of Hampton? (3/5ths vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept). If bond is issued in 2022, the first bond payment will be
due in 2023. The estimated 2023 tax rate impact is $0.161 per $1,000 valuation (sixteen point
one cents per thousand dollars of valuation). The total of the bond’s principal and interest
payments over a 20-year period at an interest rate of 2.50% are estimated to be $8,946,500.
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Article 10
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,700,000 for the
purposes of preliminary design, final design, bid documents, and construction of the
comprehensive wastewater treatment plant upgrades across all processes identified in the 2017
Facilities Plan, including but not limited to: primary clarifier replacement, gravity thickener
replacement, secondary clarifier upgrades, WAS and RAS pump upgrades, primary sludge pump
and grinder upgrades, installation of an automated septage receiving facility and various sludge
dewatering system upgrades.
Such sum to be raised by the issuance of bonds or notes for a period not to exceed thirty (30)
years under and in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to issue, negotiate, sell, and deliver
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other
terms thereof in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, contract for, obtain, accept, and expend any
Federal, State, or other available aid or funds toward the project in accordance with the terms
and conditions under which they are received and to comply with all laws applicable to said
project and to borrow in anticipation of the receipt of such funds and or the issuance of such
bonds or notes as provided in the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize participation in the State Revolving Fund (SRF) (RSA 486:14) established for this
purpose, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend such monies
as they become available from the Federal and State Governments; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to implement such cost-effective solutions as are presented
in the future that they deem to be in the best interest of the Town that may result in a lesser
amount of expenditure than is authorized by this warrant article; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to take any and all actions or to pass any other vote
necessary to carry out the project in the best interest of the Town of Hampton? (3/5ths vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept). The first debt payment is expected to be due in 2026. The
total of the bond’s principal and interest payments over a 20-year period at an interest rate of
2.00% are estimated to be $18,997,000.
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Article 11
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $30,206,241. Should this article be defeated, the default
budget shall be $30,184,194, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Town of Hampton or by law; or the governing body may hold one
special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The proposed operating budget figure of $30,206,241 is an
increase of $1,081,047 more than the budget amount adopted in 2021 of $29,125,194. The net
estimated 2022 tax impact of the proposed operating budget is $0.281 per $1,000 valuation
(twenty-eight point one cents per thousand dollars of valuation). The default budget figure of
$30,184,194 is an increase of $1,059,000 more than the budget amount adopted in 2021. The
net estimated 2022 tax impact of the default budget is $0.275 per $1,000 valuation (twenty-seven
point five cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 12
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton Police
Association Sergeants, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at current
staffing levels, over the amount paid in the prior fiscal year:
Estimated Increase (over previous year level)
2022 (39 weeks)
2023 (52 weeks)
2024 (52 weeks)
2025 (13 weeks)

$45,196
$30,028
$28,323
$7,400

And to further raise and appropriate $45,196 for the current fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits required by the new
agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 8-0-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $45,196 is $0.012 per
$1,000 valuation (one point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 13
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton Police
Association Patrolman, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at current
staffing levels, over the amount paid in the prior fiscal year:
Estimated Increase (over previous year level)
2022 (39 weeks)
2023 (52 weeks)
2024 (52 weeks)

$303,037
$187,071
$140,000

2025 (13 weeks)

$33,864

And to further raise and appropriate $303,037 for the current fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits required by the new
agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 8-0-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $303,037 is $0.079 per
$1,000 valuation (seven point nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 14
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $148,960, including salary
and benefits, for the purpose of employing two (2) additional full-time Patrolmen for the
Hampton Police Department, over and above existing positions funded by the 2022 operating
budget, starting on April 1, 2022, with the estimated full year cost in 2023 of these full-time
positions being $198,614, including salary and benefits, and for all future costs to be included
in the Hampton Police Department’s annual budget and the default budget going forward?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $148,960 is $0.039 per
$1,000 valuation (three point nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 15
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $105,334 for the purpose
of employing two (2) additional full-time Laborers for the Hampton Department of Public
Works, over and above existing positions funded by the 2022 operating budget, starting on April
1, 2022, and for the balance of 2022, with the estimated full year cost in 2023 of these full-time
positions being $140,446, including salary and benefits, and all future costs to be included in
the Hampton Department of Public Works annual budget and the default budget going forward?
(Majority vote required)
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Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $105,334 is $0.027 per
$1,000 valuation (two point seven cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 16
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $309,573 for the purpose
of employing four (4) additional full-time Firefighters for the Hampton Fire Rescue Department,
over and above existing positions funded by the 2022 operating budget, starting on April 1,
2022, and for the balance of 2022, with the estimated full year cost in 2023 of these full-time
positions being $412,764, including salary and benefits, and all future costs to be included in
the Hampton Fire Rescue Department’s annual budget and the default budget going forward?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $309,573 is $0.080 per
$1,000 valuation (eight point zero cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 17
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,757 over and above
the amount funded by the 2022 operating budget, to expand the Parks Foreman position from
a 28-hour part-time position to a 40-hour full-time position, including salary and benefits,
starting on April 1, 2022, and for the balance of 2022, with the estimated full year cost in 2023
of this full-time position being $87,508, including salary and benefits, and all future costs to be
included in the Parks & Recreation Department’s annual budget and the default budget going
forward? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $30,757 is $0.008 per
$1,000 valuation (eight tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 18
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $38,292 over and above
the amount funded by the 2022 operating budget, to expand the Conservation Coordinator
position from a 29-hour part-time position to a 40-hour full-time position, including salary and
benefits, in order to meet the increasing responsibilities in service to the Town of Hampton,
starting on April 1, 2022 and for the balance of 2022, with the estimated full year cost in 2023
of this fulltime position being $86,300, including salary and benefits, and all future costs to be
included in the Conservation Commission’s annual budget and the default budget going
forward? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
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Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $38,292 is $0.010 per
$1,000 valuation (one point zero cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 19
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $825,000 for the purchase
of one (1) Fire Engine and equipping with any necessary operational equipment and accessories,
for the Hampton Fire and Rescue Department. Said sum of $825,000 to come from the
Unassigned Fund Balance. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall
not lapse until the purchase is completed or by March 31, 2027, whichever occurs sooner?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 20
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $503,660 for
improvements to streets consisting of: paving, adjustments to structures to permit paving,
repairs, and replacements to drainage and/or sewers, repairs to sidewalks and driveway openings,
crack sealing, weed control, curbing maintenance or installation, and improvements and repairs
to Town parking lots and parking areas. Said appropriation to be offset by the State Highway
Block Grant estimated to be $303,660. If the grant is not fully received, the remainder to be
raised through taxation. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall
not lapse until the improvements are completed or by March 31, 2027, whichever occurs sooner?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $200,000 is $0.052 per
$1,000 valuation (five point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 21
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500,000 for the following
purpose: to construct a building to create additional program space and office space for the Parks
and Recreation Department, and to purchase any equipment and supplies necessary to outfit
same, and to authorize the withdrawal of $350,000 from the Unassigned Fund Balance and an
additional sum of $150,000 from the Hampton Recreation Infrastructure Special Revenue Fund
established for these purposes under Article 44 of the 2007 Annual Town Meeting. This shall
be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until the building is
completed or by March 31, 2027, whichever occurs sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 8-1-0
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Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 22
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $353,500 for the purchase
of the following vehicles for the Department of Public Works: one (1) Caterpillar Loader
Backhoe; and one (1) Western Star 6-Wheeler and Dump Body with Wing and Plow, or
equivalents approved by Public Works, both with associated radios, lights, and equipment. Any
replaced vehicles to be traded-in, or sold, as determined to be in the best interest of the Town
by the Public Works Director, Town Manager, and Board of Selectmen. Said sum of $353,500
to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA
32:7, VI and shall not lapse until these purchases are completed or by March 31, 2027, whichever
occurs sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 23
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300,000 to be added to
the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund established for that purpose under Article 16 of
the 1998 Annual Town Meeting? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $300,000 is $0.078 per
$1,000 valuation (seven point eight cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 24
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $267,850 for the purpose
of purchasing through the Conservation Commission approximately 22 acres of land on both
sides of North Shore Road, including part of Nilus Brook, part of the Grist Mill Pond, and
adjacent wetland buffers and wooded uplands for the purpose of protecting in perpetuity the
area’s water resources, wildlife corridor and habitat, and open spaces with $187,850 to be raised
by taxation and $80,000 to be appropriated from the Conservation Fund. The Conservation
Commission will seek grants and donations to further reduce the cost to the taxpayers. The
purchase cost includes the purchase price to the owner, additional costs associated with
surveying, legal and other administrative costs, and expenses associated with the placement of
the property in a Conservation Easement to be held and monitored by the Southeast Land Trust
of New Hampshire (SELT). This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and
shall not lapse until the purchase is completed or by March 31, 2024, whichever occurs sooner?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
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Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $187,850 is $0.049 per
$1,000 valuation (four point nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation)
Article 25
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to establish a contingency fund for the current year for
unanticipated expenses that may arise and further to raise and appropriate $200,000 to put in
this fund. This sum to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance. Any appropriation left in the
fund at the end of the year will lapse to the general fund? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Not Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 5-4-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 26
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $183,539 for the cost of
Hampton’s contribution to twenty-one (21) human service agencies in the Seacoast area in the
amounts as requested for 2022?
Human Service Agency
Aids Response Seacoast
American Red Cross
Area Home Care & Family Services
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Child Advocacy Center
Crossroads House
Families First Health & Support Center
Friends Program Retired & Senior Volunteer Program
Haven Violence Protection & Support Services
New Generation Shelter
One Sky Community Services
Richie McFarland Children’s Center
Rockingham Community Action
Rockingham Meals on Wheels
Seacoast Family Promise
Seacoast Mental Health Center
Seacoast Visiting Nurse
Seacoast Youth Services
Step Up Parents
Transportation Assistance for Seniors (TASC)
Waypoint
Total
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2021 Funding 2022 Funding
2,700
2,700
2,000
2,000
12,000
12,000
8,000
8,000
1,250
1,250
15,000
15,000
10,000
10,000
1,800
1,800
7,500
7,500
2,000
2,000
5,100
5,100
10,500
10,500
25,000
25,000
11,589
11,589
2,500
2,500
8,000
8,000
40,000
40,000
2,500
2,500
500
500
9,600
9,600
6,000
6,000
$183,539 $183,539
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These twenty-one (21) Human Service agencies shall be required to give a written report at the
end of the calendar or fiscal year 2022 to the Board of Selectmen highlighting what the funds
were used for and what impact the funds had in assisting them to achieve their goals and
objectives. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0-1
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 7-0-2
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $183,539 is $0.048 per
$1,000 valuation (four point eight cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 27
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $150,000 for the following
purposes: install new flooring for the Tuck Building; install an irrigation system at Tuck Field;
transition the inline rink to pickleball courts; and purchase other equipment and supplies for
use of the Parks and Recreation Department; and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum of
$150,000 from the Hampton Recreation Infrastructure Special Revenue Fund established for
these purposes under Article 44 of the 2007 Annual Town Meeting. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until the upgrades are completed by March
31, 2027, whichever occurs sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) Zero Tax Impact.
Article 28
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $150,000 for the purpose
of upgrading the Hampton Police Station security and access security control systems. Said sum
of $150,000 to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until the upgrades are completed or by March
31, 2027, whichever occurs sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) Zero Tax Impact.
Article 29
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,000 to carry out all
lawful functions allowed under federal, state, and local criminal justice forfeiture programs and
to authorize the withdrawal of said sum of $90,000 from the Police Forfeiture Special Revenue
Fund established for that purpose under Article 55 of the 2003 Town Meeting? (Majority vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
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Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact
Article 30
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 for the purpose
of maintenance of the Cemeteries in order to protect grave sites, gravestones, and roadways, and
to authorize funding said appropriation through the withdrawal of $50,000 from the principal
in the Cemetery Maintenance Trust Fund, established for that purpose under Article 26 of the
1986 Town Meeting. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not
lapse until the maintenance is completed or by March 31, 2027, whichever occurs sooner?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 31
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to establish a Pedestrian and Traffic Safety Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for pedestrian and traffic safety purposes and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $40,000 to be placed in this fund, with said sum of $40,000 to come
from the Unassigned Fund Balance. Further, to name the Board of Selectmen as Agents to
expend from said fund? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 32
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,500 to be added to
the Firefighters Turn Out Gear/Personal Protective Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
established for that purpose under Article 17 of the 2019 Annual Town Meeting. Said sum of
$27,500 to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
Article 33
On the petition of Kristen Russell and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall the Town of
Hampton vote to raise and appropriate $3,000 to pay to Experience Hampton Inc., the organizer
of the 2010 to 2019 Hampton Holiday Parades, to help defray the expenses of the 2022
Christmas Parade and related activities.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 8-0-1
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Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $3,000 is $0.001 per
$1,000 valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation)
Article 34
We the undersigned registered voters of Hampton, NH, do hereby request the Select Board of
Hampton, NH, to insert into the 2022 Warrant for the Town Meeting the following article: To
see if the Town of Hampton, NH, will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the
recruitment and retention of CASA volunteer advocates. CASA of NH is a nonprofit that
provides a voice for abused and neglected children and youth by empowering a statewide
network of trained volunteers to advocate on their behalf so they can thrive in a safe, permanent
home.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 7-0-2
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $1,000 is $0.0003 per
$1,000 valuation (three hundredth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 35
On petition of Paul Nicholson and at least 25 registered voters, shall the Town of Hampton vote
to raise and appropriate the amount of $3,000 for the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, to be added
to the Charitable Donation list, for expenses incurred for the use of the Community Kitchen.
The Society of St. Vincent de Paul of Hampton is a local (501c3) non-profit organization
dedicated to families and individuals in need as well as providing others with the opportunity to
serve. The Society has been assisting local families since 1984. The Society of St. Vincent de
Paul offers tangible assistance to those in need on a person-to-person basis. It is this personalized
involvement that makes the work of the Society unique.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 7-0-2
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). The estimated 2022 tax impact on $3,000 is $0.001 per
$1,000 valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 36
On petition of Lisa Gendron, and at least 25 registered voters, shall the Town of Hampton vote
to raise and appropriate $3,000,000 to mill and overlay Winnacunnet Road in its entirety from
Lafayette Road east to Ocean Boulevard. Said sum of $3,000,000 to come from the Unassigned
Fund Balance?
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Not Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 7-0-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). Zero Tax Impact.
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Article 37
(As Petitioned)
To see if the town will adopt a mosquito control ordinance such that owners or persons in
control of any piece of property shall, at all times, maintain the outside premises free of any
standing water in any barrel, tire, tub, swimming pool cover, ornamental pool, or any other
artificial water receptacle, or shall treat and maintain such receptacle in a manner as to prevent
the breeding of mosquitoes, or act on anything relative thereto.
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Article 38
(As Petitioned)
To see if the town will modernize its approach to mosquito management by adopting a sciencebased approach of integrated pest management (IPM) that prioritizes the least intrusive and most
appropriate prevention measures to protect public health, or act on anything relative thereto.
These methods are to utilize proactive planning and action to reduce the risk of human disease
from arboviruses rather than respond to nuisance control. The approach is to be a phased
response plan tied to disease threshold indicators for Jamestown Canyon Virus (JCV), West Nile
Virus (WNV), and Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) using the State of New Hampshire
Arboviral Illness, Surveillance, Prevention and Response Plan from the Department of Health
& Human Services Division of Public Health Services as a model. The prevention measures are
to include a mosquito control ordinance, public education on elimination of breeding sites,
public education on personal protective actions, the provision of child safe mosquito spray in
town offices, larval and adult mosquito catchment testing, surveillance and monitoring of
mosquito population and habitat conditions, consideration of local ecological systems, habitat
manipulation methods, licensed use of Organic Materials Review Institute (OMRI) biological
larvicides to control breeding interest sites, full disclosure of larvicide use, advance notice of
larvicide use, the provision of an opt out opportunity that eliminates larvicide contact with
opposed party’s land and if the town elects to include adulticide control it is to be utilized only
with strict red level disease threshold criteria with opt out opportunities in place that eliminate
adulticide contact with opposed party’s land. Therefore, the purpose of this IPM mosquito
management program is to implement planning and practices which minimize the use of
synthetic pesticides and prioritize the use of least toxic options.
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Article 39
To the Town/City of Hampton- We, the undersigned duly registered voters in the Town/City
of Hampton, New Hampshire herby petition and apply for the insertion of the following
petitioned warrant article:
“Shall the following provisions pertaining to elections be adopted? All voting shall be by paper
ballot and all ballots shall be hand counted only, rather than use by optical scanning or any other
types of programmable electronic counting devices.”
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This shall also constitute an application for RSA 656:40 stating ballot counting machines were
adopted on a trial basis, so we wish to return to manual hand counting by citizens.
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Article 40
To the Town/City of HAMPTON- We, the undersigned duly registered voters in the Town/City
of HAMPTON, New Hampshire, herby petition and apply for the insertion of the following
petitioned warrant article:
“Shall the following provisions pertaining to elections be adopted? All voting shall be by paper
ballot; and all ballots shall be hand counted only, rather than use by optical scanning or any
other types of programmable electronic counting devices.”
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Article 41
To the Town/City of HAMPTON, New Hampshire. We, the undersigned duly registered voters
in the Town/City of HAMPTON, New Hampshire, hereby petition and apply for the insertion
of the follow warrant article: “Shall the following provision pertaining to elections be adopted?:
This petition article seeks to change the closing times of the Hampton, NH polls to 7PM on
election day to match the vast majority of polling places in NH including surrounding towns
North Hampton, Rye, Portsmouth, Greenland, Newmarket, Durham and Newington.
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Article 42
A Petition to Add a Warrant Article Resolution to the 2022 Town Meeting Warrant
NEW HAMPSHIRE RESOLUTION TO STOP THE PUPPY MILL PIPELINE
By petition of 25 or more eligible voters of the town of Hampton, to see if the town will go on
record opposing the retail sales of dogs and cats in pet stores in the town. This resolution is
necessary because the majority of dogs and cats sold in pet stores are sourced from large-scale,
in-humane commercial breeding facilities commonly called “puppy mills”. The record of vote
shall be transmitted by written notice from the selectmen to the town’s state legislators and to
the Governor of New Hampshire.
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2021 Annual Town Meeting Minutes and Results of Balloting

Town of Hampton
Annual Town Meeting
January 30, 2021
Results of Balloting
March 9, 2021
Moderator Robert Casassa opened the Deliberative Session of the Hampton Town Meeting at
8:30 am on January 30, 2021, in the Hampton Academy Gymnasium. At the request of the
Moderator, Skip Sullivan led the meeting in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Moderator Casassa thanked everyone for their patience as we are doing things a little differently
this year. He then introduced those sitting at the tables in front of the room. Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen, Jim Waddell, Town Manager, Jamie Sullivan, Russell "Rusty" Bridle, Chuck
Rage, Mary-Louise Woolsey, Regina Barnes, Finance Director, Kristi Pulliam, Town Attorney,
Mark Gearreald, Administrative Assistant, Kristina Ostman, Assistant Town Manager, Fred
Welch, Town Clerk, Shirley Doheny and Deputy Town Clerk, Cheryl Hildreth were introduced.
In addition, assisting the Moderator were Darold Mosher and Nathan Page. The Moderator
advised those in attendance who would be voting to see the Supervisors of the Checklist, Arlene
Andreozzi, Nancy Stiles and Jeannine St. Germain, in the lobby, to obtain their voter card. He
explained that he would not be reading the rules or the individual articles.
The Moderator read the candidates for the open positions that would be on the ballot.
Moderator discussed the rules for the meeting. He explained what could and what could not be
amended. He stated that each amendment must be in writing. He stated that the vote would
be taken by hand vote. He also stated that five voters could request in writing prior to a vote
that the vote be taken by secret, written ballot.
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Article 01
SELECTMEN

PLANNING BOARD

Mary-Louise Woolsey - 1218
Sharleene Page Hurst - 867
Richard E. Sawyer - 1571*
Jim Waddell - 1658*

Tracy Emerick - 1593*
Ken Sheffert - 1134
Anne "Tocky" Bialobrzeski - 1305*
BUDGET COMMITTEE

TAX COLLECTOR
Donna Bennett - 2273*
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Chris Koutalidis - 2106*
Joyce Skaperdas - 13* (write-in)
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Karen L Ragle - 723
Theresa Evans - 1067*
Elizabeth S. Keroack - 514
Kimberly Olson - 1202*

Brian Warburton - 1382*
Katherine Harake - 1355*
Michael Plouffe - 1164
Matthew Saunders - 1207
ZONING BOARD
Bill O'Brien - 1042*
Norma Collins - 827
Erica DeVries - 1101*
Fred Gillis - 1019

Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Jim Waddell to consider Articles 2-6 as a group. Motion
passed
Article 02
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I - General. Section 1.6 Definitions to modify the definition of "Use Change" to
remove the Town Center-Historic District language, making the standard for requiring a Use
Change consistent for all zoning districts.
Amend Article II - Districts. Sections 2.8 C and 2,8 F to modify Note #3 by deleting the Use
Change approval requirement for all non-residential changes of building occupancy in the Town
Center-Historic District, and adding language to the Town Center District Ordinance stating
that any use change which, in the opinion of the Building Inspector or the Town Planner,
requires
Planning Board approval in order to safeguard the health, welfare, convenience and safety of
Hampton's citizens and recreational guests shall require Use Change Approval.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Jason Bachand noted that the full text of the Article was displayed in the lobby and on the Town
website. Jason Bachand discussed the purpose of Article 2 and gave an overview of the Article.
He stated that there were still protections in the Article.
Yes - 2135*
No - 583
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Article 03
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II- Districts. Section 2.7 D Professional Office/Residential District (Height,
Setback and Area Regulations) to clarify the applicability of the front, side, and rear setback
requirements for this zoning district. Also, to add new requirements for the minimum lot area
per dwelling unit (5,000 square feet), the maximum number of dwelling units per structure (8),
minimum frontage (100 feet for any lots created after the enactment of this amendment), and
maximum impervious coverage per lot (75%), as these are standard dimensional requirements
currently missing from this Section of the Zoning Ordinance.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Jason Bachand discussed the purpose of Article 3 and gave an overview of the Article.
Yes - 2173*
No - 521
Article 04
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III-A - Accessory Dwelling Units to Single-Family Dwellings. Insert new Section
3-A.2 Permits Required (item c) to require that applicants submit a certified plot plan prepared
by a Licensed Land Surveyor in the State of New Hampshire, with the existing and proposed
setbacks and impervious coverage calculations for the lot provided on said plan, if the proposal
involves any exterior enlargement of an existing building and/or any increase in impervious
coverage of the lot and if the Building Inspector determines that compliance with Article IV
Dimensional Requirements is questionable. Also, amend Section 3-A.10 Impact Fees to state
that the impact fee requirement shall not apply to situations where a two-family property is legally
converted to one single-family dwelling and one accessory dwelling unit.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Jason Bachand discussed the purpose of Article 4 and gave an overview of the Article.
Yes - 2012*
No - 674
Article 05
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I - General. Section 1.6 Definitions to add a new "porch" definition.
Amend Article II - Districts. Section 2.3.7 C-4 of the Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance
to clarify that porches are included in the 12-foot dwelling structure setback from the Wetlands
Conservation District.
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Recommended by the Planning Board
Jason Bachand discussed the purpose of Article 5 and gave an overview of the Article.
Yes - 2089*
No - 619
Article 06
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I -General. Section 1.6 Definitions to modify the definition of "Accessory
Building" to clarify that such buildings are detached structures with permanent roofs. Also,
modify the definition of "Accessory Use" to clarify that an accessory use with a roof is also
classified as an accessory building.
Amend Article III -Use Regulations. Amend Section 3.1 to allow a single-family dwelling to have
not more than two accessory buildings, and to cross-reference with the Accessory Building
definition in Section 1.6. Also, amend Section 3.3 to allow two-family dwellings to have a private
garage (consistent with the current language for single-family dwellings), not more than two
accessory buildings, and to cross-reference with the Accessory Building definition in Section 1.6.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Jason Bachand discussed the purpose of Article 6 and gave an overview of the Article.
Yes - 2008*
No - 650
As a matter of housekeeping, the Moderator stated that there was additional information on
tripods in the lobby on the Zoning and Planning Articles. Moderator Casassa announced the
nonresident Town Officials present who may speak today regarding upcoming articles. They
included Assistant Town Manager Fred Welch, Town Attorney Mark Gearreald, Building
Inspector Jim Marchese, Finance Director Kristi Pulliam, Recreation and Parks Director Rene
Boudreau, Fire Chief Jamie Ayotte, Administrative Assistant Kristina Ostman, Public Works
Director Chris Jacobs, President of Local 2664 Jed Carpentier.
Motion by Jim Waddell, seconded by Rusty Bridle to allow them to speak on matters within
their expertise. Motion passed
Article 07
Passage of this article shall override the 10 percent limitation imposed on this appropriation due
to the non-recommendation of the budget committee.
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,700,000 for the
purpose of reconstructing High Street and Winnacunnet Road to include upgrading and
replacing sewage and drainage systems, and replacing sidewalks, curbs, pavement treatments and
other necessary improvements, said costs to include bid documents, the bid process,
construction, and construction administration. Reconstruction of the roadway may include
traffic calming structures or other improvements to assist in controlling the speed of vehicles.
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The application of final new pavement may occur in the year following the installation of the
sewer and drainage upgraded and replaced systems to allow for the proper settlement of the
excavated roadbeds; and
$13,700,000 of Such sum to be raised by the issuance of bonds or notes for a period not to
exceed thirty (30) years under and in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the withdrawal of $1,000,000 from the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund
and $1,000,000 to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other
terms thereof in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, contract for, obtain, accept and expend any
Federal, State or other available aid or funds toward the project in accordance with the terms
and conditions under which they are received and to comply with all laws applicable to said
project and to borrow in anticipation of the receipt of such funds and or the issuance of such
bonds or notes as provided in the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to implement such cost-effective solutions as are presented
in the future that they deem to be in the best interest of the Town that may result in a lesser
amount of expenditure than is authorized by this warrant article; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to take any and all actions or to pass any other vote
necessary to carry out the project in the best interest of the Town of Hampton? (3/5th vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Not Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 2-6-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.). If bond is issued in 2021. The estimated 2022 tax rate
impact is $0.224 per $1,000 valuation (twenty-two point four cents per thousand dollars of
valuation). The total of the bond's principal and interest payments over a 30-year period at an
interest rate of 3.50% are estimated to be $22,446,525.
Jen Hale gave some background and summary of the article. She reminded the voters that they
already have $435,000 invested in this project. She stated that there is no intention to close
either road from end to end. There will be a traffic management plan. She showed pictures of
the current failing system. She stated this is a bonded article. Jen reminded the voters that costs
do not decrease. Jen also explained why two roads at this time.
Mary-Louise Woolsey stated she travels the road often and spoke in favor of the project. She
liked that Public Works will hire one contractor to do both roads.
Regina Barnes spoke in favor of the article. She asked if Jen would address the contingency
amount included in the amount.
Jen Hale stated that there is in upwards of 30% contingency in the dollar amount. Jen advised
the voters that there is information on the DPW web page for anyone interested in seeing exactly
what they are talking about.
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Tracy Emerick spoke in favor of the Article. He spoke about the need for the project. He also
stated that research they are doing for the Master Plan shows that the number one item the
citizens want is to fix the roads.
Yes - 1576*
No - 1353
Article 08
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $28,910,391. Should this article be defeated, the default
budget shall be $29,239,314, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Town of Hampton or by law; or the governing body may hold one
special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 7-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The proposed operating budget figure of $28,910,391 is an
increase of $588,055 more than the budget amount adopted in 2020 of $28,322,336. The net
estimated 2021 tax impact of the proposed operating budget is $0.155 per $1,000 valuation
(fifteen point five cents per thousand dollars of valuation). The default budget figure of
$29,239,314 is an increase of $916,978 more than the budget amount adopted in 2020. The
net estimated 2021 tax impact of the default budget is $0.242 per $1,000 valuation (twenty-four
point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Chuck Rage to move discussion on Article 8.
Brian Warburton, Chairman of the Budget Committee gave an overview of the process involved
in arriving at the Budget amount. He stated that it is lower than the default budget. He believes
the budget is fair and equitable.
Regina Barnes stated that she was the Selectmen's Rep to the Budget Committee. She shared
information that she had received from the Finance Director relative to specific line items. She
fully supports the Budget Committee's Budget. She stated that she does not believe that any of
the approximately $290,000.00 in cuts that were recommended by the Budget Committee would
affect any of the Town departments.
Richard Sawyer, 41 Vanderpool Dr. spoke about some of the cuts that the Budget Committee
had made. He directly addressed the cuts made in the Police budget.
Amy Hanson, 98 Locke Road thanked all of the Town employees. She stated that she was
concerned that the Budget Committee has overreached their authority. She itemized items that
she believed should be returned to the Budget.
Motion to amend Article 8 by Amy Hansen, seconded by John Nyhan to add $214,803.00 to
the budget making the new figure 29, 125, 194.00.
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Jackie Kennedy, 7 18th Street, spoke in favor of the amendment. She believes that the targeted
cuts are not in the best interest of the Hampton taxpayers.
Jim Waddell spoke in favor of the amendment. He spoke specifically about some of the cuts.
Chief David Hobbs spoke in favor of the amendment.
Gerry Znoj spoke against the amendment.
Brian Warburton asked a question about the amendment. He gave justification for the cuts that
they made. He stated that they did not overstep their bounds.
Katherine Harake addressed comments that were made about the Recreation Department
budget.
Mike Edgar of 7 Ann's Terrace spoke in favor of the amendment.
Regina Barnes restated that the cuts made by the budget committee would not affect the
operation of any of the Town departments. She stated that the budget committee did their job.
Amy Hansen stated that she is doing her job as a taxpayer. She asked for support of this
Amendment. Motion to Amend passed.
Yes - 2282*
No - 665
Article 09
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the SEIU Local 1984 (DPW
employees), which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at current staffing
levels, over the amount paid in the prior fiscal year:
Estimated Increase (over previous year level)
2021 (39 weeks)
2022 (52 weeks)
2023 (52 weeks)
2024 (13 weeks)

$71,442
$76,447
$63,406
$13,628

And to further raise and appropriate $71,442 for the current fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits required by the new
agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 8-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dpt.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $71,442 is $0.019 per
$1,000 valuation (one point nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Regina Barnes to move discussion on Article 9.
Rusty Bridle stated that this is a fair and equitable agreement.
Brian Warburton spoke in favor of the Article.
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Skip Sullivan spoke in favor of the employee contracts.
Chris Jacobs spoke in favor of this Article.
Richard Sawyer spoke in favor of the Article.
Jen Hale spoke in favor of the Article.
Jim Waddell spoke in support of the employees and this Article
Motion by Jim Waddell seconded by Chuck Rage to restrict reconsideration of Article 8. Motion
Passed
Yes - 2359*
No - 629
Article 10
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and with the Hampton
Professional Firefighters Association, Local 2664, IAFF, which calls for the following increases
in salaries and benefits at current staffing levels, over the amount paid in the prior fiscal year:
Estimated Increase (over previous year level)
2021 (39 weeks)
$77,439
2022 (52 weeks)
$91,518
2023 (52 weeks)
$102,117
2024 (13 weeks)
$24,353
And to further raise and appropriate $77,439 for the current fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits required by the new
agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0-1
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dpt.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $77,439 is $0.020 per
$1,000 valuation (two point zero cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Chuck Rage, seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to move discussion on Article 10.
Chuck Rage spoke in favor of this Article.
Jed Carpentier spoke in favor of this Article. He explained which employees were covered under
this contract. He explained the Article and what items were addressed. He asked for support of
the voters for this Article.
Chief Ayotte, spoke in favor of this Article.
Steve Henderson spoke in favor of this Article. He stated that we had the best of the best in our
Fire Department.
Brian Warburton spoke in favor of all of the contracts.
Richard Sawyer spoke in favor of this Article.
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Amy Hansen shared a personal experience she had with the Fire Department and spoke in favor
of this Article.
Mike Edgar spoke in favor of all of the contracts.
Motion by Rusty Bridle seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to restrict reconsideration of Articles
7, 9, and 10. Motion passed
Yes - 2390*
No - 641
Article 11
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton Fire
Department Supervisory Association, affiliated with the Hampton Professional Firefighters
Association, Local 2664, IAFF, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at
current staffing levels, over the amount paid in the prior fiscal year:
Estimated Increase (over previous year level)
2021 (39 weeks)
$18,643
2022 (52 weeks)
$25,013
2023 (52 weeks)
$26,402
2024 (13 weeks)
$ 6,668
And to further raise and appropriate $18,643 for the current fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits required by the new
agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dpt.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $18,643 is $0.005 per
$1,000 valuation (five tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Chuck Rage, seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to move discussion on Article 11.
Mary-Louise spoke in favor of this Article.
Jed Carpentier spoke in favor of this Article. He mentioned employees covered in this contract.
Chief Ayotte spoke in favor of this Article and asked the voters to support it.
Yes - 2351*
No - 652
Article 12
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and with the Teamsters Local
633, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at current staffing levels, over
the amount paid in the prior fiscal year:
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Estimated Increase (over previous year level)
2021 (39 weeks)
$47,532
2022 (52 weeks)
$50,809
2023 (52 weeks)
$46,221
2024 (13 weeks)
$ 9,301
And to further raise and appropriate $47,532 for the current fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits required by the new
agreement over those that would be paid at current staffing levels? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dpt.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $47,532 is $0.013 per
$1,000 valuation (one-point three cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Regina Barnes to move discussion on Article 12.
Rusty Bridle spoke in favor of this Article and asked the voters to support this Article.
Regina Barnes spoke in favor of this Article.
Brian Warburton spoke in favor of this Article.
Jen Hale spoke in favor of this Article.
Chief Hobbs spoke in favor of this Article. He spoke about some of the positions within the
Police Department as well as other departments that were covered by this contract. He asked
for voter support.
Richard Sawyer spoke in favor of this Article.
Cheryl Hildreth spoke in favor of this Article. She described some of the duties that are carried
out by these employees. She asked the voters to support this Article.
Motion by Jim Waddell seconded by Regina Barnes to restrict reconsideration of Articles 11 and
12. Motion passed
Yes - 2158*
No - 777
Article 13
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $565,000 for the purchase
of the following vehicles and equipment for the Department of Public Works, one (1)
Freightliner side load refuse/recycling truck, and one (1) Freightliner 16-yard rear loading
refuse/recycling truck; both with associated equipment. Any replaced vehicles to be traded-in,
or sold, if deemed to be prudent by the Public Works Director, Town Manager and Board of
Selectmen. Said sum of $565,000 to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance. This shall be a
non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until these purchases are
completed or by March 31, 2023, whichever occurs sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
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Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 5-3-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) Zero Tax Impact.
Motion by Regina Barnes, seconded by Jim Waddell to move discussion on Article 13.
Regina Barnes spoke in favor of this Article.
Jen Hale explained the Article and discussed the need for the equipment and vehicles requested.
Skip Sullivan spoke on behalf of the Solid Waste Advisory Committee in favor of this Article.
Chis Jacobs spoke about the need for these vehicles and equipment. He has no back-up trucks
when one breaks down. The rate that the town is growing is also contributing to the need. He
asked the voters to support this Article.
Motion by Mary-Louise Woolsey seconded by Rusty Bridle to restrict reconsideration of Articles
13. Motion Passed.
Yes - 2419*
No - 526
Article 14
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $486,231 for
improvements to streets consisting of: paving, adjustments to structures to permit paving, repairs
and replacements to drainage and/or sewers, repairs to sidewalks and driveway openings, crack
sealing, weed control, curbing maintenance or installation, and improvements and repairs to
Town parking lots and parking areas. Said appropriation to be offset by the State Highway Block
Grant estimated to be $305,617. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI
and shall not lapse until the projects are completed or by March 31, 2023, whichever occurs
sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $180,614 is $0.048 per
$1,000 valuation (four point eight cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Jim Waddell to move discussion on Article 14.
Jen Hale gave an explanation of this Article.
Yes - 2644*
No - 348
Article 15
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300,000 to be added to
the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund created under Article 16 of the 1998 Annual
Town Meeting in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35 for the purpose of maintenance
and/or reconstruction of streets? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
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Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $300,000 is $0.079 per
$1,000 valuation (seven point nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Regina Barnes, seconded by Jim Waddell to move discussion on Article 15.
Regina Barnes asked the Financial Director for the balance in this fund. Jen Hale gave an
explanation of this Article
Kristi Pulliam reported that the balance in the fund is $2,291,422.00.
Yes - 2533*
No - 439
Article 16
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $183,539 for the cost of
Hampton's contribution to twenty-one (21) human service agencies in the Seacoast in the
amounts corresponding to the agencies' requests in the right-hand columns as follows:
Human Service Agency
Aids Response Seacoast
American Red Cross
Area Home Care & Family Services
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Child Advocacy Center
Crossroads House
Families First Health & Support Center
Friends Program Retired & Senior Volunteer Program
Haven Violence Protection & Support Services
Lamprey Health Sr. Trans. Program
New Generation Shelter
One Sky Community Services
Richie McFarland Children’s Center
Rockingham Community Action
Rockingham Meals on Wheels
Seacoast Family Promise
Seacoast Mental Health Center
Seacoast Visiting Nurse
Seacoast Youth Services
Step Up Parents
Transportation Assistance for Seniors (TASC)
Waypoint
Total

2020 Funding
$2,700.00
$2,000.00
$12,000.00
$8,000.00
$1,250.00
$15,000.00
$10,000.00
$1,800.00
$7,500.00
$4,200.00
$2,000.00
$5,100.00
$10,500.00
$25,000.00
$7,389.00
$2,500.00
$8,000.00
$40,000.00
$2,500.00
$500.00
$9,600.00
$6,000.00
$183,539.00

2021 Funding
Request
$2,700.00
$2,000.00
$12,000.00
$8,000.00
$1,250.00
$15,000.00
$10,000.00
$1,800.00
$7,500.00
$0
$2,000.00
$5,100.00
$10,500.00
$25,000.00
$11,589.00
$2,500.00
$8,000.00
$40,000.00
$2,500.00
$500.00
$9,600.00
$6,000.00
$183,539.00

These twenty-one (21) human services agencies shall each be required to give a written report at
the end of the calendar or fiscal year 2021 to the Board of Selectmen highlighting what the funds
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were used for and what impact the funds had in assisting to achieve their goals and objectives?
(Majority vote required)
NOTE: Lamprey Health Sr. Transportation has discontinued this service and Rockingham
Meals on Wheels has taken responsibility of this service.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $183,539 is $0.048 per
$1,000 valuation (four point eight cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Jim Waddell, seconded by Regina Barnes to move discussion on Article 16.
Jim Waddell stated that the Article is self-explanatory.
Motion by Jim Waddell seconded by Regina Barnes to restrict reconsideration of Articles 14, 15
and 16. Motion Passed.
Yes - 2619*
No - 382
Article 17
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,000 to carry out all
lawful functions allowed under federal, state and local criminal justice forfeiture programs and
to authorize the withdrawal of said sum of $90,000 from the Police Forfeiture Special Revenue
Fund created for that purpose under Article 55 of the 2003 Town Meeting? (Majority vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) Zero Tax Impact.
Motion by Chuck Rage, seconded by Jim Waddell to move discussion on Article 17.
Town Manager Jamie Sullivan explained this Article.
Yes - 2559*
No - 390
Article 18
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $106,950 for the following
purposes of the Parks and Recreation Department: to purchase a Scag 61" Cheetah II commercial
lawn mower and attachments, to purchase a field line striper sprayer, to repair the Eaton Park
picnic area and add or replace equipment as needed, to repair and resurface the Tuck field tennis
courts, including repainting the tennis courts and lines, to purchase and install pickleball nets
and line striping, and to contribute to the repair, service or maintain the fields, grounds and
equipment, as determined to be in the best interests of the Town, and to authorize the
withdrawal of said sum of $106,950 from the Hampton Recreation Infrastructure Special
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Revenue Fund established for these purposes under Article 44 of the 2007 Annual Town
Meeting? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 8-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) Zero Tax Impact.
Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to move discussion on Article 18.
Rene Boudreau stressed how important this Article is to their Department each year.
Motion by Amy Hansen to reduce the amount of this Article to 72,100.00, seconded by Regina
Barnes.
Mark McFarlin of 3 Warner Lane questioned what items would be removed.
Moderator Casassa reminded the body that the Budget is a bottom-line budget.
Regina Barnes explained what had happened as a result of the Amendment to Article 8. Motion
Passed as Amended
Yes - 2646*
No - 355
Article 19
Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,500 to be added to the Firefighters
Turn Out Gear/Personal Protective Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created under Article 17
of the 2019 Annual Town Meeting in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35. Said sum of
$27,500 to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) Zero Tax Impact.
Motion by Rusty Bridle, seconded by Jim Waddell to move discussion on Article 19.
Town Manager Jamie Sullivan explained the Article and expressed support.
Jim Waddell expressed his support of the Article.
Motion by Jim Waddell seconded by Regina Barnes to restrict reconsideration of Articles 17, 18
and 19. Motion Passed
Yes - 2738*
No - 270
Article 20
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be placed in
the Hampton Conservation Commission Fund; this fund to be used to "acquire, maintain,
improve, protect or limit the future use of, or otherwise conserve and properly utilize," open
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spaces and conservation easements in Hampton in accordance with RSA 36-A, Sections 1
through 4, inclusive? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $20,000 is $0.005 per
$1,000 valuation (five tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Regina Barnes, seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to move discussion on Article 20.
Regina Barnes spoke in support of this Article.
Jay Diener explained how these funds are used. He spoke to the increased activities that were
resulting in more use of these properties and spoke in support.
Yes - 2483*
No - 487
Article 21
On the petition of Kristen Russell and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall the Town of
Hampton vote to raise and appropriate $3,000 to pay to Experience Hampton Inc., the organizer
of the 2010 to 2019 Hampton Christmas Parades, to help defray the expenses of the 2021
Christmas Parade and related activities?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2021 tax impact on $3,000 is $0.001 per
$1,000 valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Motion by Chuck Rage, seconded by Jim Waddell to move discussion on Article 21.
Chuck Rage spoke in support of this Article.
Yes - 2425*
No - 552
Article 22
We the undersigned registered voters of the town of Hampton request for you to insert in the
town warrant for 2021 town meeting the following article:
To see if the town will vote to update the code of ethics for the board of selectmen to include a
social media policy and create an ethics committee which will have an appointed representative
and an alternate representative from the select board, planning board, budget committee and
the trustees of the library each of these representatives will be appointed by these elected bodies
first thing after the annual town meeting to serve one year term in the committee.
The purposes of the committee should be as follows:
1. Space to agent key complaints and make recommendations concerning violations of the
code of ethics.
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2. To disseminate the code of ethics and educate the public officials and the public about
the code.
3. To review annually proposals for revising the code of ethics.
Motion by Mary -Louise Woolsey, seconded by Regina Barnes to move discussion on Article 22.
Nicole Duggan explained the background of the Article and spoke in favor.
Attorney Gearreald gave his opinion regarding the Article. He does not believe the Article has
any legal standing. He suggested an amendment to the Article would be in order to study the
matter.
Regina Barnes spoke against the Article.
Jerry Znoj gave an opinion on the Code of Ethics. His problem is that it is voluntary and nonbinding.
Larry Messner of 18 Barbour Rd asked some questions about the Article and spoke against the
Article.
Nicole Duggan explained that they just wanted accountability.
Katherine Harake suggested working on a Mission and Values statement for Hampton.
Leslie Lafond asked if the Code of Ethics could be made binding.
Delores Messner of 18 Barbour Rd asked why it only applied to the Selectmen. She expressed
concern and spoke against the Article.
Moderator Casassa read a quote regarding social media posts. He applauded the effort of the
petitioners.
Yes - 1923*
No - 917
Article 23
On petition of Mary-Louise Woolsey, and at least 25 registered voters, shall our Town of
Hampton voters stipulate that no future sitting Board of Selectmen shall be allowed to create a
whole new paid position, unless that Board submits a warrant article describing and justifying
said position and the salary needed to support it?
Motion by Mary-Louise Woolsey, seconded by James Waddell to move discussion on Article 22.
Mary-Louise Woolsey gave the background behind this Article and why the Article was brought
forward.
Mark Gearreald expressed his opinion on the Article and stated that the Article would be
advisory only.
Regina Barnes spoke in favor of this Article.
Amy Hansen stated that she was not happy with the wording of the Article.
Larry Quinn spoke in support of Mary-Louise's right to expound on why this Article was brought
forward.
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No further discussion on this Article.
Yes - 2139*
No - 710
Brian Warburton stated the Budget Committee would be meeting to reconsider the
recommendation of the Budget Committee on Article 8 as amended.
Meeting adjourned
Minutes prepared by Shirley Doheny, Town Clerk on March 29, 2021
Shirley Doheny
Town Clerk
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Historical Town Boundary Markers
First Public School - Marker Number 28 Hampton 1965
In New Hampshire, supported by taxation, the first public school opened in Hampton on
May 31, 1649. It was presided over by John Legat for the education of both sexes. The sole
qualification for admission of the pupils was that they be “capable of learning”.
Located on the green of the Centre School, at the intersection of Towle Avenue and
Winnacunnet Road (NH 101-E).
Old Landing Road - Marker Number 119 Hampton 1977
This was the first roadway from the ancient landing on Hampton River taken on October
14, 1638, by Rev. Stephen Bachiler and his small band of followers, where they made the first
settlement of Hampton, originally named Winnacunnet Plantation. For the next 160 years, this
area was the center of the town’s activity. During that period and into the town’s third century,
Landing Road provided access for fishing, salt marsh haying, mercantile importing and
exporting, and transportation needs of a prospering community.
Located east of US 1, at the corner of Park Avenue and Landing Road, near the
Winnacunnet High School.
Bound Rock - Marker Number 120 Hampton 1978
This rock, originally in the middle of the Hampton River, indicated the start of the boundary
line surveyed by Capt. Nicholas Shapley and marked by him “AD 1657-HB and SH” to
determine the line between Hampton and Salisbury, Massachusetts, HB meaning Hampton
Bound and SH, Shapley’s mark. Lost for many decades due to the shifting of the river’s mouth,
the original course of the river and the Bound Rock were rediscovered in 1937.
This historically important boulder, still serving as a boundary marker between Hampton
and Seabrook, was enclosed by the State of New Hampshire that same year.
To get to the Bound Rock, take NH 1-A south, toward Seabrook. Take the first left past the
bridge over the Hampton Harbor Inlet, which is Eisenhower Street; turn right onto Portsmouth
Street, then left onto Woodstock Street. This marker was erected in cooperation with the towns
of Hampton and Seabrook.
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Town Communications
The Town supports a highly accessible government and encourages community
participation.
The Town shares information using both traditional and innovative methods to expand its
reach into the community. The essential need to share government services’ valuable
information never changes, however, in order to lower environmental impact and cost, the
avenues for communicating are constantly redesigned.
The Town operates an external website, which is the hub of all digital town related
information. Using the Notify Me module on the town's website, residents can sign-up to receive
text messages and email notifications including the Town Calendar, News Flash, Job Postings,
Bid Postings, and Alerts. Residents can go to www.hamptonnh.gov and sign up for the
notifications that are most relevant to them. The Town continues its communication reach into
the community by utilizing the social media platform Facebook. Facebook is a useful tool for
communicating timely information such as parking restrictions, cancellations or to announce
upcoming town events. In 2021, the town’s Facebook page had 4,944 “Check-ins”, 3,269
“Followers”, 23 “Following”, and 3066 “Likes” since its inception.
For those on the road, the town also uses digital signs in various locations to communicate
events or other information. Drivers can get information about upcoming events, parking bans,
and/or emergency notices.
The Town still relies on traditional communications through newspaper, TV and in person
meeting. The Town’s cable channel (Channel 22) remains an important avenue for
communication to town residents. Channel 22 broadcasts on Comcast Cable, and runs listings
of town events, programs, and resources for its residents 24/7. Channel 22’s diverse program
includes the airing of Board of Selectmen meetings, town committee and commission meetings,
school board meetings, school events, and encore presentations of special events.
The Town uses these avenues of communication to inform residents, visitors, and businesses
about town meetings, events, and services and to actively announce upcoming town events.
The Town is deeply committed to its mission of innovative delivery of services to its
community. Online services bring convenience and increased accessibility. The Town offers
the following online services for speed and convenience through its website
www.hamptonnh.gov
Town Clerk

Motor Vehicle registration, Boat registration,
Plate renewal, Dog licensing, Voter registration,
and Vital records

Tax Collector

Property Tax payments

Parks and Recreation

Recreational Programs and Activities
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Meeting Schedules
All meetings are held at the Town Office, located at 100 Winnacunnet Road, if not otherwise
noted.
Board of Selectmen

- Monday evenings at 7:00 p.m. Summer schedule
every two weeks.

Conservation Commission

- The fourth Tuesday of the month at 7:00 p.m.

Municipal Budget Committee

- The third Tuesday of the month at 6:00 p.m. (No
summer meetings)

Lane Memorial Library Trustees

- The third Thursday of the month at the Lane
Memorial Library at 6:30 p.m.

Hampton Beach Area Commission

- The fourth Thursday of the month at 7:00 p.m.

Hampton Beach Village
District Commissioners

- The second Wednesday of the month at the Beach
Fire Station at 5:30 p.m.

Hampton Historical Society

- The first Tuesday of the month at the Tuck
Museum at 7:00 p.m.

Heritage Commission

- The first Thursday of the month at 6:00 p.m.

Planning Board

- The first and third Wednesday of the month at
7:00 p.m.

Parks and Recreation Advisory
Committee

- The fourth Wednesday of the month at 6:30 p.m.

Solid Waste Committee

- The second Thursday of the month at 7:00 p.m.

Trustees of Trust Funds

- Quarterly on the third Monday at 4:00 p.m.

Zoning Board of Adjustment

- The third Thursday of the month at 7:00 p.m.

USS Virginia Committee

- The second Monday of the month at 6:00 p.m.

The following boards and/or committees have no regular meeting schedule; rather they meet
as is necessary or required: Cable Advisory Board, Highway Safety Committee, Leased Land Real
Estate Commission, Mosquito Control Committee, and the Municipal Records Committee,
please see their posted schedules on the town’s website for meeting dates.
All meeting dates are subject to change, please contact the respective board, committee,
commission, society, or trust to confirm the date, time, and location of the meeting.
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How to Volunteer
Why Volunteer?
The governance of a community affects all of us, from the rules and regulations to the taxes
we pay. Cooperation between local government and the public requires volunteers from all ages
and backgrounds
Giving back to your community is valuable for both yourself and your town. You will meet
new and interesting people who can give you a new perspective and insights and may even
provide you with new skills (teamwork and leadership). Ultimately, you will learn the details of
how the town works and how everyone can make a difference in continuing to make this town
a great place to live.
Volunteers are always needed and welcomed!
Volunteer Boards and Committees in town are Cable TV Advisory Board, Conservation
Commission, Heritage Commission, Highway Safety Committee, Lease Land Real Estate
Commission, Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee, Mosquito Control Committee,
Municipal Records Committee, Solid Waste Committee, and the USS Virginia Committee.
Please consider attending a meeting of a board or committee you may be interested in, to
watch, listen, and learn, and then join up!
The governing body of the town is the Board of Selectmen, and they appoint the volunteer
positions in March of each year, generally for a three-year term. If you are interested in
volunteering your time to any of those volunteer boards and committees, please submit a letter
of interest to the Town Manager. Although submission of your interest is not a guarantee of
appointment, your information will remain on file until the following March, and when and if
a vacancy arises, the Board of Selectmen will review all submission requests and appoint the
candidate deemed best for the position.
Elected positions include the Board of Selectmen, Lane Memorial Library Trustees,
Moderator, Municipal Budget Committee, Planning Board, Supervisors of the Checklist, Tax
Collector, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Trustees of the Trust Funds, and the Zoning Board of
Adjustment.
The filing period for candidacy opens in the third week of January of each year and interested
parties should contact the Town Clerk’s Office at that time to file.
The Planning Board appoints the members of the Capital Improvements Committee, the
alternates to the Planning Board and the Zoning Board of Adjustment are appointed by their
respective Board.
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In Recognition
The Town of Hampton recognizes the following employees who have retired from or have
left the town to pursue other avenues in 2021. The Town has been extremely fortunate to have
such loyal, dedicated, and talented personnel, they will be missed professionally and as friends.
Town Manager’s Office
Frederick Welch, Town Manager and Deputy Town Manager
Mark Gearreald, Town Attorney (Retired)

2007-2021
2003-2021

Building Department
Jim Marchese, Building Inspector
Scott McDonald, Part-time Building Inspector (Retired)

2020-2021
2011-2021

Department of Public Works
Chris Jacobs, Director
Steve Aslin, Wastewater Systems Technician (Retired)
Joseph Gallagher, Vehicle Maintenance Foreman (Retired)
Alan Jones, Working Foreman (Retired)

2011-2021
1997-2021
2016-2021
1987-2021

Fire Rescue Department
Jameson Ayotte, Chief
Justin Cutting, Deputy Chief (Retired)
Lisa Perreault, Fire Alarm Operator

2012-2021
1996-2021
2009-2021

Lane Memorial Library
Darrell Eifert, Adult Services Librarian (Retired)

2005-2021

Police Department
Richard Sawyer, Chief (Retired)
Thomas Gudaitis, Lieutenant (Retired)

1996-2021
1989-2021

Supervisors of the Checklist
Arleen Andreozzi

2007-2022

Town Clerk’s Office
Davina Larivee, Bookkeeper (Retired)
Anne Tirrell, Part-time Assistant Clerk

1997-2021
2015-2021

The individual reports were written by the Department Heads, and by the Chairman of their
respective Boards, Commissions, Committees, Society, and Trustees.
Thank you to the Department Heads and their staff for their assistance in helping me prepare
this report, and every past report that I have done, thank you all so very much.
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I would like to recognize the following for their contributions to this report.
Interior photographs:
Historical information:
Proofreading:

Mary Blackwell, DPW, Building Department, and
Lane Memorial Library
Hampton Historical Society
Mary Blackwell, Kathleen Dow, and Bobbi Hayden

Kristina G. Ostman
Administrative Assistant
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